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Please read these notes before installing Microsoft XENIX Multi
plan on your system. 

XENIX System Requirements 

To run Multiplan, you must have Microsoft XENIX System V 
(the manual incorrectly refers to version 3.0) or IBM XENIX 286 
Version 2, installed on your hard disk. 

.Depending .on.:your system configuration and number of users, 
you may need more than 640K of memory to run Multiplan. 

Setting the MSPLAN Environment Variable 

To run Multiplan, you must set the environment variable MSPLAN 
to designate the path to the Multiplan termcap file. Multiplan's 
termcap file is usually in th� same directory as t11e Multiplan pro
gram. To set the environment variable when termcap is in 
/usr/mp: 

For C Shell users, type this line in the .login file: 

• setenv MSPLAN lusrlmp 

For Bourne Shell users, type this line in the .profile file: 

• set MSPLAN = lusrlmp ; export MSPLAN 

Utilities Disk 

The Multiplan Utilities disk includes sample XENIX Multiplan 
models. To copy the models to your hard disk: 

III At �csystem prompt, type tar -xfv ldevljd048 

[g] Press t11e RETURN key. 
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Important 

• Throughout this manual you will find references to diskettes. 
Due to the numerous different configurations of machines 
operating under XEN!X®, use of diskettes may not apply to 
you. For example, if Multiplan® is already installed on your 
machine, you do not require a Multiplan Program diskette. You 
can start Multiplan at the system prompt simply by typing mp 
and then pressing RETURN. 

Also, you will generally save worksheets on a hard disk instead 
of on data diskettes. 

• Although this manual refers to the WINDOWS PAINT com
mand, the command is not present in this version of Multiplan. 

-"-- - - ---- -·--- -------�-------------·--- --·----- ---
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Preface 

Microsoft® Multiplan is a personal productivity tool that will help 
you analyze data. As an aid for both business and personal needs, 
Multiplan is one of the most powerful modeling and planning 
tools ever invented. With Multiplan you can do the capital budget
ing for a small company; you can make major sales force decisions 
or analyze product planning; you can plan your personal invest
ments and put together a budget for your tamily ... and much 
more. 

Multiplan is easy to learn, and its versatility is enhanced by the 
skill of its user. As you become more familiar with Multiplan, and 
better able to exercise its powers, you'll be surprised at how 
quickly and efficiently you'll accomplish various tasks. 

The two parts of this manual are designed as a tutorial and a refer
ence guide to Multiplan. Part I, "Using Multiplan," is the tutorial, 
which gives you an overview of the features of the system. Part 2, 
"Reference to Multiplan," is a detailed reference guide to all Multi
plan features. Parts I and 2 complement one another; together, 
they will teach you both the concepts and the uses of Multiplan. 

The design of Multiplan allows you to work intuitively; its capabil
ities allow you to accomplish a wide variety of tasks. 

Welcome! We hope you enjoy working with your powerful new 
assistant: Microsoft Multiplan. 
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Introduction 

Microsoft Multiplan is an electronic worksheet - a large grid of 
entries, each of which can be words, numbers, or formulas. You 
can set up the Multiplan worksheet with titles and numbers. But 
more, Multiplan can replace your pen and paper and your calcula
tor because Multiplan can perform the calculations for you. 

Multiplan frees you from the limitations of more traditional 
metl10ds of calculation. Because Multiplan remembers tl1e rela
tionships between entries on the workshee� it can automatically 

--- ---perform-calculations- -and-this-is where-the-real-power-comes _________________ �----
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from. You get a chance to ask ''What if!" to test out plans and to 
forecast. What if one number changes? What is the effect on the 
worksheet? 

Multiplan lets you alter a critical number and watch tl1e figures 
change across your worksheet; you can observe the effect over 
time of a small change here, or an improvement there. You can 
run sensitivity analyses, do budget and resource plarming, and 
schedule more efficiently. You'll soon agree that Multiplan is a 
vast improvement over ''hand calculating" methods. 

Multiplan overcomes tl1e limitation of paper worksheets. Multi
plan offers you a worksheet 4095 rows long and 255 columns 
wide for words, numbers, and formulas. Multiplan allows you to 
connect several worksheets so that you can build up a chain of 
sheets that provide information to each other. You can, as neces· 
sary, instantly move, insert, or erase data; widen or shrink 
columns; or insert or delete space; thereby eliminating the costly 
and tiresome work of typing or hand printing the worksheet over 
and over. The Multiplan worksheet is always very flexible. 

Multiplan communicates witl1 you as directly and naturally as pos
sible, providing many aids to help you to accomplish your objec
tives. You will soon learn how to manipulate data to obtain the 
answers you need. 
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How to Proceed 

An interactive program like Multiplan can be learned only by use. 
1bis manual is designed to be read and used as you use Multiplan. 
It's important that you try, test, and experiment as you learn. 
You'll be surprised at how quickly it all falls together. Nothing 
you type can damage the computer or Multiplan, so don't hesitate 
to experiment. 

Part 1, "Using Multiplan," introduces Multiplan in a tutorial 
manner, in simple steps with many practical examples. You'll learn 
by using Multiplan to make a financial analysis of a model firm -
Spencer Ceramics, The tutorial demonstrates the main Multiplan 
features as they are commonly used. 

Begin by working through Part 1. Chapter 1, "Fundamentals," and 
Chapter 2, "Building a Worksheet," help you become familiar with 
the keyboard and screen display and introduce you to the Multi· 
plan typing aids. 

"Entering Formulas" and "Naming Cells and Copying," Chapters 3 
and 4, lead you further into the use of Multiplan. When you com
plete these chapters you'll have used some of the most important 
Multiplan commands and features. 

Chapter 5, ''Windows, Copying Formulas, and Options," introduces 
the finer points of the Multiplan screen display. After completing 
it, you'll be ready to print some samples of your work. Chapter 6, 
"Printing a Worksheet," tells you how. The final chapter in the 
tutorial, Chapter 7, "Using Multiple Worksheets," takes you 
beyond working with a single sheet. You learn how to organize 
data on multiple sheets and to draw data from them for use on 
another sheet. 

As you work through Part 1, you'll find it helpful to refer to 
Part 2, "Reference to Multiplan." 

Part 2, "Reference to Multiplan," begins with Chapter 8, "Elements 
of Multiplan," which explains in depth the Multiplan worksheet, 
how to enter commands, how to edit, what formulas are, how 
access to files works, and what happens when the worksheet 
undergoes changes that move data. 

Part 2 also contains detailed descriptions of all Multiplan com
mands in Chapter 9, "Commands," of all mathematical and statisti
cal functions in Chapter 10, "Functions," and of all messages 
Multiplan displays in Chapter 11, "Messages." 

At the end of Part 2, you'll find appendices that contain additional 
information about advanced features you'll find helpful, including 
using macros and solving extended problems with the iteration 
option. 
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Included also is the Multiplan Quick Reference Guide, which sum
marizes Multiplan for quick, easy reference. 

Begin applying Multiplan to simple tasks, making frequent use of 
Part 2. As you gain experience, use Multiplan for more complex 
tasks, such as organizing multiple worksheets. You'll soon find that 
you have a firm grip on a powerful tool. 

Introduction xiii I 
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Getting Started 

This section tells you what you need to know and do before 
running Multiplan. It covers these topics: 

• What You Need 

• Installing Multiplan on Your System 

• How to Start Multiplan 

• The Keyboard 

xvl 
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What You Need 

To work with Multiplan, you need: 

• An 80286 XEN IX-based computer with at least 640K bytes of 
memory 

• The XENIX Operating System (version 3.0 or higher ), or I B M  
XENIX 286 Version 2, installed on hard disk 

• The Multiplan Program disk 

• A printer (optional) 
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Run the msinstall 
program 

Installing Multiplan on Your System 

Multiplan is distributed on a 360K byte, double-sided, 9-sector 
disk. Before you can use Multiplan, you must run the msinstall 
installation program to copy the Multiplan files from the Multiplan 
Program disk to the appropriate directories on your hard disk. 
You need to install Multiplan only once; you can then run Multi
plan without re-installing it. 

You must have super-user privileges to install Multiplan. 

Note When you work through the installation procedure 
described below, you will need to provide the XENIX device 
name for your floppy disk drive. On most XENIX-based comput
ers, the drive name is /dev/fd048ds9. You should consult the 
manual for your particular computer to confirm this name. If the 
floppy disk drive on your computer has a diflerent name, substi
tute that name in steps 4 and 6 of the following procedure. 

To install Multiplan: 

[j] Log in on the root account. 

� Change your current directory to /tmp. At the system prompt, 
type cd ltmp 

Ill Place the Multiplan Program disk in the disk drive (or in 
drive A, the top or left drive on a two-drive system) and 
shut the drive door. 

[!] Use the tar command to copy msinstall to your hard disk. 
At the system prompt, type tar xvf I dev!fd048ds9 msinstall 

[§] Press the RETURN key to carry out the tar command. 

[§] When the system prompt appears again, type 
msinstall -d ldev!fd048ds9 mp 

Ill Press the RETURN key to run msinstall. 

The msinstall program copies the Multiplan program fLies 
to the directory /usr/bin and then asks if you have other 
fLies to copy. 

[§] When you see the message: 

Next disk [y, nl? 

type n and press the RETURN key. 
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liD You can now remove msinstall from your hard disk. At the 
system prompt, type 1111 msinstall 

llli Press the RETURN key. 

ffj] Press Ctrl-D to log out from the root account. 

Multiplan is now installed on your hard disk. Remove the Multi
plan Program disk from the drive and store it in a safe place. 
If your hard disk is ever damaged or erased, you will need the 
Program disk. 

How to Start Multiplan 

Afrer a XENIX super-user has installed Multiplan, any user can 
start the program. 

Getting Started xvii I 
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[I] Log in on your account. 

W When you see the system prompt, type mp 

W Press the RETURN key. 

Now you're ready to work with Multiplan. Turn to Chapter I and 
begin learning about Multiplan. The following section explains the 
keyboard-refer to it as you work with Multiplan. You don't need 
to read the "Operating Information" section yet; you 'II find it 
useful after you've gone through the examples in Chapters 1 
through 7. 

The Keyboard 

In Multiplan, some keys have special names. These names describe 
what the keys do rather than what appears on the key itself. For 
example, CANCEL is the name for a key that lets you stop what you 
are doing at the moment. Some terminals have a key labeled 
Cancel. On some terminals, you press a key labeled Esc. On other 
terminals, you hold the Control key and press C. 
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Standard keys The chart below lists the standard keys for XENIX Multiplan. This 
chart is also available within Multiplan with the Help command: 

[I] When the main command menu is on the screen, press H for 
Help. (When the main command menu is not on the screen, 
press the HELP key.) 

[gJ Press K for Keyboard. 

rn Scroll through the chart by pressing N to see the next screen 
and P to see the previous screen. 

[!] To return to Multiplan, press R for Resume. 

Important Some keys may differ on your terminal. Look at the 
keyboard chart with the Help command to see if there are excep· 
tions for your terminal. Note any differences on the chart below 
and in the Quick Reference Guide. 

In the following chart, keys separated by commas represent 
options available to you. For example, to select the previous item 
on a menu, you can press either the BACKSPACE key or Ctrl· H. Keys 
not separated by commas must be pressed in sequence. For exam
ple, to move the cell pointer to the previous window, first press 
Ctrl·R, then press Ctrl·W. 

If your terminal has up, down, left, and right arrow keys, they 
move the cell pointer. If your terminal has a HOME key, it moves 
the cell pointer to RIC I. 

Move the Cell Pointer 

Up 
Down 
Left 
Right 
Previous Window 
Next Window 
Next Unlocked Cell 
Previous Unlocked Cell 

Ctri·E 
Ctri·X 
Ctri·S 
Ctri·D 
Ctri·R Ctri·W 
Ctri·W, ; 
Ctri·F, LINEFEED 

Ctri·R Ctri·F 
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Scroll the Window 

Page Up 
Page Down 
Page Left 
Page Right 
Home 
End 

Ctri-R Ctri-E 
Ctri-R Ctri-X 

Ctri-R Ctri-S 
Ctri-R Ctri-D 
Ctri-Q 

Ctri-Z 

Select and Execute Commands 

Cancel 
Do this command 

Ctri-C 
RETURN 

Select next item on menu SPACE BAR 

Select previous item on menu BACKSPACE, Ctri-H 
Tab to next field in command TAB, Ctrl-1 

Getting Started xix I 
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H�p ? 
Recalculate ! 
Alternate Ctri-A 

Edit Cells and Commands 

Delete 
Backspace 
Character Left 
Character Right 
Word Left 
Word Right 
Reference 

Edit Macro 
Single-step through Macro 

DELETE, Ctri-Y 

BACKSPACE, Ctri-H 
Ctri-K 
Ctri-L 
Ctrl-0 
Ctri-P 

@ 
Ctri-V 
Ctri-T 
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Operating Information 

You will find the information in this section useful once you have 
a feel for Multiplan. It covers the following topics: 

• Files and Filenames 

• Memory 

• Loading Worksheets 

• Listing Directory Files 

• Specifying a Pathname with Transfer Options 

xxi I 
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• Starting Multiplan for Mode Conversion 

• Multiplan Termcap Entries 

Files and Filenames 

Computer files, like files of paper documents, are collections of 
information. This information may be data (numbers, text, formu
las, and so on), computer programs, or a combination of the two. 

When you run Multiplan, you use the files containing Multiplan 
programs and data: mp, MP.DAT, and MP.HLP. When you quit 
Multiplan, Multiplan automatically creates another file, MP.INI, 
which saves certain setup information in your home directory. See 
the Quit command in Chapter 9, "Commands," for more details. 

When you build and save a worksheet, you create a new file. This 
file is a record of the information you put on the worksheet. You 
name any file you create by filling in the "filename" field of the 
Transfer Save command. 

You can name files as follows: 

0 • Filenames can contain up to 14 characters. 

• Filenames can be any combination of letters (A-Z), numbers 
( 0-9 ), or any other characters except: 

I ? ' " 
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System memory 

Free space 

XENIX does distinguish between lowercase and uppercase charac
ters. For example, BUDGET, Budget, and budget are three distinct 
filenames. 

Memory 

As you work with Multiplan, you need to be aware of the distinc
tion between "system memory" and "free space." System memory 
is the total amount of memory available on the computer on 
which Multiplan has been installed. Free space is the portion of 
system memory provided to individual users for building their 
worksheets. 

Whenever you start Multiplan, the program attempts to give 
you 512K bytes of system memory to use as your own free space. 
If 512K bytes of system memory aren't available, XENIX will give 
you as much free space as it can. However, if the available amount 
of system memory is less than 32K bytes, Multiplan will abort and 
the following message will appear on the bottom line of your 
screen: 

Insllfficient MeMory available 

The percentage of free space you have to work with (initially 
100%) is displayed on the bottom line of your screen. You 
will see the percentage gradually decrease as you build your 
worksheet. Keep in mind, however, that the amount of free space 
available to you at any time depends on the number of other 
users working with the total available system memory. This means 
that the 100% initially allocated to you can represent anywhere 
from 32 to 512K bytes. Therefore, it may not be possible to load a 
large worksheet that you built during a previous session if the 
amount of free space currently available is less than the amount 
that was available when you first built the worksheet. 

Umited memory should only be a problem if use of the system 
is extremely heavy. You can help conserve system memory, and 
therefore the amount of free space allocated for your own work, 
by using the "Hints" suggested throughout this manual. However, 
if you do have difficulty loading or building worksheets, you 
should contact your system administrator. 
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Loading Worksheets 

All Multiplan worksheets that you create, as well as those created 
by other users, are stored in the XENIX file system, which is made 
up of various "directories." 

Multiplan allows you to work in one directory and load (or save, 
clear, etc.) worksheets from another of your directories. With the 
proper permissions, you can also access worksheets in another 
user's directory. 

A11y Multiplan file (worksheet) that you want to work with will be 
located in either: 

• Your current directory (the home directory you log in to or 
one you've changed to) 

• Some other directory (belonging either to you or to another 
user) 

When you log in to the system, XENIX automatically places you 
in your home directory. If the worksheet you want is in this direc� 
tory, you need only to start Multiplan (as described in "Getting 
Started"), and then use the Transfer Load command to bring the 
worksheet up on your screen. 

Ally time that you want to load a worksheet that is not in 
your current directory, you must specify the pathname to the 
worksheet's location. TI1e pathname you specify is the "map" 
Multiplan uses to find the worksheet you want. 

The following example shows how to load a worksheet named 
june1985. The worksheet is in the directory budget belonging to 
a user whose home directory is joe. 

OJ Start Multiplan (as described in "Getting Started"). 

[l] Choose the Transfer Load command. 

l1l In the "filename" field, type IUS1'ijoe!budgetljune1985 

@] Press the RETURN key. 

You can read a worksheet in another user's directory, provided 
the user hasn't read-protected the worksheet; you can modify the 
worksheet, provided the user hasn't write-protected it. 

If the worksheet is read-protected, you'll see the following mes
sage when you try to load the worksheet: 

Cannot >ead file 

uperarmg mrormanon xxm 1 

Loading worksheets 
in your home 
directory 

Loading worksheets 
in other directories 



Exchanging 
worksheets with other 
versions of Multiplan 

List directory files 

This message tells you that the permissions on the worksheet will 
have to be changed before you can load it. 

If the worksheet is write� protected, or if another user is currently 
working on the worksheet, you'll see the following message when 
you try to save the file: 

Cannot wFite file 

This message tells you that you cannot save any changes you've 
made to the worksheet unless you either: 

• Save the worksheet under a different name 

• Save the worksheet in a different directory 

When you do either of the above, you create a copy of the 
worksheet (including any modifications that you've made) under 
the name or in the directory that you specify. The original work
sheet is not alfected in any way (that is, it's left in the same con
dition, in the same directory, and with the same name as when 
you loaded it). 

If you want to exchange a worksheet with another version of 
Multiplan (for example, MS-DOS Multiplan), you must save the 
worksheet in Symbolic Link (SYLK) format. To do so, first change 
the response in the "mode" field of the Transfer Options com
mand from Normal to Symbolic. Then use the Transfer Save com
mand to save the worksheet. Before loading the worksheet into 
the other version of Multiplan, make sure that you again choose 
Symbolic in the "mode" field of the Transfer Options command. 

Listing Directory Files 

Frequently, you may need to review a list of filenames in a 
directory before loading the worksheet you want. To do so: 

[j] Change to the directory containing the worksheet you want. 

liD Start Multiplan. 

[11 Choose the Transfer Load command. 

l1J Press the RIGHT key. 

A list of all files contained in the directory will appear on the 
screen. 
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Specifying a Pathname 
with Transfer Options 

Whenever you start Multiplan, the program places you in the 
directory whose pathname you specified in the "setup" field of the 
Transfer Options command. Usually, your response in this field 
will be the pathname of the directory you normally work in. 

On occasion, however, you may want to work regularly for a 
while in a different directory. For example, you may need to 
maintain the worksheets of another user who has gone on vaca
tion. In such cases, it's a good idea to change the response in the 
"setup" field to the pathname of the directory in which you'll tem
porarily be working. Once you have done so, you will not have to 
use the XENIX change directory command each time before start
ing Multiplan. Instead, Multiplan will automatically place you in 
the directory you want. 
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when the user whose worksheets you maintained returns from 
vacation), remember to change the response in the "setup" field 
back to tl1e pathname of the directory you normally work in. 

Note For complete instructions on working with tl1e XENIX file 
system, see your XENIX Operations Guide. 

Printing Multiplan Files 

Multiplan works well with a variety of printers. (The printer 
should expect ASCII characters, a carriage return, at1d a linefeed, 
in tlmt order, at the end of each line). Multiplan cru1 send any spe
cial characters the printer needs to set print modes, such as bold
face or 160-character widtl1. Your printer manual will tell you 
what print modes are possible atld what special characters to send 
to set tl1e modes. To send special characters from Multiplan: 

III From the main command menu, press P, then 0. 
This puts you in the Print Options command. 

I]] Press the TAB key. 

This puts you in tl1e "setup" field. 

[ill Type t11e special characters. 

Send special 
characters 
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Changing modes 

To send a control character, press the ' key, then the upper
case character; for example, for CONTROL-L type -z. To send 
an escape character, type ' [ followed by the uppercase charac
ter; for example, for ESC-U type '[U. (If you prefer to specify 
these special characters in hexadecimal notation, Multiplan 
will accept &HXX, where XX is the hex value of the charac
ters. For example, ESC-U could be coded as &HlBU.) 

[1] Press the RETURN key. 
You are now back at the Print command. 

[§] Choose the Printer command and press the RETURN key. 

Multiplan sends the special characters to the printer when it 
begins printing a worksheet. 

Multiplan saves the setup field of the Print Options command 
when you save the worksheet. This means you won't have to 
re-enter the special characters each time you want to print the 
worksheet. You can change the setup field any time you want 
to change the print modes for the worksheet. If you choose File 
instead of Printer, Multiplan includes the special characters in 
the printable file. 

Starting Multiplan for Mode Conversion 

You can also start Multiplan with the names of worksheet files you 
want loaded at the same time by typing a command like this: 

mp filename/ filename2 filename3 . . .  

If you give only one filename after mp, the computer loads Multi
plan, and Multiplan loads the worksheet file in Normal mode. 

If you give more than one worksheet name when you start, Multi
plan assumes that the ftrst worksheet is stored in Symbolic mode 
and that you want to convert it to Normal mode before loading it. 
For information on worksheet modes, see the Transfer Options 
command in Chapter 9, "Commands." 



For example, if you type mp SKBUDGET BUDGET, Multiplan will 
look for the worksheet SKBUDGET that you previously saved in 
Symbolic mode. Then, it will convert the worksheet to Normal 
mode, name the new worksheet BUDGET, and Transfer Load that 
worksheet so you can work on it. Here are a couple of points to o keep in mind: 

0 
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• You now have two copies of the same file stored on the disk: 
SKBUDGET (in Symbolic mode) and BUDGET (in Normal 
mode). Unless you Transfer Save any changes you make in 
both Symbolic and Normal mode, the Symbolic and Normal 
versions of your worksheet on the disk will be different. If you 
want them to be identical, Transfer Save your worksheet 
twice- once in Symbolic and once in Normal mode. 

• If you already have a worksheet named BUDGET stored on the 
disk and you type mp SKBUDGET BUDGET, Multiplan will ask 
you if you want to replace the existing BUDGET with the one 
converted from SKBUDGET. Press Y if you do, N if you don't. 

If you give more than two worksheet names, Multiplan processes 
the names in pairs. It takes the first name of each pair, converts 
the worksheet file with that name from Symbolic to Normal mode, 
then gives the second name of the pair to the Normal mode ver
sion. When Multiplan finishes converting the worksheets, it loads 
the last worksheet on the list so you can work on it. If you give 
an odd number of filenames, Multiplan loads the last one as a 
Normal file. 

Multiplan Termcap Entries 

The XENIX termcap file defines the capabilities of the terminals 
supported by Multiplan. For example, Multiplan uses the tel7ncap 
file to perform such standard operations as clearing the screen 
and positioning the cursor. 

The following table lists the two-letter codes for terminal capabili· 
ties that are used by Multiplan. You will need to be familiar with 
these codes if you wish to either: 

• Modify any existing termcap entry 

• Add a terminal currently not supported by Multiplan 

Operating Information xxvii I 
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For information on editing the termcap file, see the discussion 
under TERMCAP(M) in your XENIX Command Reference manual. 

You must have super-user privileges to edit the termcap me. 

Name 

AL 

be 

BE 

bs 

BS 

cl 

CL 

CN 

co 

CR 

cw 
DK 

DL 

do 

EM 

EN 

EX 

Gl 

G2 

G3 

G4 

GD 

GE 

GH 

GS 

GV 

HM 

ho 

HP 

HW 
li 

LK 

Description 

Sent by ALTERNATE key 

Backspace if not 'H 

Bell character 

Terminal can backspace with 'H 

Sent by BACKSPACE key (if not be) 

Clear screen 

Sent by CHAR LEFT key 

Sent by CANCEL key 

Number of columns in a line 

Sent by CHAR RIGHT key 

Sent by CHANGE WINDOW key 

Sent by down arrow key (if not kd) 

Sent by DELETE key 

Down one line 

Sent by EDIT MACRO key 

Sent by END key 

Sent by EXTEND SELECT key 

Upper-right (1st quadrant) corner character 

Upper-left (2nd quadrant) corner character 

Lower-left (3rd quadrant) corner character 

Lower-right (4th quadrant) corner character 

Down-tick character 

Graphics mode end 

Horizontal bar character 

Graphics mode start 

Vertical bar character 

Sent by HOME key (if not kh) 
Home cursor (if not em) 

Sent by HELP key 

Sent by HOME WINDOW key 

Number of lines on screen or page 

Sent by left arrow key (if not kl) 



0 
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Name 

MP 

MR 

nd 

NU 
PC 

PD 

PF 

PL 

PR 

PU 

PW 

RC 

RF 
-RK 

RT 

ST 

TB 

UK 

up 

WL 
WR 
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Description 

Multiplan initialization string 

Multiplan reset string 

Non-destructive space (cursor right) 

Sent by NEXT UNLOCKED CELL key 

Sent by PREVIOUS UNLOCKED CELL key 

Sent by PAGE DOWN key 

Sent by PREVIOUS FIELD key 

Sent by PAGE LEFf key 

Sent by PAGE RIGHT key 

Sent by PAGE UP key 

Sent by PREVIOUS WINDOW key 

Sent by RECALC key 

Sent by TOGGLE REFERENCE key 

--seiit by rlgEfarrow l<eY (ffiiotki') - - --- - ---�--·---·---

Sent by RETURN key 

Sent by SINGLE STEP THROUGH MACRO key 

Sent by TAB key 

Sent by up arrow key ( iJ not ku) 
Upline (cursor up) 

Sent by WORD LEFT key 

Sent by WORD RIGHT key 
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Using Multiplan 

The chapters in this patt will teach you about: 

I. Fundamentals 

2. Building a Worksheet 

3. Entering Formulas 

4. Naming Cells and Copying 

5. Windows, Copying Formulas, and Options 

6. Printing a Worksheet 

7. Using Multiple Worksheets 
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What you see now is the basic Multiplan screen. Notice the row 
and column numbers, command line, message line, and status line, 
as well as three highlighted areas for window number, cell 
pointer, and command menu. You'll learn more about the parts as 
you progress tbrough this manual. 

Your screen displays only a small portion of the actual worksheet 
available to you. You can imagine the screen as a window to your 
worksheet: 



0 

0 
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With Multiplan, it is possible to see information on different parts 
of the worksheet by viewing the sheet through more than one 
window at a time. You will learn how to do that in Chapter 5, 
"Windows, Copying Formulas, and Options." 

Columns are numbered across the top. The illustrated screen 
now shows you 7 of the 255 worksheet columns. 

Rows are numbered down the left side of the display. The illus
trated screen now shows you 20 of the 4095 worksheet rows. 

Imagine lines running vertically between the column numbers and 
horizontally between the row numbers to form boxes on the 
worksheet. Each box is called a "cell." Cells hold the values of 
the worksheet. 

The cell that is available for immediate use, the active cell, is 
illuminated by the cell pointer. The cell pointer is currently in 
the upper left corner of the display; in row 1, column 1. A cell is 
identified by its location; the row number is always given first. 
Cell "row 1, column 1" (RIC!) is t11e active cell now. 

The Direction Keys 

Look at the Quick Reference Guide that carne with Multiplan to 
find the direction keys (named UP, DOWN, LEFT, and RIGHT). Then, 
locate tl1e keys on your keyboard. TI1ese keys are used to move 
the cell pointer around the worksheet (and for other functions 
you will learn about later). 
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Cell numbering 

The direction keys 
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Move the cell pointer Moving the Cell Pointer 

Press the RIGHT direction key once. Now look at the cell pointer. 
You moved it one cell to the right, to column 2. The pointer is 
now in row 1, column 2 (R1C2). That cell is now the active cell. 

ill 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 
1'--:::::-
2'-- � 
3 � ! 
8 

1� 
11 
1 2  
13 
14 
1 5  
16 
1 1  
1 8  
1 9  
2 0  

COMM�ND: \lin� Blank Cop� Delete Eait Fo••at Goto Help lnse•t Lock Move 
Na•.,-Options P•1nt Qu i t  So•t T•ansfe• Ualue W inaow � te•nal 

Select option o• type COMMana lette• 
R1 C2 1 00X F•ee Multiplan: TEMP 

Try the other direction keys. Watch how the cell pointer moves. 

Try to move the cell pointer to row 4, column 4 (R4C4). You 
can press the direction keys in any order you want. 

I ' 
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The Status Line 

TI1e bottom line of the screen is called the status line. It tells you 
the location of the active cell and what it contains. llight now the 
status line should read R 4C4, which is a location. If any other 
location is shown, use the direction keys to move the cell pointer 
to row 4, column 4. The space next to R4C4 in the status line 
shows the contents of the cell; right now the cell is blank so the 
space is empty. 

Uil 2 3 4 5 7 8 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 7 
8 
9 

1 0  
1 1  
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
15 
1 6  
1 7  
1 8  
1 9  
2 0  

COHHAHD: i� Blank Cop� Delete Edit Fo>oat Coto He!� lnse>t Lock Hove 
Rao,--Options PNnt Qu i t  SOFt T>ansfe> Ualue Window X ternal 

Select option or type coooand Jette> 
R4C4 1 00Y. Free Multiplan: TEMP 

Status line: shows active cell row 4 column 4 

Fundamentals 9 [  
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Look at the percent in the center of the statns line. It tells you 
how much working memory is left. 

ill! 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 i 
4 � 
7 
8 
9 

19 
11 12 
13 
14 
15 fj 
18 
19 20 

COMMAND: � Blank Cop� Delete Ed i t  Fo>oat Goto Hel� lnse•t Look Mooe 
Raoe;-Options PF1nt Qu i t  SoF t TFansfeF Ualue Windo• Xte>nal 

Select option o• type ooooand Jette> 
R4C4 100Y. F>ee Multiplan: TEMP 

Storage space remaining 

" 1  00% Free" means that all of the working memory is available for 
your use. Check this percent as you continue your work. The 
number shows how much room is left to continue your work. 
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You can name worksheets for ready reference. The status line 
will also tell you the name of the worksheet currently in use. 
Until you give your sheet a name of your own, Multiplan calls 
it TEMP (for temporary). 

il!l 2 3 4 5 6  7 8 
1 � 
4 � 
7 
8 

1� 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 I! 
18 !� 

COMMAND: � Blank Cop� Delete Eait ForMat Goto HolE Insert Look Move 
Ra.e-Options Pr1nt Quit Sort Transfer Value Hinaow Xtornal 

Select opt ion or typo OOMMana Iotter 
R4C4 199Y. Fr" Multiplan: TEMP 

Name of worksheet 

Fundamentals 1 1  I 
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Scroll the worksheet Scrolling the Worksheet 

The illustrated screen shows you only 7 columns. What if you 
want to see column 15? Press the RIGHT direction key until the 
cell pointer reaches the right edge of the display. As you con-
tinue to press the RIGHT direction key, the pointer remains still, (,_ 
but the columns move to the left beneath it. This is called 
scrolling. Press the RIGHT direction key until column 15 is 
reached. (Columns 1 through 8 are no longer visible on the left.) 
You are now in row 4, column 15 (R4C15). 

iii! 
1 ! 

!Columns scrolled left beneath screen 

I u 11 u u 14 15 

� c£::::r�:::::::::::�::::::::::c+::::::::::::::::��====:r�::::==-:::����· 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 i! 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

COHHAND: \lr!� Blank Cop� Delete Edit Fo>Mat Go to He!� Inse>t Lock Ho e 
11aMe0ptions P>�nt QLti t SO>t l.ansfe> Value Window Xte>nal 

Select option o> type COMMand Jette> 
R4Cl5 l00X F>ee Multiplan: IEH 

Pointer stays on screen 

Now press the DOWN direction key until the cell pointer reaches 
row 43. You are now in row 43, column 15 (R43C15). 
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Rows scroll up beneath screen 

9 19 11 13 

ru'i!ml Elank Cop� Delete Edit Fe>•at ""·''"·'"'' 
Ra•ec-Options P•1nt Quit So•t l•ansfe• 

Select option o• t�pe oo•••nd Jette• R43C15 .. 

199r. F•ee 

14 

MultiPlan: TEMP 

Pointer stays on screen 

Notice that during all of these movements, the cell pointer always 
stays on the screen. When the cell pointer reaches the edge of 
the display, the row numbers or the column numbers scroll across 
the screen. You could visualize this as sliding the window around 
the worksheet. 

You could return to the upper left corner of the worksheet 
(RIC!)  by pressing the UP and LEFT direction keys until the cell 
pointer arrives there. But there is another, faster way to move the 
cell pointer to RIC!. 

Look at the Quick Reference Guide again. Find the HOME key and 
try it. The cell pointer returns in one movement to the upper left 
corner (RIC!). 

Hint Use the PAGE, HOME, and END keys to scroll rapidly across 
and down the worksheet. 
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The Goto command The Goto (G) Command 

There is a way that is faster than using the direction keys to reach 
a cell on a different part of the worksheet. Press the G key. At 
the bottom of the screen on the command line (above the status 
line and message line), you should see the command: 

l(1) You type "G" 

. I (2} Multiplan displays 

�OTO: f' NaMe Row-co I Window 

elect o tion o� type coMMand lette� 
!Cl !99X F•ee 

Highlight shows proposed response 
and column numbers will show 

e e your pointer is at the moment 

Mul tip! an: TEMP 

You can see that the Goto command now offers you a choice of 
subcommands: Macro, Name, Row-col(umn), or Window. (Macro 
will be discussed in Appendix A, "Macros"; Names in Chapter 4, 
"Naming Cells and Copying"; Windows in Chapter 5, 'Windows, 
Copying Formulas, and Options.") For now, we'll consider the 
Row-col subcommand. 

Look at the illuminated box on the command line. It shows 
which command is selected on a menu. 

If you now press R, you will see: 

Edit cursor (active field} 
Multiplan proposed responses 
reflect location of your cell pointer 

GOTO .ow: 

Entel' nuMbel' 
R!Cl 

coluMn: 1 

Message fine 

1eex r ... Multiplan: TEMP 

Multiplan is also displaying numbers in the command line in this 
example, one number by "row" and. one number by "column." 
The words row and column are the names of command "fields," 



which are where you tell Multiplan how you want a command 
carried out. Entries in these command fields are called 
"responses." When you first select a command, Multiplan proposes 
responses in the command fields; these responses are called "pro
posed responses." Multiplan derives proposed responses from vari
ous aspects of the worksheet and your previous responses in com
mand fields. In this case, the proposed responses in the command 
fields are based on the current position of the cell pointer. 

Look at the message line below the command line. It reads, 
"Enter number." The highlight (called the edit cursor) is in the 
first field ("row"). Respond with the last row on the worksheet, 
row 4095: type 4095. 

The command line should now look like this: 

I You typed 

GO!O roo: 49951 coluMn: 1 

En te� nuMbel:l 
R!Cl 

Number still shows location 
of your cell pointer 

Multiplan: TEMP 

0 The edit cursor is now after the 4095. Press TAB to move the cur
sor to the second field in the command line. 

0 

R!Cl !BBY. Free Multiplan: TEMP 

GOTO roo: 4B95�t 
Enteo nuMber 

-----------------------/ 
Edit cursor 

With d1e edit cursor in the second field ("column"), pick the last 
column on the worksheet, column 255: type 255. The command 
line looks like this: 

GOTO roo: 4095 
Enteo nuMber 
R!Cl 

coluMn: 2551 

Multiplan: TEMP 

Fundamentals 15 1 
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You have now selected the cell (by its row and column numbers) 
to which you want the cell pointer to go. But Multiplan does not 
carry out the command until you tell it to do so. Press RETURN. 
Your screen should look like this: 

llll 254 m 
4091 
4092 
4093 
4094 
4095 

Cell pointer 

COMMAND: �� Blank Cop� Delete Edit Fo>Mat Goto He!� lnse>t Look Hove 
RiM.,-Option P>lnt Quit So>t l>ansfe> Ualue Windo• Xte>nal 

Seleot option '" typ ••••and Jette> 
R4096C!55 100r. F>ee Multiplan: IEHP 

Command line ready for new command 

What if you change your mind? You have moved a different part 
of the worksheet into the screen by using the Goto command. 
Use this command to move quickly to any part of the worksheet. 

Suppose you decide you want row 155 instead of row 4095. 
Press G then R again. When the edit cursor is in the first field for 
row number, simply type 155. If you want to change the last field 
for column number, use the TAB key to move the edit cursor to 
that field and type in the new number; for example, 3. Notice 
that as you type the 3, all digits of the 255 are replaced at once. 

Press RETURN to carry out the command. The cell pointer is now 
on row 155, column 3. 
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Command Selection from Menus 

All Multiplan commands are selected as the Goto command was: 
you first select the initial letter of the command you want, then 
you choose one of several versions of the command ( subcom
mands) with another Jetter. 

Note If you pressed a key that does not work as a command (an 
invalid command), such as the letter J, the command line will not 
change, but you will see the message "Not a valid option." 

dit cursor does not move 

COHHAND: Blank Cop� Delete Edit Fo•••t Goto HelE lnse•t Lock Hove 
Options PNnt Quit So.t l">nsfe. Ua!ue Window Xte.nal 

Not a valid option 
R155C3 99Y. Fm Multiplan: IEHP 

If you have pressed other keys while you were moving the cell 
pointer, or if you pressed the wrong command Jetter, look at your 
Quick Reference Guide to find the CANCEL key. Press it to clear 
the command line. 

The lists of commands (or subcommands) are called menus. 
In fact, any time you see choices on the command line, that's a 
menu. You can select an option from a menu, as the message in 
the message line will tell you to do ("Select option"), by typing 
the first Jetter of the option you want. 

There's another way to select commands and other options. Press 
the SPACE bar and watch the command line. The highlight moves 
left to right, stopping at each command name. 

Press the SPACE bar until Goto is highlighted. Now press RETURN. 
The command line should look the same as it did when you typed 
G earlier. 

Similarly, you can press SPACE to move between "Name," "Row
col," and "Window." When the highlight rests on "Row-col," press 
RETURN and you'll see the "row" and "column" fields, as before. 

BACKSPACE can be used to back up (move right to left ) through 
a menu. 

To save you time, Multiplan presents the subcommands in the 
order you are most likely to use them. If several subcommands 
are equally as likely to be used, they are presented in alphabetical 
order. 

t-unaamentals 1 r 1 
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Proposed responses 

The TAB key 

You continue to select subcommands until the command line 
shows command fields. Command fields tell Multiplan how to 
perform the command. 

Multiplan Proposed Responses 

When the command line shows fields (for the Goto Row-col com
mand the fields were "row" and "column"), each field will show 
a proposed response. In some fields, the proposed response is 
a blank. In some fields, a proposed response is given which looks 
like a typed-in response. In fields that have a menu of possible 
responses, the proposed response is shown either by the highlight 
(when the edit cursor is in that field) or by parentheses (when 
the edit cursor is in another field). 

Proposed responses often reflect the current settings, positions, 
and name of the worksheet that you are working with. If you 
agree with the proposed response, merely press the RETURN key 
to carry out the command or press TAB to move to the next com
mand field. If you do not want the proposed response, you can 
change the command field to the response you want. 

When you are selecting a command or subcommand, the first 
choice shown is highlighted. This is also called a proposed 
response. If you agree with the proposed response, merely press 
the RETURN key. Or, press SPACE or BACKSPACE to move to another 
choice. The command line will change to display your choice. 

Filling in  the Command Line: The TAB Key 

The command line will be divided into as many fields as there 
are choices to be made. The edit cursor shows you which field 
is active (available for immediate use). 

The edit cursor is moved from field to field by the TAB key, and 
will return to the first field after the last field has been reached. 

In commands with more than two fields, the TAB key moves the 
cursor like this: 
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The BACKTAB key moves the cursor to the previous field. 

Look at the message line below the command line. Multiplan tells 
what kind of response you should make in each field. As you 
move from field to field, the message may change. For the Goto 
Row-col command it doesn't because both fields require the same 
type of response, but the message will change for other com
mands, as we'll see later. 
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Carrying Out a Command: The RETURN Key The RETURN key 

Multiplan does not carry out the command until you tell it to do 
so. The RETURN key is used to carry out commands. 

Also, as shown earlier, the RETURN key is used after you use SPACE 

or BACKSPACE to move the highlight to a command or subcom
mand name. 

You can press the RETURN key whenever the responses in all the 
command fields are correct; you are not required to move the 
edit cursor first. 

When a command has been carried out, the command line re. 
appears and waits for a new command from you. 

Canceling a Command: The CANCEL Key 

At any time before you press RETURN to carry out a command, 
you may press the CANCEL key to cancel the command. When 
you press the CANCEL key, the main command menu will reappear 
and the worksheet will appear as it did before you began the 
command. 

The CANCEL key 
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The Help command The Help (H) Command 

Microsoft Multiplan includes a special Help command to assist you 
while using Multiplan. 

The help information is always available to you. 

Let's use the Goto command to illustrate how the Help command 
works. 

Select the Goto command by using SPACE; do not press RETURN. 
When the Wghlight rests on Goto, press the ? key. The Multiplan 
worksheet will be replaced by the help information for the Goto 
command. 

GOTO 

Used to ��tove cell pointe!' ovel' sl1eet .  

GOTO MACRO 

Moves the cell pointer di•eotll to upper left co.ner of naMed 
111ac�o and begins executing tile Mac:t�o. Tlle di:rection keys MaY 
be used to step tlll'ough tJ1e di:ttecto:t�y of naMes. 

GOIO HAME 

Moves cell pointer' di:t�ectly to t11e uppel' left col'nel' of naMed a:rea. 

GOTO ROW-COL 

Moves cell pointe!' di:t�ectly to specified :t�ow and colu111n .  If cell 
I'e�uested is al:t�eady visible window is not 1110Ved. 
Otherwise window is shifted !o tile specified cel l ,  

As you can see, the information given for "GOTO ROW-COL" 
describes what happened when you used the Goto Row-col 
command. 

Notice also that there is a new menu in the command line that 
looks like: 

HELP: � Sta!'t Next Pl'evious Rpp]TCations Coii!Mands Editing For111ulas Keyboalld 
Select option o• tlPe COMMand Jette• 
RJ;;cJ 199r. F•ee Multiplan: TEMP 

These subcommands are used to view various parts of the help 
information. 
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For right now, press C (for Commands). The Go to information is 
replaced by the beginning of the COMMAND OVERVIEW, which 
describes how to select commands, as described earlier. 

Now, press N (for Next). The rest of the COMMAND OVERVIEW 
is shown. You will often need to use the N subcommand because 
the information for many topics is longer than one screenful. 

Now, press R (for Resume). The Multiplan worksheet display 
resumes exactly as you left it; no changes were made. As you can 
see, the Goto command is still highlighted. 

If you try out the Help command, you'll begin to see how it 
adapts the information to your situation. Let's take Goto again. 

Select Goto (if you use SPACE to do this, press RETURN). With the 
"Name" subcommand highlighted, press ?. 

Now the screen shows only part of the Goto information, with 
GOTO NAME at the top. 

Press R (for Resume). Move the highlight to Row-col and press ?. 
Now GOTO ROW-COL is at the top. 

Whenever you request help information with the ? key, the infor
mation describing the command or subcommand you have 
selected is listed at the top of the screen. 

Instead of ti1e ? key, you can also use the Help command. (First, 
you need to return to the main command menu-press CANCEL.) 
When the main command menu is on display, press H. Multiplan 
replaces tile worksheet display with the beginning of the Help 
information. 

Now, you can use the Help subcommands in the menu to move 
through the help information. 

From now on, whenever you need quick assistance, you know you 
can get help by pressing the ? key or by using ilie Help command. 

One final bit of help: remember looking at your Quick Reference 
Guide earlier for some of the keys? Select the Help command 
ti1en press K (for Keyboard). The beginning of the list of keys 
appears. Use "Next" (press N) to view the rest of the list. 

The Quit (Q) Command 

0 In your next Multiplan lesson, you will learn how to place infor
mation on ti1e worksheet. To leave Multiplan now, however, use 
ti1e Quit command. Press Q. Your screen will show: 

Fundamentals 21 1 

The Quit command 
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Summary 

QUIT: 

Ente� Y to saue edits, N to lose edits, o� cancel I Rl55C3 teer. F•ee Multiplan: TEMP 

The command line asks you whether you want to save or lose '( 
your changes. Press N. 

After you've learned to place information on the worksheet, you'll 
learn how to save your work before you use the Quit command. 

When you quit, Multiplan automatically saves the status of certain 
command fields in a file named MP.INI. You will learn more about 
these command fields in later chapters. You can learn more about 
the MP.INI file in the Quit command in Chapter 9, "Commands." 

The screen is now blank. 

Summary 

In this session you learned: 

• What the different parts of the screen look like and what they 
mean. 

• Where the the direction keys are located on the keyboard, and 
what they do. 

• How to move the cell pointer using the direction keys and 
HOME key. 

• Where the status line is located, and what it tells you. 

• How to scroll the worksheet by using the direction keys. 

• How to get to another cell quickly by using the Goto (G) 
command. 

• How commands are structured. 

• How Multiplan helps you by presenting proposed responses. 

• How to move the edit cursor between fields by using the 
TAB key. 

• How to carry out a command by using the RETIJRN key. 

• How to leave Multiplan by using the Quit ( Q) command. 

• How to request help by using the ? key and the Help (H) 
command. 
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2 Building a Worksheet 

In Chapter 1, you leatned how to statt Multiplan and how the 
rows and columns ate used to identify the cells of the worksheet. 

You also leatned how to move the cell pointer to different patts 
of the worksheet by using the direction keys, and how to move 
the pointer quickly by using d1e Goto command. 

In this session you will begin to build a worksheet. You will leatn 
how to change cell entries and correct mistakes as you go along. 
You will also begin work on a financial analysis for a model 
company-Spencer Ceramics. 

A large industrial firm is considering buying Spencer Ceramics and 
has requested a projected income statement; the firm has asked 
you for a summaty operating budget, showing projected sales, 
costs, and gross profits. If, on the basis of this information, 
Spencer Ceramics looks like a good investment, the firm will 
send in its own accountants to do a more detailed survey. 

23 1 
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The worksheet 
number grid 

The Worksheet Number Grid 

Load the Multiplan diskette according to the instructions given in 
the Multiplan Quick Reference Guide. In a moment you will see 
the row and column numbers, as well as the command, message, 
and status lines appear on the screen. 

llll 1 2 3 4 5 6  7 � --
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 ' 

19 H 
13 
14 
!5 
!6 
11 
18 
19 
29 

COMMAND: llf!� Blank Cop� Delete Edit Fo•Mat Goto He!� Inse•t Lock Mooe 
ffiiM,-Options P•1nl Quit So•l l•ansle• Ualue Windoo Xle•na! 

Select option o• t9pe COMMand Jette• 
RIC! 199� F•ee Multiplan: TEMP 

The row and column numbers are merely guides for entering data. 
The information on the command, message, and status lines is 
there only to help you enter the data on the worksheet and will 
not appear on the final printed form. 
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To plan what needs to be done in your analysis of Spencer Ceram
ics, let's sketch a brief outline with pencil and paper, showing 
how the table will be set up. 

c;_ (', / f  r,, " 5i•t>- .-r 
r.,,;, ;,t.. -.1>-

},.... 1.;,l_ ;n..-. 1JJ-. ?!!·· ln..,. lik.t. -4J. 5¥1, iJd 7/N. IP..,. #. <;:, 

s.;.-

Cpff 
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With Multiplan, it is easy to expand the worksheet later to add 
more items, to insert rows or columns of space, or to delete 
unwanted items. It is even easy to change a figure, such as Janu· 
ary sales; Multiplan will recalculate the entire table automatically. 

Entering Text: The Alpha (A) Command 

Building a Worksheet 25 1 

To prepare the worksheet for Spencer Ceramics, begin by enter- Enter text 
ing the headings for the rows and columns. You can add a title 
to the sheet later. 

Text and numbers are entered in different ways. Since Multiplan 
is designed to deal primarily with numbers and formulas, it 
automatically recognizes numbers as soon as they are typed. 
However, when you want to enter text or a title, you must specifi
cally tell Multiplan that you want to enter text, and not 
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a formula, into the cell. You do this by using tbe Alpha (A) 
command. 

Before you begin, look at tbe cell pointer on your screen. It 
should be in row I, column I (RIC!). If it is not, use tbe ditec
tion keys or tbe HOME key to place it tbere. 

Cell pointer 

ilil 1 2 3 4 5 6  7 � --
3 � 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 COMMAND: � Blank Cop� Delete Edit fo>Mal Coto He!� Inse>t Look Moue 

HaM.,-Options PF1nt Quit Sort T>ansle> Ualue Nindoo Xte>nal 
Select option o> type coMMand Jette> 
R1C1 100Y. Fm Mul tiplan: TEMP 

Since you will later need some room at the top of your table for 
the names of the months, move the cell pointer down two rows. 
The pointer is now in row 3, column I (R3Cl). 
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I 
· O  I 

""1 ;---F--; 2 
1--- --1 

3 � 
6 
1 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
11 
18 
19 
20 

2 3 4 5 6 1 

COHHAND: 1� Blank Cop� Delete Edi t ForMat Goto Hoi� Insert Lock Hove 
RiM.,-Options Pr1nt Quit Sort Transfer Ualuo Window Xtornal 

Select option o> typo coMMand lotto> 
R3C1 100X Free 

Now press A. You will see: 

ALPHA: I 
Enter text 
R3C1 

Multiplan: TEMP 

Multiplan: TEMP 

TI1e command line indicates selection of the Alpha command, and 
the message line informs you that the next step is to enter text. 
Begin by entering Sales in column 1. 

Type Sales. 

Now you see: 

ALPHA: Salesl 

Ente> text 
R3C1 Multiplan: TEMP 

Building a Worksheet 27 I 
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Correct typing errors 

Correcting Typing Errors: 
The BACKSPACE Key 

The edit cursor is located immediately after the text you have 
typed. Before you press RETURN to enter the text in the cell, try 
editing the word Sales by using the BACKSPACE key. Press BACK

SPACE three times. You will see that the edit cursor deletes the 
character to its left as it moves. You now have: 

1 BACKSPACE deletes as it moves 

ALPHA: Sa.,!, 
Ente> text 
R3Cl Multiplan: TEMP 

This time type the word incorrectly. Finish typing Sakes. Notice 
that the new characters appear just to the left of the edit cursor. 
When you've finished typing, you have: 

ALPHA: Sakesl 

Ente> toxt 
R3Cl Mul tiplan: IEHP 

Now use BACKSPACE again and correct the text to Sales once again, 
so that the screen looks like: 

ALPHA: Salesl 

Ente• text 
R3Cl Multiplan: TEMP 
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Entering Data with the Direction Keys 

Now that the word Sales is correct, you can enter it into the cell 
in two ways: 

[I] You could first press RETURN, and Sa.les would appear in the 
cell R3C 1. Try it to see. You now need to press a direction 
key to move the pointer to the next cell. Before you press a 
direction key, consider the second way to enter data. 

[gj A faster way to enter text is to press the DOWN direction key 
(instead of RETURN), moving the pointer to the next cell in 
wltich you want to work Sales will be entered automatically. 
Try it. Press A (for Alpha); Sales now appears next to ALPHA: 
in the command line. Now press the DOWN direction key. 
Sales reappears in cell R3C I, and the cell pointer moves down 
to R4Cl. (You may, of course, use any direction key; your 
choice will depend on the cell you want to use next.) Notice 
the command linei it shows: 

ALPHAIUALUE: I 
Enlo> toxt '" value 
R4CI Mul tip!an: TEMP 

The next key you press selects either the Alpha command or the 
Value command, just as if you pressed A or V. 

If you type any digit, 0-9, or press one of the characters = 

(equals), + (plus), - (minus), . (period), ( (left parenthesis), or " 
(quotation mark), you select the value command All other keys 
select the Alpha command. 

Tltis feature will save you many keystrokes as you continue to 
work with Multiplan, especially when entering a sequence of text 
and values in successive cells. 

To enter Cost, move the cell pointer down to row 5 in column 1 
(RSCI). 

Building a Worksheet 29 1 

Enter your data 
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Enters data 

ill 1 
1 
2 � Sales+ 
5 --
6 
7 
8 
9 u 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 a 
20 

ALPHA/VALUE: I 
Ente• text '" value 
R5C1 

2 3 4 6 7 

99X Fm Multiplan: TEMP 

Multiplan is waiting for your next instruction. Tell it that you 
want to enter more text by beginning to type Cost. As soon as 
you press C, the command line cbanges from AIPHAN ALUE: to 
AlPHA:, and the message line changes from "Enter text or value" 
to "Enter text." 

ALPHA: Cl 

Ente. text 
R5C1 

Finish typing Cost. 

Multiplan: TEMP 

To enter Cost in row 5, column 1 (RSCl ), press the DOWN direc
tion key. Continue to press the DOWN direction key until the 
screen looks like this: 
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UlJ 1 
1 
2 
3 Sales 
4 � e�j===: 
1 I I 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 

u 
16 
11 
18 
19 
20 

ALPHA/UALUE: I 
En!'" text '" value 
R8C1 

3 4 5 6 1 

Mul tiplan: TEMP 

Now enter Gross P.-ofits in cell R8Cl (your current position). 

Column too narrow 

ii!l 1 2  3 4 5 6  1 � 
3 Sales 
4 
5 Cost 
6 
1 
8 1 1 I 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
11 
18 
19 
20 

COMMAND: lJ'l.ll:l Blank Cop� Delete Edit Fa>•al Go to Help lnse•l Lock Move 
11a••Options P•�nt Quit So•! T.ansfe• Ualue Window Xtmal 

Select option '" type co••and lette• 
R8C1 "G•oss P•ofi ls" 99Y. F•ee Multiplan: TEMP 

Building a Worksheet 31 I 
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Column Width 

Change column width You can see that the column is not wide enough to accommodate 
all the characters io Gross Profits. Multiplan has not lost any of 
the information you have entered. It displays as much of it as it 
can io the space it has. If you give it more space, it will display ,, 
the remainder of the characters. 

When you started Multiplan, the column width was set at 10 char
acters. Column width is easily changed usiog the Format Width 
command. 

The Format Width Command 

Press F. On the command lioe you will see: 

FORMAl: :nUl Default Options Width 

Select option or type coMMand letter 
R8Cl 11Gl"OSS Profi ts11 99X F11ee Multiplan: TEMP 

At this point you need the Width subcommand. The other sub
commands will be explaioed later. For now, however, press W. 
You will see: lProposed response: 1st field 

FORMAT WIDTH in chars OF d!efault) :  coluMn: 1 through: 1 
En tel" mtM1eFJ o:t� c:l fo:t� deiaul t 
R8C1 11G:t�oss Profi t11 99Y. Free Multiplan: TEMP 

In the first field, Multiplan shows "d" (for defuult) as the proposed 
response, but you may specify the number of characters of width 
you want. Sioce 10  characters (which is what you now have) is 
not wide enough to show your headiog completely, choose the 
width you will need. Gross Profits has 13  characters ( 12  letters 
and 1 space). Select 1 5  characters of width to give yourself 
enough room. Type 15. Now you see: 
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FORM�! WIDTH in cha.s or d(efaul t l :  151 coluon: 1 

Enter nuMher, or d for default 
RSC! "G�oss Profit" 99X Free 

through: 1 

Mul tiplan: TEMP 

Multiplan Jets you select the columns you want to widen. The 
proposed response is to widen column 1 through column 1. As 
you only want to widen column 1 at this time, accept the pro
posed response; simply press RETURN (you don't need to TAB or 
change any responses). 

lill 1 2 3 4 5 6  
1 
2 
3 Sales 
4 
5 Cost 
6 
7 
a mtD�mUlW 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

COMM�HD: � Bl nk Cop� Delete Edit ForMal Goto Help I nsert Lock Move 
RaO.Opt ons Print Quit Sort Transfer Ualue Window Kternal 

Select option 0> gpe COMMand letter 
R8C1 "Gross P ofi Is" 99X Free Multiplan: TEMP 

Column width now accommodates cell entry 

Gross Profits may now be seen fully in column 1 because that 
column has been widened. Your sheet is now ready for the first 
numbers. 

Building a Worksheet 33 ] 
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Enter numbers 

Entering Numbers 

The sales figures for Spencer Ceramics show that the average 
amount of monthly sales last year was $20,000. 

Move the cell pointer to row 3, column 2 ( R3C2) opposite Sales. 
Type 20000. (Use the numbers at the top of the keyboard.) 

Note Multiplan handles commas in a special way (using the For
mat Options command), so you do not use commas (20,000) or 
spaces (20 000) when entering numbers. Also, you do not have 
to tell Multiplan that you want to enter a number, as you do for 
text (to enter text, you use the Alpha command). As soon as you 
type a digit from 0 to 9, Multiplan treats it as if you had selected 
the Value command. 

Do not type the $ now. Fill in all the figures first. You'll learn 
how to change them to dollars later. 

Look at the command line. 

I Command line shows "value" after 0 . . . 9 

VALUE: 200001 
Ent .. fo>"ttla 
R3C2 Mttl tiplan: TEMP 
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Press the DOWN direction key. Now you have: 

ll!l 1 2 3 l 
3 Sales !- •����� : 
4 
5 Cost 
6 
7 
8 G.oss P.oCi Is 

1� 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
11 
18 
19 
20 

ALPHA/UALUE: I 

Ente• text •• value 
R4C2 

4 

99Y. F•ee 

5 6 

Multiplan: TEMP 

Notice that the ALPHANALUE: conunand line appears again, just 
as it did when you pressed the DOWN direction key after entering 
the titles. 

Spencer Ceramics' costs were $15,000 per month. Enter 15000 
in row 5, column 2, like this: 

[]] Move the pointer to the desired cell (row 5, column 2 ). 
rn Type 15000. 
I]] Press RETURN to enter the number in the cell. 

Building a Worksheet as J 
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Display numbers as 
dollars 

Align your numbers 

Now your screen should look like this: 

ill 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 
I 
2 
3 Sales 29999 ' 
4 � i Cost -�1<1<!<1 
1 8 G!>oss P.o£ its  
9 

19 
11 I! 
14 
15 
16 
11 
18 
19 
29 

COMMAND: �In� Blank Cop� Delete Edit ForMat Colo He!� lnse>t Look Move 
RaMe;-Options Pr1nt Quit Sort T>ansfer Value Window Xte>nal 

Select option o> l9pe ooMoana letter 
RSC2 15999 99Y. Free Multiplan: SPENCER 

Since all the figures you are working with on this project have to 
do with finances, you may decide that it would be better to have 
all the numbers displayed as dollars. It's easy to make the change. 

The Format Default Cells Command 

Multiplan offers a wide selection of formats in which cell entries 
may be displayed. The command used for this purpose is Format. 

Press F. You will see: 

FORMAl: � Default Options Width 

Select option or t�pe co��and letter 
R5C2 15999 99r. Free Multiplan: TEMP 

This time you want to change the format of all cells, so choose 
Default. 
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The command line shows: 

FORMAT DEFAULT: � Width 

Select option o� type coMMand Jette� 
R5C2 15000 99X F>ee Multiplan: TEMP 

Now select the proposed response "Cells." The command line 
now shows: 

FORMAT DEFAULT CELLS align•ent: Ctr m Left Riglit 
for•al code: Coni Exp Fix(GenYint $ • X # of deci•als: 9 

Select option 
R5C2 15009 99X F>ee Mul liplan: TEMP 

In the first field you will choose the alignment setting. 

Alignment 

Alignment means where text and numbers are placed in a cell; 
flush with the left edge, flush with the right edge, centered, or 
a mix of right and left (called General). 

The "alignment" field offers you these choices: 

Settings Examples Effect 

Ctr Sales text and numbers 
$1 000.25 centered 

$50.25 

Gen Sales text flush left 
$1 000.25 numbers flush right 

$50.25 

Left Sales text and numbers 
$1000.25 flush left 
$50.25 

Right Sales text and numbers 
$1 000.25 flush right 

$50.25 

Building a Worksheet 37 1 
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lll.l 1 ' 3  4 5 6  
1 
' 
3 Sales $20000.00 
4 � Cost !.ii.1�I�KJIII�I 

� Gross Profi Is '\, 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
11 
18 
19 
20 

COMMAND: �mcr Blank Cop� Doloto Edit ForMal Colo Holp Insert Lock Mouo 
ftaoeOptions Pr�nt Quit Sort Trans£ or Ualuo Window Xtorna! 

Soloct option or t�po ••••and !otter 
R5C2 15000 99Y. Froo Mul tiplan: TEMP 

You have made three choices in the Format command: 

[I] You selected Format Default Cells to choose settings for all 
cells. 

Ill You selected the proposed alignment of the contents of the 
cells. 

[1] You selected the display format for dollars ( $), which automat
ically gave you two decimal places. 

Note You can change the way numbers are displayed any time 
you like without changing their values. For example, you could 
show the same value as 3, 3EO, $3.00, or 300%, or even "***", 
depending on the format setting you select. See ''Format" in 
Chapter 9, "Commands." 

You have learned about formatting in this session, and you will 
learn more in the next chapter. You will also use a more detailed 
breakdown of costs to make a more comprehensive forecast for 
Spencer Ceramics. 
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Saving Work: 
The Transfer Save Command 

Unless you save your worksheet, you will have to start over the Save your worksheet 
next time you use Multiplan. To save your worksheet, use the 
Transfer Save command. Press T. The command line now shows: 

TRANSFER: tmJ Save Clear Delete Options Rena•e 

Select option or type co••and letter 
Rm 15iii llx Free Mttltiplan: TEMP 

To save your work, choose "Save" by pressing S. 

TRANSFER SAUE filena•e: UUGUI 
Enter filena•e 
R5C2 15888 Mul tiplan: TEMP 

Give your worksheet a meaningful filename, so that it will be easy Name your worksheet 
to remember when you load the sheet in the next session. Type 
SPENCER. 

TRANSFER SAUE filena•e: SPENCERI 

Enter filena•e 
R5C2 15888 lBY. Free Mul tiplan: TEMP 

You huve replaced the name TEMP, which Multiplan had given 
the sheet in the absence of another name. From now on, you 
must ask for this file by its exact name when you want to load 
it, or Multiplan will not be able to find it. 

Press RETURN to complete the command. Notice that the 
sheet name on the status line has changed to reflect the new 
sheet name. 
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The Quit command 

COHHAND: � Blank Cop� Delete Edit Fo>oat Goto HelE lnse>t Lock Hove 
Jr.:oeOptions PNnt Quit So.t l.ansfe. Ualue Window Kte.nal 

Select option o> type coooand Jette> 
R5C2 15000 99Y. F>ee Multiplan: SPENCER 

New sheet name 

The Quit {Q) Command 

To leave Multiplan, press Q (for Quit), as you did at the end of 
the last session: 

QUIT: 

Ente> Y to save edits, N to lose edits, o> cancel I 
R5C2 100Y. F>ee Multiplan: SPENCER 

Since you've already saved your work, the message line just asks 
you to confirm that you want to quit. 

Press Y. The screen should now be blank. 

When you begin the next session, you will use the Transfer Load 
command to pick up where you left off. 

Hint To save time and memory, keep your worksheet compact. 
Keep the amount of blank space within the worksheet to a 
minimum. Also, avoid extending the worksheet size unnecessarily. 

Placing any number outside the general work area, even format· 
ting a cell unintentionally, can use more memory and diskette 
storage than necessary. 

If you suspect that too much memory is being used (check the 
% Free indicator at the bottom of the screen), try deleting all 
columns to the right and all rows below your work area on the 
sheet. This ensures the minimum size for your worksheet. 
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Summary 

In this session you learned: 

• How to use the Alpha (A) conuuand to enter text. 

• How to use BACKSPACE to correct typing errors by deleting 
characters. 

• How to enter data using the direction keys. 

• How to change the width of columns using the Format Width 
command. 

• How to enter numbers in cells. 

• How to change cells to the dollar format using the Format 
Default Cells command 

• What aligmnent settings are available. 

• What format settings are available. 

• How to save your work using the Transfer Save command. 

Building a Worksheet 43 1 
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3 Entering Formulas 

In the last session you leamed to put text (using the Alpha com
mand) and numbers into cells by pointing to them with the cell 
pointer, typing the information in the command line, then enter
ing it into the cell by pressing either RETURN or one of the direc
tion keys. 

You also learned to use the Format command to display numbers 
in dollar format. 

At the end of the session you saved your worksheet in a file that 
you named SPENCER. 

In this session you will get more practice in entering words and 
numbers and in formatting cells. Most important, you will learn 
to enter formulas. 

Loading a File: 
The Transfer Load Command 

45 1 

When you start your Multiplan program, you will see that the row Load your worksheet 
and column numbers appear on the screen, but not the informa-
tion you typed in earlier. You have to load the file before that 
information will appear. Press T (for Transfer). The command 
line will show: 

TRANSFER: � Save Clea" Delete Options Rena•• 

Select option o• type co••and lett'" 
RIC! lOOY. F•ee Mul tiplan: TEMP 

Multiplan has selected "Load" as its proposed response. Since 
you want to load your file into Multiplan, merely press RETURN 
(or press L ). TI1e command line will show: 
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TRANSFER LOAD filenaMe: I 

Enle• filenaMe •• use di•ootion keys to select f••• list 
RIC! lOOX F•eo Multiplan: TEMP 

Type the name of the file you wish to load, SPENCER. You should < 
see: 

TRANSFER LOAD filenaMe: SPENCERI 

EnteP filenaMe o� use di�ection keys to select froM l ist  
RIC! lOOX F•eo Mul tip !an: TEMP 

Then, press RETURN. Your file looks like this when it is loaded: 

iill 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 
2 
3 Sales $20000.00 
4 � Cost til.lr.Im!r.Ir.J 

7 
8 C.oss P"'fi Is 9 u 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

COMMAND: llllml Blank Copy Delete Edit Fo••al Goto Help lnso•l Look Move 
RiMe;-Options P•1nt Quit So•l T•ansfo• Ualuo Window Xto•nal 

Select option •• typo ••••and lotto• 
R5C2 15900 99X Fm Mul tiplan: SPENCER 

Notice that the cell pointer is at cell R5C2, just as it was when 
you saved this worksheet at the end of the last chapter. 
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The Insert Command 

Look at the following breakdown of Spencer Ceramics' monthly 
costs: 

Material 
Labor 
Overhead 

Total Costs 

$ 4,000.00 
$ 7,000.00 
$ 4,000.00 

$15,000.00 

Your worksheet must be expanded to make room for this new 
information. You will need space for Material, Labor, and Over· 
head, as well as Total Costs. It would be logical to place this 
information between the Costs and the Gross Profits titles. 

To prepare for inserting this new information, move the cell 
pointer to R6C2. 

To insert either empty rows or empty columns, use the Insert 
command. Press I. 

INSERT: � ColuMn 

Select option or type COMMand letter 
R6C2 99Y. Free Multiplan: SPENCER 

The proposed response, "Row," is what you want. (You need to 
add some extra rows of space.) Press RETURN to select "Row." 

INSERT ROW I ol rows: Ul bel ore row: 6 
between coluMns: 1 ana: 255 

En te> nuMber 
R6C2 99Y. Free Multiplan: SPENCER 

Notice tl1at t11e proposed responses are based on t11e position of 
t11e cell pointer. Because the cell pointer is at row 6, Multiplan 
proposes the insertion of one row of space before row 6, extend· 
ing from column 1 tluough 255; in other words, across t11e whole 
worksheet. 

The new figures will require at least 5 rows ( 4 for figures and 
1 for the total costs). Allow yourself enough room by adding 
7 rows. Press 7. 

t:ntermg t-ormwas 4f J 

Insert new information 
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INSERT ROW B of rows: 71 before row: 6 
between coluMns: 1 and: 255 

Enter nm11:her 
R6C2 99X Free Multiplan: SPENCER 

Look at the second field. In the "before row" field, you tell Multi
plan where to insert the new space by filling in which row the 
space should go in front of. You need the space between row 5 
and row 8. You may put the new rows in front of row 6 or 7 or 
8. Since the proposed response of row 6 is all right, we don't 
need to change it. 

Multiplan also proposes that you insert the new rows of space 
across all of the columns by saying, "between columns 1 and 
255." Since you want the space to extend across your worksheet, 
you also do not need to type any numbers in either the third or 
fourth fields. Just press RETURN to carry out the command as it 
stands. 

Now you see: 

Ull 
1 
2 
3 Sales 
4 
5 Cost 
6 

1 

7 
8 -,- -,-
9 I I 

tQ I : ll I I 
12 I I 
13 I I 
14 + + 
15 Gross Profits 
16 
17 
18 
19 

7 new rows added 

3 4 5 6 

20 
COMMAND: �!!� Blank Cop� Delete Edit ForMat Goto Help Insert Lock Moue 

ffa:M"'i"""Options Print Qu.i t Sort Transfe11 Ualue Wind.ow Xte11nal 
Select option or type COMMand letter 
R6C2 99X Free Multiplan: SPENCER 

7 
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Entering Additional Text 

You wiU be able to add the new information in the space you Enter new information 
have created. Under Cost (row 5 ), you will type the subcategories 
of Material in row 6, Labor in row 7, and Overhead in row 8. 
Leave a row of space between Overhead and Total Costs fur a 
line, and type Total Costs in row 10. The procedure is the same 
as given in Chapter 2, and is summarized here: 

[1] Move the cell pointer to row 6, column 1 (using either 
the direction keys or the Goto command). Use the Alpha 
command. 

[Zl Press A (or RETURN). 

@] Type Material. 1f you make a mistake in entering text, BACK· 

SPACE and type over the mistake. 

� Press the DOWN direction key to enter Material. Your screen 
now looks like this: 

2 

$2000U0 

00 

3 4 

99Y. F>ee 

5 6 

Multiplan: SPENCER 

As in Chapter 2, the ALPHAN ALUE: command reappears after 
pressing a direction key, and the next character you type selects 
either the Alpha or the Value command. 

1 

Enter Labor in row 7 and Overhead in row 8 by simply typing the 
title then pressing the DOWN direction key. 
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Leave row 9 empty for now, and move the cell pointer to row 10. 
Enter Total Costs, as you entered Labor and Overhead. Your 
screen should now look like this: 

ill! 1 
1 
2 
3 Sales 
4 ! 7 P .. '<"!.IO.IL-·-r 
8 9 

19 
11 
12 H 
15 Gross Profits 
16 
17 i! 
29 

ALPHA/VALUE: I 

Enter text or value 
R11C1 

$29999.99 

$15099.99 

3 4 

99X Free 

Entering Additional Numbers 

Now you are ready to enter the numbers. 

6 7 

Multiplan: SPENCER 

Move the cell pointer to row 6, column 2. Notice that the 
ALPHANALUE: command remains on the command line. 

Type 4000. 

Press the DOWN direction key. 

Type 7000, and press the DOWN direction key. 

For the last number (by Overhead), type 4000, and press RETURN. 

You will see: 



0 

0 

0 

iill 1 2 3 4 5 1 
1 
2 
3 Sales $20000.00 
4 � ��1!,ial r����:!Sf i ����� •• a �lr:�JiJ�;���J 
9 

10 Total Costs 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 Gross P�ofits 
16 
11 
18 
19 
2B 

COMMAND: � Blank Cop� Delete Edit Fo,Mat Goto Help lnse•t Lock Move 
Ri:Me0ptions p,nt Quit S"t T>ansf" Ualue Window Xtmal 

Select option o• type coMMand lette• 
EBC2 4BBB 99Y. F>ee Multiplan: SPENCER 

Aligning Cell Contents 
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To make it clear that the four entries under Cost (Material, Lab01·, Align cell contents 
Overhead, and Total Costs) are subcategories, you will want to 
align them to the right side of column 1. First position the cell 
pointer on the first cell to be aligned (row 6, column I ). 

To align cells, use the Format commaod. Press F. 

FORMAT: � Default Options Width 

Select option o• t�pe COMMand letter R6C1 "Mat.,ial 99Y. Free Multiplan: SPENCER 

From the commaod line choices, choose "Cells" (by pressing C or 
RETURN). The command line now shows: 



FORMA! cel ls :  � a!ignMent: <DeflCtr Gen Left Right -
forMat CD1e:<DeflCont Exp Fix Gen lnt $ * Y. - D of deciMals: 9 

Enter reference to cell or group of cells 
R6C1 "Material" 99Y. Free Mul tip !an: SPENCER 

The first field ("cells") shows the "active'' cell (where the cell \,_ 
pointer is located, R6C 1 ). We want first to align this single cell 
to the right to see how it looks. So, leave the proposed response 
as is. 

TAB to the next field ("alignment''). To select an alignment here, 
use the same method you used for the Format Default Cells com� 
mand in Chapter 2. Press R (for Right). The command line 
shows: 

FORMAT cells: R6C1 alignMent: Def Ctr Gen Lett ll1111.[1 -
forMat code: <DeflCont Exp Fix Gen lnt $ * Y. - D of aiclltia!s: 9 

Select option 
R6C1 "Material" 99Y. Free Mul tiplan: SPENCER 

The proposed response in the "format code" field is suitable and 
the "# of decimals" doesn't concern us now, so press RETURN. 

You will see: 

Text aligns right 

ill 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 
1 
2 
3 Sales $20990.09 
4 
5 Cost $15990.09 
6 $4990. 09 
1 LabOr $7999,99 
a ove,head $4999.99 9 

19 Total Costs 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 Gross Profits 
16 11 
18 �� 

COMMAND: � Blank Cop� Delete Edit ForMat Goto He!� Insert Lock Move 
Jfa"MeOptions Pl'lnt Quit Sort TNnsfel' Ualue Window Xtel'nal 

Select option or tjpe coMMand letter 
R6C1 "Material 99Y. Free Mul tip !an: SPENCER 



You also want to align rows 7 through 10 in column 1 to the 
right. You can align these four cells at once by using the symbol 
for "range," as explained in the next section. 

0 Ranges: The Colon 

0 

0 

With Microsoft Multiplan, you can perform tasks on more than 
one cell at a time by typing two cell locations separated by a 
colon. Let's try this with Labor, Overhead, and Total Costs in 
column 1. 

I1J Move the cell pointer to Labor (R 7C 1 ). 

Ill Press F (for Format). 

� Press C (for Cells). You can now see R7C1 in the "cells" field: 

FORMAT cells: mil alignoent:!DeflCt• Gen Left Right -
fo•oat co.!e:!Def)Cont Exp Fix Gen lnt $ • r. - ft of deci•als :  0 

Enle> >efe>ence to cell o> g•oup of cells 
R1Cl "Laha." 99r. F"'e Multiplan: SPENCER 

[!] Press the colon ( : ). Notice that the response in the field is not 
deleted. Multiplan helps you with entering a range that starts 
at the active cell. 

[§] Now let Multiplan do the work for you. Press the DOWN direc
tion key until the cell pointer is in row 10 (RlOCl ). Notice 
the response in the "cells" field. It shows the range of cells 
you want to change. 

t:ntermg f-ormUlas 53 1 

Select a range 
with the colon 



I """"T ....,,_,, ,::J ,.,, .... ,.,,_,, ....... , ,  

ill 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 � 
3 Sales meeue 4 
5 Cost meee,ee 
6 Mate>ial meue 1 Labo• $1QQO,OO , 
8 Oue•hea� mouo ( 
9 1Q 

11 
12 
13 
14 

otal Costs 

15 G>oss P•ofits 
16 
11 
18 
19 2Q 

FORMAT cells: R1C1:R1DC11 alignMent: (DeflCt• Gen Left Rigllt -
fo>Mat coae: CDeflCont Exp Fix Gen lnt $ * Y. - 8 of aeciMals: 0 

Ente• •efe•en e to cell o• g•oup of cells 
R10C1 "lot 1 Costs" 99Y. F•ee Mul tiplan: SPENCER 

Shows range of cells 

[§] TAB to the second field ("alignment"). In the second field, 
you again want to change the proposed response from "Def" 
(which aligns words to the left) to "Right." 

[1] Press R. 

[§] As before, the proposed responses in the other two fields are 
suitable, so press RETURN. 
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0 

0 

Your screen should now show you the new alignment for rows 
6 through I 0 in column I: 

il!l 1 
2 
3 Sales 
4 5 Cost 
6 ! 

1 

9 
19 
11 
12 

Total Costs 

13 
14 
15 Gross Profits 
16 
17 
18 
19 
29 

2 

$29999.99 
$15999.99 

$4999.99 
$1999,99 
S4B9e.B9 

3 4 5 6 

COHHAND: � Blank Cop¥ Delete Edit ForMat Goto He!� Insert Look Hove 
Raoe-Options Print Quit Sort Transfer Ualue Window Xternal Select option or type COMMand letter 

R7C1 "Labor" 99r. Free Hul tip !an: SPENCER 

In Chapter 4, we will discuss "ranges" and other kinds of refer
ences to cells more fully. 

The Blank Command 

You are almost ready now to enter values for Total Costs in 
row 10. 

When you do so, you will have two rows showing total costs. 
You started with Costs in row 5, and now you have another row 
for Total Costs. To correct this duplication, you will want to 
blank out the number $! 5000.00 in row 5,  column 2. The 
worksheet will be clearer if the heading Cost is left as a major 
category heading in column 1, but you want the number to 
appear next to Total Costs. 

Use the Blank command to blank out the $15000.00. First move 
the cell pointer to row 5, column 2. 

Entering Formulas 55 j 
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Blank out a cell 
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Press B (for Blank). The command line shows: 

BLAHR cells: !il;IY 
Enter reference to cell or group of cells 
R5C2 15000 99X Free Hul tiplan: SPENCER 

Look at the cell number highlighted by the edit cursor. It shows 
you that the cell pointer is in row 5, column 2. All you have to 
do is press RETURN to erase the contents of that cell. Watch R5C2 
as you press RETURN. 

Active cell is now blank 

ill 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 
1 
2 
3 Sales $20000.90 
4 � Cost 

1 
8 9 

10 lola! Costs 

'\,_ 

11 '� 
12 
13 
14 
15 Gross Profits 
16 
11 
18 
19 
20 

COMMAND: \lr!� Blank Cop� Delete Edit ForMat Goto Help Insert Lock Hove 
Raoe-Options Pr1nl Quit Sort Transfer Value Window Rternal 

Select option or type coMMand letter 
R5C2 99X Free Hul tip !an: SPENCER 

You can also use this command to blank out a group of cells. 
You can first press B (for Blank), theu specify a range, as you did 
earlier for the Format Cells conunand. But we don't need to do 
this now. 
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Formulas 

Now you are ready to enter a formula for calculating the total 
costs. The total costs in row 10 will be figured by adding the 
three rows above it. Move the cell pointer down next to Total 
Costs (row 10, column 2 ). 

Building a Formula 

You might be tempted not to bother with a formula. After all, 
you could just enter $1 5000.00 because you already know that 
number belongs there. You need a formula, however, because 
costs may change; you need something that will work for other 
months, too, so that you don't have to calculate costs yourself 
every time. 

Without touching any keys for a moment, think about what you 
will be doing. Point with your fingers to row 10, column 2 (next 
to Total Costs) on your display screen. 

Think: 

"Total Costs (row 10, column 2) . . .  

li!J 
1 
2 
3 Sales 
4 
5 Cost 
6 � 

1 

Mate,ial $4000.00 
Laho• $7000,00 

Ove•head $4000.00 
9 

10 
11 
12 

Total Costs••• 

13 
14 
15 G•oss P•ofits 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

3 4 5 

CQMMAND: � Blank Cop� Delete Edit Fo•oat Goto Help lnse•t Lock Move 
ir.:Ke0ptions PNnt Quit So•t !.ansfe• Value Window Xtmal 

Select option '" type coooand Jette• 
R10C& 99X F•ee Hctl tiplan: SPENCER 

7 
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Build a formula 
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"will be the sum of (now point to row 6, column 2) 
Material . . .  

ill! 1 
2 
3 Sales 
4 l Cost 

1 I 
19 
11 
12 
13 
14 

1 

15 C,oss P•ofits 
16 H 
19 
29 

2 3 4 5 

$29999,99 

6 

COMMAND: ��� Blank Cop� Delete Edit Fo•oat Goto He!� lnse•t Look Moue 
Hao..-options P•1nt Quit So•! T•ansfe• Ualue Window �te•nal 

Select option o• type ooooand letle• 
R19C2 99Y. F•ee Multiplan: SPENCER 

1 

"plus (now point to row 7, column 2) Labor. . . '� 

ill! 1 2 3 4 5 6  1 
1 
2 
3 Sales $29999, 99 
4 l Cost 

1 
8 

1� Total Costs�:::: 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 G•oss P•ofits 
16 H 
19 
29 

COMMAND: ��� Blank Cop� Delete Edit Fo•oat Goto He!� lnse•l Look Moue 
Hao..-Options P•1nt Quit So•! T•ansfe• Ualue Window �te•na! 

Select option o• type ooooand Jette• 
R1C2 1999 99Y. F•ee Multiplan: SPENCER 
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"plus (now point to row 8, column 2)  Overhead." 

iill 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 
1 
2 
3 Sales $29990.99 
4 
5 Cost I 8 
9 

19 H 
13 
14 
15 G!>oss l'!>ofi ts 
16 
11 I! 
29 

COMMAND: � E!ank Cop� Delete Edit Fo>Mat Go to He!� lnse>t Lock Moue 
ffi!M.,-0Ptions P>tnt Quit So>t !>ansfe> Ualue Window Xte>nal 

Select option O> type COMMand Jette> 
R8C2 4999 99X F>ee Mul tiplan: SPENCER 

Entering Formulas 59 1 
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You will follow the same procedure using your cell pointer. 

Say to yourself 

"Total Costs . . .  

llil 
1 
2 
3 Sales 
4 

1 2 

$29999.99 � Cost 

1 I 
Mate•ial $4999.99 

Lab" $1999,99 
Oue•head $4999.99 

19 
11 
12 
13 
14 

Total Costs••• 

15 G•oss P•ofits 
16 l! 
19 
29 

3 

Do this 

[j] Place the cell pointer next 
to Total Costs (row 10, 
column 2). 

4 5 6 

COMMAND: � Blank Cop� Delete Edit Fo•Mat Goto HelE lnse•t Look Moue 
ffi!M,-Options P•1nt Quit So•t T•ansfe• Ualue Window Kte•nal 

Select option o• type COMMand lette• 
R19C2 99X F•ee Mul tiplan: SPENCER 

"equals . . .  

UALUE: I 
Enter for"'llla 
R1BC2 

Ill Press =. (To begin a for· 
mula in Multiplan, press 
either = or V for the 
Value conunand.) Look at 
the command line. 

99x r ... Multiplan: SPENCER 

1 
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"row 6 (Material) . . .  

JJ 
1 

1 2 

2 
3 Sal" $2����.�� 
4 
5 Cost 

Hat<>iall>�l�<l<ll<l<_.. 6 
1 Laba> m��·�) 
8 Ovo>hoad $4�B�. �� 
9 

Total Costs�::::::::: ...� 1� 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 G>Dss P>Dfi ts 
16 
11 
18 
19 
2� 

UALUE: RHJCI 

Enter- tor-t��ula 
R6C2 4��� 

"plus . . .  

"row 7 (Labo1"). . .  

"plus . . .  

3 

[ill Move the cell pointer up 4 
rows to row 6. (Watch the 
formula being built on the 
command line. TI1e entry 
R[ - 4]C is a formula to tell 
Multiplan to go up 4 rows 
in this column to fiud a 
value). 

4 5 

Multiplan: SPENCER 

0l Press +. Watch how the 
formula builds. Notice 
that the cell pointer moves 
back to its original position. 

[§] Move the cell pointer to 
row 7. 

[§] Press + .  

Entering Formulas 61  I 
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"row 8 (Overhead)." 

lill 1 2 
1 
2 
3 Sales $20000.00 
4 
5 Cost 
6 
? 
8 
9 

10 Total costs�Q:sg:s�=�t:J H 
13 
14 
15 Gooss Poofits 
16 ll 
19 
20 

UALUE: R[·41C+R[-31C+R[-21CI 

Entel' ro:rMula 
R8C2 4000 

3 

Ill Move the cell pointer next 
to Overhead. 

4 5 

99r. ro .. Mul tiplan: SPENCER 

[]] Press RETURN. You will see 
$15000.00 now appear 
next to Total Costs. Look 
at the status line to see the 
formula Multiplan used to 
calculate the total. 

? 
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0 

0 

li!ll 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

2 
3 Sales !29909.99 
4 
5 Cost 
6 Hate>ial !4999. 09 
7 LobO> $7999.09 
8 Oue>head !4999.99 

1r rota! costs'Ul<I<I<II<I<J 

12 
13 
14 
15 Gross Profits 
16 
17 
18 u 

COMMAND: \lf!nl Blank Cop� Delete Edit Fo>Mat Coto He!� lnse>t Lock Move 
RaM.,

-
Options P>lnt Quit So>t T>ansfe> Ualue Window Xte>nal 

Select option 0> type COMMand letteo 
R10C2 R[-4JC+R[-3JC+R[-2JC 99r. F>ee Mul tiplan: SPENCER 

The dollar format you selected in Chapter 2 with the Format 
Default Cells command automatically gives you two decimal 
places. Because of this default setting, any numbers you enter will 
appear in dollars unless you specifically change them with the 
Format Cells command. 

The formula you see on the status line is the way Multiplan states 
what you said as you built the formula. 

Multiplan states: 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
_._.. _..._ - -- - - -
R10C2 R[-4]C + R[-3]C + R[-2]C 

[jJ "This cell is the active cell. 

[l] It contains . . .  

� the cell 4 rows up from here (or 'this row minus 4') in this 
column . . .  

@1 plus . . .  

[§] the cell 3 rows up from here . . .  
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The finished formula 
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View and change 
a formula 

Cell contents in 
the status line 

[§] plus . . .  

[1] the cell 2 rows up from here." 

Note When a formula in Multiplan does not give a row or 
column number, it means the current row or column. 

Reviewing or Changing a Formula 

At some time later, you may forget exactly how you calculated 
the figure in a particular cell. You can see the contents of a cell 
by moving the cell pointer to it and looking at the status line. 

If you wish to change the formula, place the cell pointer on that 
cell and use the Edit command (press E) to bring the formula 
onto the command line. Then use the CHARACTER RIGHT and CHAR

ACTER LEFT keys with the BACKSPACE key to make the changes you 
want. (You can also use the DELETE key; refer to your Quick 
Reference Guide or Help information to find CHARACTER RIGHT, 

CHARACTER LEFT, and DELETE. CHARACTER RIGHT moves the edit cur
sor one character to the right; CHARACTER LEFT moves the edit cur
sor one character to the left; DELETE erases the character that is 
highlighted rather than the character to its left, as BACKSPACE 

does.) 

These four keys are part of the editing keys that Multiplan 
provides you. All the editing keys are explained in Chapter 8, 
"Elements of Multiplan," in the "Editing" section. Briefly, with 
the editing keys you can move the highlight around the command 
line, insert new text, and delete or replace old text. 

The Status Line: Cell Contents 

If a formula is too long to be shown in full on the status line, use 
Edit to place the formula in the command line so that you can 
review all of it. 

The status line shows what is actually contained in the active cell. 
While the active cell may display the number $15000.00, the 
status line will tell us what formula governs that cell. The value 
displayed for the cell may change, but the formula will remain 
constant. If, for example, the cost of materials were $6000 
instead of $4000, the figure displayed in the Total Costs cell 
would change to $17000.00. Yet, the status line would still show 
the same formula. 

' 
\c 
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Try it. Move the cell pointer to R6C2 ( $4000.00). Type 6000. 
Press RETURN and watch the display change to the following: 

Ul.l
1 

1 2 

2 
3 Sales 129999.99 
4 
5 Cost 
6 
1 
8 
9 

19 Total Costs$11999. 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 Gross Profits 
16 
11 
18 
19 
29 

COMMAND: � Blank Cop� 
fraMTOptions Flit 

Select option or type 
R6C2 6999 

You change value 

3 4 5 

ForMat Goto Help Insert Lock Hove 
Transfer Value Window �ternal 

' 

99x Free Multiplan: SPENCER 

Multiplan recalculates 

1 

Total Costs now shows $17000.00. Now, change the cost of 
materials back to $4000.00 and watch Total Costs change back to 
$15000.00. 

Drawing Lines 

To make the worksheet easier to read, draw a line in row 9, 
column 2, using dashes to separate the subcategories from Total 
Costs. Follow the same procedure you used earlier to enter text: 

[j] Move the cell pointer to row 9. 

[g) Press A (for Alpha). 

Entering Formulas 65 1 

Draw a line 
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Note If you missed this step and tried to enter the dash without 
the Alpha command, the command line would show VALUE and 
be ready for a negative number or a formula. If you did do this, 
press the CANCEL key, and start this step over again. 

[11 Type the dash 10 times to ftll the spaces in the cell: 

ALPHA: ----------1 
Enter text 
R9C2 

� Press RETURN. 

You now see: 

m 
1 
2 ! Sales 

5 Cost � 
8 
j 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

1 

15 Gross Profits 
16 
11 
18 
19 
20 

99Y. Free Mul tiplan: SPENCER 

2 3 4 5 6 

COMMAND: � Blank Cop¥ Delete Edit ForMat Goto HelE Insert Lock Move 
RaMe;-Options Prtnt Quit Sort Transfer Value Window Xternal 

Select option or type COMMand letter 
R9C2 "----------" 99Y. Free Multiplan: SPENCER 

You will learn later how to extend this line across the entire 
worksheet, or across as many columns as you wish. Later, you 
will also get more practice in entering formulas using the cell 
pointer. 

1 

I '"-
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The Transfer Save Command (Review) 

Save your work by using the Transfer Save command as you did 
before. 

Press T. The command line shows: 

TRANSFER: � !avo Cloar Dolo to Options Rona•• 

So!oct option or typo COMMand lotto• 
R9C2 "----------11 99X Fl"ee Mlll tiplan: SPENCER 

Choose Save by pressing S. Now the command line shows: 

TRANSFER SAUE filona•o: � 
Ent,. filona•• 
R9C2 ''----------'' Multiplan: SPENCER 

The proposed response is the last filename used, SPENCER. Since 
that is what you want, press RETURN. 

TRANSFER SAUE filona•o: SPENCER 

En!•• Y to ovorwrito filo I 
R9C2: ''----------�� Multiplan: SPENCER 

Multiplan asks you to confirm 

Multiplan is now asking you to enter Y if you want the worksheet 
on the screen to replace the one in the file. Since you do want 
your new work saved, press Y (for Yes). The command line will 
now return to: 

COMMAND: � Blank Cop� Doloto Edit ForMat Goto Holp lnsort Lock Movo na • ..-options Pr1nt Quit Sort !ransfor Ua!uo Window Xtornal 
So!oct option o• typo coMMand lotto• 
R9C2 "----------" 99X Fr" Multiplan: SPENCER 

Any time you select a command tl1at can affect a worksheet as a 
whole, Multiplan will ask you to confirm the action by pressing Y. 

Entering Formulas 67 1 

Save your worksheet 
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This is true of worksheets on the screen and worksheets in a disk 
file. These actions include, for example, saving a file under a 
name previously used, or quitting a Multiplan session. 

Your worksheet has been saved. Leave Multiplan for this session 
by pressing Q (Quit) and Y (Yes) to confirm. 

Summary 

In this session you learned: 

• How to load your file. 

• How to create more space by inserting empty rows using the 
Insert command (I). 

• How to enter additional text using the Alpha command with 
the direction keys. 

• How to enter additional numbers. 

• How to align the contents of specific cells. 

• How to specify a group of cells using the range symbol 
(colon). 

• How to erase the contents of specific cells using the Blank (B) 
command. 

• How to build formulas using the cell pointer and how to read 
the formula on the status line. 

• How to use the cell pointer and the status line to review a for
mula, and how to use the cell pointer and the Edit command 
(E) to change a formula. 

• How to draw a line using the dash (-). 

• How to save your new work with the Transfer Save command 
(writing over old work). 

'"' 
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4 Naming Cells and Copying 

In the last session, you entered cost figures into the worksheet. 
You then built a formula for Total Costs using the cell pointer. 

In this session you will practice building more formulas. You will 
also learn how to copy cells and how to name them. 

The Transfer Load Command (Review) 

Load Multiplan. Now load your ille. To review: 

IT! Press T (Transfer). 

� Press L or RETURN (to select Load). 

� Type SPENCER. 

@] Press RETURN. 

Load your worksheet 
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Title your columns 

Your screen should show: 

lill 1 2 3 4 5 6  1 
1 
2 l Sales m99U9 (_ 
5 Cost 
6 
1 
8 
9 

10 Total 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 Gross Profits 
16 
11 
18 
19 
29 

COMMAND: 1U!Urn Blank Cop� Delete Edit ForMal Goto HelE Insert Lock Move 
ftaMeOptions Pr�nt Quit Sort Transfer Value Windoo Xternal 

Select option or type coMMand letter R9C2 "----------• 99Y. Free Multiplan: SPENCER 

Titles 

You need to be able to tell which month is which, so you will 
want to put the names of the months across the top of the 
worksheet. Move the cell pointer to row 1, column 2. 
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lill 1 2 3 4 5 6  7 l 
3 Sales $20000.90 
4 
5 Cost 
6 Hate>ial $4000.90 
7 Lab'" $7000.00 
8 Ooerhoad $4000.00 
9 ----------

10 Total Costs$15000.00 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 Gross Profits 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

COMMAND: � Blank Cop� Doloto Edit ForMat Goto Help Insert Lock Hove 
fiaMeOptions Pr1nt Quit Sort Transfer Ualue Window Xternal 

Select option or typo coMMand letter 
R1C2 99X Froo Multiplan: SPENCER 

You want to enter the months starting with january in row 1 ,  
column 2,  so press A (for the Alpha command): 

ALPHA: I 

Ent'" text 
RJC2 99x Free Multiplan: SPENCER 

Type]anua.y. 

ALPHA: Januaryl 

Enter text 
RJC2 99X Fr" Multiplan: SPENCER 

Press the RIGHT direction key to move the cell pointer to the 
next cell, row 1 ,  column 3. Remember that moving the cell 
pointer automatically enters the word and places you in the 
ALPHAN ALUE: command each time you press a direction key to 
enter data; there is no need to press RETURN or Alpha each time. 
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ill 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 [aiHW!L-
2 
3 Sales $29990.09 
4 
5 Cost 
6 Material $4999.99 
1 Labor $1999.99 
8 Overl�ead $4990.09 
9 ----------

19 Total Costs$15999.99 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 Gross Profits 
16 
11 
18 
19 
20 

ALPHA/UALUE: I 

Enter text or value 
R1C3 99Y. Free Mul tip !an: SPENCER 

Follow the same procedure until you have listed all twelve 
months. You will automatically scroll the screen as you move the 
cell pointer. Press RETIJRN after the last month to enter the final 
title and to return to the main command menu. 

1 

\_ 
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iil.l 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 j July Auyust SepteMhe> Octohe> NooeMhe> nJ1!i!tlJ!!!'W 

3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
11 
18 
19 
20 

COMMAND: � Blank Copy Delete Edit Fo>Mat Goto Help lnse>t Lock Move 
flaMeOptions P>Int Quit So>t T>ansfe> Ualue Window Xte>nal 

Select option o> t�pe COMMand lette> 
R1C13 "DeceMhe> 99X F>ee Multiplan: SPENCER 

Move the pointer back to January (row 1, column 2 ). 

iil.l 
1 
2 

1 

! Sales $29009.00 

5 Cost 
6 
1 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

Mate>ial $4090.09 
Laho> $1099.99 

Ooe>head $4090.09 
----------

Total Costs$15909.09 

15 G>oss P>ofits 
16 
11 
18 
19 
29 

May June 

COMMAND: 1l!nl Blank Copy Delete Edit Fo>Mat Goto Help lnse>t Lock Move 
flaMeOptions P>Int Quit So>t Tnnsfe> Ualue Window Xte>nal 

Select option o> type COMMand lette> 
R1C2 "Janua.y" 99Y. F>ee Multiplan: SPENCER 

Naming Cells and Copying 73 1 
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Center your column 
titles 

Format a whole row 

Format: Align Center 

The names of the months, because they are text, are aligned left 
in the Multiplan "General" format (the format in which your 
worksheet began). The worksheet would look nicer and be easier 
to follow if the names of the months were centered over the 
columns. Use the Format Cells command with the "Center" align
ment to accomplish this. 

Press F. 

FORMAT: � Default Options Width 

Select option or type COMMand letter 
R1C2 uJanuary•• 99Y. Free 

Press C or RETURN (for Cells). 

Mul tiplan: SPENCER 

FORMAT cel ls :  lli.llt-1 alignMent: <DeflCtr Gen Left Right -
forMat eocte:<Def)Cont Exp Fix Gen lnt $ • Y. - D of deciMals :  0 

Enter reference to cell or group of cells 
RICa "January" 99Y. Free Hul tiplan: SPENCER 

You want to format all twelve months, so you could follow the 
same procedure you used earlier to format a range of cells (the 
subheadings for Cost). But it is much faster and more efficieut to 
format the whole row at once. 

Refer to your Quick Reference Guide or the Help Keyboard com
mand for the CHARACTER RIGHT key. Press the CHARACTER RIGHT key 
to move the edit cursor to the end of the proposed response in 
the first field (RIC2). 

Earlier, instead of pressing the RIGHT direction key a number of 
times to give the range, we typed colon and another cell refer
ence. This time we want to format a whole row. You could 
type the column numbers yourself ( 1:255 ), but there's a more 
efficient way. Simply delete the C2 from the cell reference, using 
BACKSPACE. 
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FORMAT cells: Rl� a!ignoent: <Def)Ct" Gen Left Right -
fo,Mat coae·:<Def)Cont Exp Fix Gen lnt $ * X - ft of deciMals: 0 

Ent'" ,.f.,ence to cell '" g,.up of cells 
RJC2 "Janua>g" 99X F"ee Mul tiplan: SPENCER 

This leaves the response as Rl, which tells Multiplan to format the 
whole row. (Similarly, Cl would mean format all of column 1 . )  

Press TAB to move to the second field. Type C to choose "Center." 

Press RETURN now because the proposed response in the "format 
code" field is correct and the "# of decimals" field does not apply. 

The names of the months are now aligned in tl1e center over the 
columns of numbers and are easier to read. 

The Copy Right Command 

The figures you entered for Spencer Ceramics were for only one 
month. You will also want to show the rest of the year. Start by 
copying the figures you have for January into the remainmg 
months of the year (the next eleven columns). You can later 
change some figures for costs or sales to see the effects of the 
changes on Spencer Ceramics' profits. 

To copy the number for Sales ( $20000.00) into the next eleven 
cells, move the cell pointer to $20000.00 (row 3, column 2). 
Press C (for Copy). Your command line shows: 

COPY: � Down F"oM 

Select option o" tgpe coMMand Jette" 
R3C2 20000 99X F"ee Multiplan: SPENCER 

Choose the Right subcommand to copy from one cell (for Janu
ary) into the cells to its right. Press R. The command line shows: 

COPY RIGHT nuMb'" of cells: I sta>ting at: R3C2 

Entel' nm'lbei' 
R3C2 20000 Mul tiplan: SPENCER 

The Copy Right 
command 
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Where the edit cursor is located, type 11, for the number of times 
you want the formula in R3C2 copied. 

COP! RIGHT nuMbe• of cel ls : Ill sta•ting at: R3C2 

Enter nmt�ber 
R3C2 20000 99X F•ee Multiplan: SPEHCER 

Multiplan has proposed the cell you want to copy (the location of 
the cell pointer) as the starting point. You have already specified 
how many copies of that cell you want. 

Press RETURN. 

ill 
1 
2 
3 Sales 
4 
5 Cost 
6 
1 8 

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 
JanuaJiy February Hai'ch �pril May June 

'"'!I!III!II<I$20000.90 $29990.90 $29999.99 $29999.00 120999. 9  

Hate•ial $4090.80 
Labo. $1800,99 

Ove•head $4899.98 
9 

10 
11 
12 

Total Costs$15999.99 

13 
14 
15 G.oss P.of its 
16 11 
18 19 
20 

COMMAND: ill'ilm! Blank Cop� Delete Edit Fo.Mat Go to Help Inmt Lock Hove 
RaMTOptions Pr1nt Quit Soi't Transfer Uahte Window ){ternal 

Select option OI' type COII!I!Iana letter 
R3C2 29999 99X Fm Hul tip! an: SPENCER 

The screen is too small to display the whole year at one time, but 
you can see the rest of the year by using the direction keys to 
scroll the sheet beneath the pointer. Scroll until both columns 13 
and 14 are visible. The sales figures stop at column 1 3  (the last 
of the twelve months of the year). 
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lill 8 9 19 11 12 13 14 
1 Jul� August Septeobe> Ootobe> Noveobe> Deoeobe> 
2 a $29999.99 $29989.99 $29999.99 $29999.99 $29999.99 $29999.99 111111111111 
5 
6 
1 
8 
9 

19 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
11 
18 
19 
29 

COMMAND: 1r!ffJ Blank Cop� Delete Eait Fo>oat Goto Help lnse>t Look Move 
Raoe:-Options P>1nt Quit So>t l>ansfe> Value Hinaow Xte>nal 

Select option o> t�pe ooo•ana lette> 
R3C14 99X F>ee Mul tiplan: SPENCER 

Now, fill in the cost figures, again using the Copy command. 
Instead of copying one row at a time (as you did when you 
copied the $20000.00 for Sales), use the Copy Right command 
to copy a group of cells. 

First, move the cell pointer to the upper left corner of the area 
you want to copy. You want to copy the information from rows 
6 through 10 in column 2, to the same rows in columns 3 
through 1 3  to fill in the rest of the months. Move the cell pointer 
to row 6 in column 2. 
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lil.l 
1 
2 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Janually Feb11ua:ry Hal'ch Apri I Hay June 

3 Sales 
4 

$20000.00 $20000,00 $20000.00 $20000.00 $20000.00 $20000.00 

5 Cost 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

Total Costs$15000.00 

f! G"oss P"olits 

17 
18 
19 
20 

COMMAND: � Blank Cop� Delete Edit Fo,Mat Goto Help !nse"t Lock Moue 
ffa!IITOptions Plllnt Quit So11t Transfe:r Ualue Window Xternal 

Select option Dl' type COMMand Iette11 
R6C2 4000 99Y. �" Multiplan: SPENCER 

Press c (for Copy). 

COPY: � Down F"o• 

Select option o" type COMMand Jette> 
R6C2 4000 99Y. F>ee 

Press R (for Right). 

COPY RIGHI nuMb'" ol cells: I 
Enter nuMhei' 
R6C2 4000 

sta>tiny at: R6C2 

99Y. F>ee 

Multiplan: SPENCER 

Multiplan: SPENCER 

Same as last time command was used 

Notice that the "number of cells" field shows 11, the same 
number you typed the last time you used the Copy Right com
mand. Multiplan will always propose the number you used for 
the last Copy Right command. The number you want is the 
number 11 (this copying is just like the one for Sales). 
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Press TAB to move to the "starting at" field. 

COPi RIGHI nu•her of cells: �JM!!ill 
Enter reference to cell or group of cells 
R6C2 4000 99Y. Free 

Naming Cells and Copying 79 1 

Mul tiplan: SPENCER 

If you were copying only one row, the proposed response would 
he right. But you want to copy 5 rows of column 2 to the right, 
so you need to enter a range. 

Press : (colon). 

COPi RIGHI nu•her of cells: 11 starting at: R6C2: 1  

Enter reference to cell o r  group of cells 
R6C2 4000 99Y. Free 

Colon ( : ) to build a "range" 

Multiplan: SPENCER 

Press the DOWN direction key until the cell pointer is on 
$15000.00 (next to Total Costs). 

COPi RIGHI nu•ber of cells: 11 starting at:  R6C2:R10C21 

Enter refe.ence to cell or group of cells 
R10C2 RHIC+RHIC+Rl-2lC 99Y. Fr" 

Use direction key for end cell 

Notice how easily the range has been built. 

Mul tiplan: SPENCER 

Press RETURN and watch the values appear across the screen. The 
values for Total Costs appear last because they involve copying a 
formula; Multiplan has to calculate the value after it finishes copy
ing the formulas. You should now see: 
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Build a gross profits 
formula 

ill 
1 
2 

1 2 
January 

3 
Febl"uary 

6 
May 

7 
June 

3 Sales 
4 

$20000,00 $20000.00 $20000.00 $20000.00 $20000.00 $20000, 00 

5 Cost 
& 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

Material�V!II<ll<l<l $4000.00 $4000,00 $4000.00 $4000.00 $4000,00 
Laho• IBBB.BB $7000,00 $7000,00 $7000.00 $7000.00 $7000 ,00 

Ov.,head $4000.00 $4000.00 $4000.00 $4000.00 $4000.00 $4000, 00 

Total Costs$15000. 00 $15000.00 $15000.00 $15000,00 $15000.00 $15000,00 

15 Gl"oss Pl"ofi ts 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

COMMAND: lmm! Blank Cop� Delete Edit FD>oat Go to Hel� lnmt Lock Move 
frai'!T0ptions Print Quit Sort Transfel" Ualue Window Xternal 

Select option or type COJ!\I'Iand letter 
R6C2 4000 99X F'ee Multiplan: SPENCER 

Formulas (Review) 

A formula will do calculations for you, plus it allows you to 
change the numbers and have Multiplan recalculate the result. 
So you want to build formulas wherever you can. 

In Chapter 3, you built a formula to calculate Total Costs. Now, 
you want to build a formula to calculate Gross Profits. Say to 
yourself, "Gross Profits is Sales minus Total Costs." A formula that 
uses these names is easily recognizable and as easy to build as the 
formulas you have built already. Before you can build such a for
mula, you must define names for some cells. 

Naming Cells 

Multiplan has a way to name cells or groups of cells, so that you 
can refer to them easily. You can, for example, name a whole row, 
such as row 3; you can name it Sales, meaning the whole line of 
numbers showing sales. If you could see your whole screen at 
once, you could imagine the row named Sales. It would look 
like this: 
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"Sales" (Row 3 col. 2:13) 

Ul.! 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
1 Jan Feb Ma" Ap"il May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 
2 a Sales •• U •• IIli .......... DI •• _ 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

COHMAND: � Blank Cop� Delete Edit Fo"•at Goto Help lnse"t Look Move 
Ra�t�f-Options P�1nt 0Lti t So lit Transfer Value Window Xter>nal 

Select option '" type oo••and Jette" 
R6C5 99Y. F"" Mul tip! an: TEMP 

Note When you name a cell or group of cells, make the name 
one long word; do not use spaces or hyphens. (For more infor
mation, see the discussion of the Name command in Chapter 9, 
"Commands.") 

To build a formula for Gross Profits, you must first name the 
groups of cells that contain sales and total cost figures. Then 
these names can be used to build your formula. 

Start by naming row 3 Sates. 

Move the cell pointer to R3Cl (row 3, column 1 ). 

Press N (for Natne ). 

NAME: define na•e: ' ·  
Mac)'lo : Ves(No 

Entel' naMe 
R3C1 11Sales11 

to "efe" to:  R3C1 
••••and key(s) :  

99Y. F"ee Multiplan: SPENCER 

Text in active cell used for proposed response 

In the first field, Multiplan proposes Sales as the name to be 
defined. This is helpful for quickly turning titles on a worksheet 

Naming Cells and Copying 81 I 

Name a group of cells 
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into names. Titles are text that you place in a cell. Names are 
references to areas on the worksheet. A name may be the same as 
a title, as it is he:re. But the area the name refers to may be dif
ferent from the area that contains the title, agaio as it is here. 

Press TAB to move to the next field. 

NAME: define naMe: Sil�!l�• 
�ac�o: Yes(NoT COMMand key<sr:---

Ente� reference to cell or group of cells 
R3C1 "Sales" 99� Freo Multiplan: SPENCER 

Message changes 

Notice that when you tabbed to the "to refer to" field, the mes
sage changed to "Enter reference to cell or group of cells." Multi
plan is asking you to specify which cells this name refers to. 

You want Sales to refer to the cells in row 3, columns 2 through 
13. Press the RIGHT direction key once; the response in the "to 
refer to" field is now R3C2. Press : (colon), then the RIGHT direc
tion key to move the cell pointer to column 1 3  (December). You 
should see: 

NAME: define na•e: Sales to refer to: R3C2:R3C131 
Macro: Yes(No) coMMand key(s): 

Enter reference to cell or group of cells 
R3C13 2iiii 99� Freo Mul tiplan: SPENCER 

Press RETURN. 
(For more information on the "define name" and "to refer to" 
fields, see the Name command in Chapter 9, "Commands," and 
Appendix A, "Macros.") 

You could have typed 13 after the colon instead of using the cell 
pointer. This method is faster if you know which cells compose 
the group you are naming. 

Now name the group of cells that defines Total Costs. 

Move the cell pointer to Total Costs (RlOCI). 

Press N (for Name). 
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8 Elements of Multiplan 

This chapter is divided into seven sections that describe Multiplan 
structure, features, and operation. Details of the commands, func· 
tions, and messages are described in separate chapters and are 
covered only generally in this chapter. 

The Microsoft Multiplan Worksheet 

The worksheet is a rectangle with an arrangement of intersecting 
rows and columns. The sheet may he up to 255 columns wide 
and 4095 rows long. An area one column wide by one row high 
is called a cell. 

Each cell possesses both a value that may be displayed on the 
Multiplan screen and a formula for computing that value. lhis 
formula may be as simple as the number 19.95, or it may be more 
complex, containing functions and references to other cells; for 
example, "previous cell times growth rate." 

The potential dependence of the value of one cell on the values in 
other cells is the key idea behind the worksheet. When cells have 
been connected by references among them, a change in one cell 
(for example, changing 19.95 to 18.50), causes Multiplan to calcu
late the effect of the change on all other cells. This process is 
called "recalculating the worksheet." Recalculation may be 
automatic after every change, or it may be turned off (see Options 
command, Chapter 9, "Commands"). When automatic recalcula· 
tlon is turned oft; one-time recalculation may be caused by 
pressing the RECALC key (! ). 

TI1e order of calculating the cells is automatically chosen by Mul· 
tiplan so that the calculation of each cell precedes the calculation 
of other cells that depend on it. 1f such an order is impossible, 
the "Circular references unresolved: cell reference" error message 
is displayed. 

The Multiplan screen is a movable "window" througl1 which to 
view part of the worksheet. When Multiplan starts, only one 
window is open. You may open up to eight windows to the 
worksheet. Each window opened is given a consecutive window 
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The worksheet 

The basic screen 
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The command line 

The message line 

The status line 

number. For the following discussion, assume that only one 
window is open, just as when you start a Multiplan session. 

Across the top of the window are column numbers. Down the 
left edge of the window are row numbers. The row and column 
numbers tell you what area of the worksheet you are viewing. 

Somewhere within the window is a highlighted cell. The 
highlight is called the cell pointer, and it points to the "active 
cell." Many operations do something with the active cell. 

Across the bottom of the screen are four lines of text. The top 
two lines are called the command line. The actions you want 
Multiplan to perform are selected from these commands. The 
command line is discussed more in the "Entering Commands" 
section below. The commands are described in Chapter 9, 
"Commands." 

Just below the command line is the message line. The message 
line shows either an error message or a prompt message. An 
error message indicates what the problem is. A prompt message 
indicates in general terms your next step in entering a command. 
The prompt message changes as you work your way through a 
command. See the "Entering Commands" section for more infor
mation about command entry and Chapter 1 1 ,  "Messages," for 
explanations of message line messages. 

The bottom line on the screen is called the status line. Here, 
Multiplan displays the position of the cell pointer, the current 
contents of the active cell, the percent of free memory, the status 
of special keys, and the name of the active sheet. 

The position (row number and column number) of the active cell 
is shown first on the status line. The formula used for calculating 
the value of the active cell is shown next to the coordinates. 
When the contents of the active cell are text or numbers, the 
status line shows the text in double quotation marks or the 
number itself. 

The cell pointer can be moved around by using the direction 
keys. 

UP moves the cell pointer toward the top of the window. 

DOWN moves the cell pointer toward the bottom of 
the window. 

LEFT moves the cell pointer toward the left edge of the 
window. 

RIGHT moves the cell pointer toward the right edge 
of the window. 

' '-
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When the cell pointer reaches the edge of the window, the win- Scrolling 
dow hegins to move across the worksheet one cell at a time. This 
is called scrolling. When the cell pointer reaches the edge of the 
worksheet, the cell pointer stops, and the Multiplan alarm sounds. 

The page keys scroll across the worksheet a whole windowful at a 
time in the direction selected. 

The HOME key may be used to go to row 1, column I quickly. 
The END key may be used to go to the last row and last column of 
the active area of the worksheet. 111e active area is the smallest 
rectangle that encompasses the cell in the upper left corner of the 
worksheet (row I, column l;  referred to as RIC!) and the last 
cell to the right and down that has been given contents or format-
ting. When Multiplan starts, HOME and END are both at RIC ! .  

Entering Commands 

You direct Multiplan to perform the tasks you want done by 
entering commands. Tbe commands are described individually in 
Chapter 9, "Commands." This section describes the methods of 
command entry. 

You select a command when the main command menu is on 
the screen. The main command menu shows the choice of 
commands: 

COHHAHD: Alpha Blank Cop� Delete Edit F'"oat Goto Help lnse•t Lock Hove 
Haoe Options P»nt Quit So•t T.ansfe> Ualue Windo• Xte.nal 

When this menu is on display, Multiplan is waiting for you to 
select a command. When Multiplan is computing, the main com
mand menu is not visible and no message appears on the message 
line. When the main command menu reappears, Multiplan is 
ready for more commands. 

Some of the main commands have subcommands. In these cases, 
when the main command has been chosen, the main command 
menu is replaced with a subcommand menu. 

Remember: the message line shows a prompt message that indi
cates your next step in entering the conunand. See Chapter I I , 
"Messages," for descriptions of these messages. 

To enter a command: 

The HOME and END 
keys 

Entering commands 
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[j] Select an active cell (move the cell pointer to the appropriate 
cell), if required by the command to be selected. 

Ill Select a command. 

!ill Select responses for the command fields. The responses are 
used to specify where to Goto, what to Format, where and 
how to split windows, and so forth. 

Canceling a command rn Press RE1URN to carry out the command. Or, press CANCEL dur
ing the first three steps to cancel the command. 

Selecting a command 

Selecting the active cell is described in the section above, entitled 
"The Microsoft Multiplan Workilieet." Steps Z and 3 are described 
below. 

Select a Command 

When you are prompted to select an option from a menu, select 
in one of two ways: 

[!] Type the first letter of the option you want. 

or 

[!] Use SPACE and BACKSPACE to move the highlight to the appro
priate command word. SPACE moves the highlight to the right, 
BACKSPACE to the left. Press RE1URN. 

When you have selected a command, Multiplan displays the main 
command name followed by either a subcommand menu or one 
or more command fields. Typically, a new subcommand menu 
will follow selection of a main command. Select a subcommand 
as you would a main command. 

The command line will show the command and subcommands 
you have already selected in capital letters. For example: 

WINDOW: Split Bo.d'" Close Link Paint 

Now if "Split" is selected, the command line changes to: 

WINDOW SPLIT: Ho•izontal Ue•tical Ti tles 

Continue selecting subcommands until the command fields are 
displayed. The names of command fields are shown in lowercase 
letters followed by a colon. For example: 

WINDOW SPLIT HORIZONTAL at •ow: 1 linked: !es(No) 
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TI1is command line has two fields: the "at row" field and the 
"linked" field. Note d1at d1e "linked" field contains a small menu. 

Select Responses for the Command Fields 

The next step is to enter responses for the command field or 
fields. There may already be responses in the fields. These are 
responses proposed by Multiplan. If a proposed response suits 
your purpose, you need not enter a response in d1at field In fact, 
if the proposed responses in all the fields are suitable, you can just 
press RETURN to carry out d1e command. 

Entering responses proceeds field by field starting at the first one. 
A highlight indicates the "active" field ( ilie field in which a 
response is being entered). Od1er fields will not contain a 
highlight. 

To move ilie highlight from field to field, press ilie TAB key. 
Pressing d1e TAB key when the highlight is in ilie last field returns 
it to d1e first field. 

The message line gives you messages prompting entries in the 
command fields. Whenever the message line starts wid1 
"Enter . . .  ," ilie field must be filled in. To "fill in" the field, either 
accept ilie proposed response or sinlply type d1e characters. 
For example: 

TRANSFER LOAD filena•e: INCOME 

Entet� filenaM.e Dl' use di:t�ection keys to select f:t�oM list 

where INCOME was typed. In iliis case, d1ere is only one field, 
and the TAB key is not needed. Simply press RETURN to carry out 
ilie command. 

In certain fields, d1e direction keys may be nsed to view and 
select from a list of possible responses. The message line will 
indicate when d1e direction keys may be used. The RIGHT DIREC· 

TJON key will propose d1e next response on the Jist; the LEFT, ilie 
previous response. TI1e UP DIRECTION key will propose d1e first 
response on the list; the DOWN, the last response. 

When ilie message line shows "Select option," ilie field contains a 
menu of options. Select ilie option you want by eiilier of the two 
meiliods used for selecting commands: eiilier type the initial letter 
or use SPACE and BACKSPACE to move ilie highlight to your choice. 
Note that when a command field with a menu is not active, the 
current option is shown enclosed in parentheses, as in the 
"linked" field in the example above. 
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Proposed responses 

Editing 

Editing a proposed 
response 

Proposed Responses 

The proposed response depends on the specific command; thus 
proposed responses are described with the commands in Chapter 
9, "Commands." However, proposed responses follow a few gen
eral principles: 

• When a command field contains a menu, the "proposed" 
response is the current setting. For example, the Options 
command initially appears as: 

OPTIONS l'ecalc: � No Mute: �es(No) 
ite>ation: !es(No) coMpletion test at: 

with the highlight on Yes showing the current setting in the 
"recalc" field and the parentheses showing the current setting 
in the "mute" field. Thus, the same menu may be used to 
inspect as wen as select options in command fields. 

• In other fields, the proposed response will be the one entered 
the last time the command was used. This simplifies entering 
a series of related commands. 

• Yet other fields reflect the position or contents of the active 
cell. For this reason, positioning the cell pointer before select
ing a command may be helpful. 

All proposed responses may be edited by using Multiplan editing 
keys, described in the "Editing" section below. 

Editing 

Microsoft Multiplan provides editing keys to edit responses in 
command fields. Multiplan editing can be used any time you are 
entering responses in command fields. To edit the contents of 
cells, move the cell pointer to the cell, then use the Alpha com
mand for cells with text or the Edit command for cells with for
mulas, and edit the proposed responses in the command line. 

Either just after a command is selected or just after pressing the 
TAB key, the whole field containing a proposed response is 
highlighted. 

To replace the proposed response: Type the replacement. Multi
plan automatically deletes the proposed response as you type the 
new one. 

=:... 
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To delete the proposed response and leave the field empty: Press 
DELETE. All text that is highlighted is deleted. 

To append to the proposed response: For cell references (when 
the message line shows "Enter reference to cell or group of 
cells"), type a colon (:) or other operator. For other responses, 
press either the CHARACTER RIGHT or the WORD RIGHT key, then type 
t11e additional text. 

Once the proposed response is altered, one character or word in 
the field is highlighted. This highlight is t11e edit cursor. The edit 
cursor may be moved to designate where or what to edit. 

Use CHARACTER LEFf, CHARACTER RIGHT, WORD LEFT, and WOiill RIGHT 

keys to move the edit cursor. 

The CHARACTER LEFT and CHARACTER RIGHT keys move the edit cur
sor left or right one character. 

The WORD LEFT and WORD RIGHT keys move the edit cursor left or 
right highlighting words or the space or punctuation between 
words. In formulas, tl1e values and the operators are highlighted 
alternately. 

To insert new text: Type the text. It will be inserted in front of 
the edit cursor. 

To delete text: Use BACKSPACE to delete characters on the left side 
of the cursor. Use DELETE to delete what is highlighted by the 
cursor. 

To replace text: Delete the old text and type the new. 
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The following formula-editing keys sinlplify the typing of formulas. Editing formulas 
TI1ese keys all insert text in front of the edit cursor: 

• As you begin to enter a formula or just after you enter an 
operator, the direction keys (as well as tl1e HOME and END 

keys) can be used to enter a relative cell reference of the form 
R[±n]C[±m] in the field by pointing to the cell you want (see 
the "Formulas" section below for an explanation of cell refer
ences, relative references, absolute references, and Names). As 
you move the cell pointer, the reference will change accord
ingly. The cell pointer will return to its original position as 
soon as any key ot11er than a direction key is pressed. 

• Sinlilarly, the direction keys can be used to enter absolute 
references of the form RnCm in fields that accept a cell refer
ence (when the message line shows "Enter reference to cell or 
group of cells"). 

• Relative references created with direction keys (described 
under the first item above) may be changed to absolute refer
ences by pressing the REFERENCE key (@) immediately after the 
direction keys. 
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Formulas 

• Names may be entered easily by pressing the REFERENCE key 
first, then using the direction keys to step througb the list of 
defined names. 

• Finally, a formula may be replaced with its resulting value by 
pressing the RECALC key (!)  after the formula is entered. 

Formulas 

Formulas are "recipes" for calculating values. When these values 
are displayed on the computer screen or printed on a printer, 
they compose the results of a Multiplan worksheet. 

Multiplan works with different types of values, which are 
appropriate in different circumstances: 

Value 

numbers 

text 

references to cells 

logical values 
(true and false) 

error values 

Use 

used for financial, statistical, scientific, and other 
calculations. 

characters treated as words, including numbers 
in special displays, such as $10.00 or 6/14/81 .  
Text is always shown in double quotation marks 
('�ext") in the status line. 

used to express dependency of a value in one 
cell on values in other cells on the worksheet. 
Groups of cells can be specified by "intersec
tion," "range," and "union" operators. 

used in making conditional, "either-or'' 
decisions. 

used as substitutes for values that cannot be 
calculated because of a mistake in a formula. 
For example, the "result" of division by 0 is an 
error value. 

New values may be calculated by combining other values with the 
operators, described below under the topics "Numbers," "Text," 
and "References to Cells"; or by using functions, such as MIN or 
MAX, described in Chapter 10, "Functions." 
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The following sections describe each type of value. 

Numbers 

Numbers may be written as integers ( 123 ), as decimal fractions 
( 1 23.45), or in scientific notation. In the latter case, an integer or 
decimal fraction (mantissa) is followed by the letter E and a posi
tive or negative integer exponent. TI1is notation multiplies the 
mantissa of the number by 10 raised to the given power. For 
example: 

• 12. 1E2 means 1,210 (12.1 X 10 ') 

• IE-5 means .00001 (I X 10 · ' )  

• 1.5E+6 means 1,500,000 
(note: + sign may be omitted). 

Percentages may be written as numbers followed by % (same as 
division by 100 ): 

• 1 5% means . 15  ( 1 5/100) 

Numbers are calculated with 14 digits of precision and a decimal 
exponent ranging from -63 to +63. This means that the smallest 
positive nonzero number is: 

• . I  X w-<.; 

and the largest one is: 

• 9.9999999999999 x w+"' 

Mathematical operators are the following: 

Operator Meaning 

% 

+ 

exponentiation. Calculated by the rule: 
a"b � exp(ln(a)'b). 

multiplication. 

division. 

percent. Written after the value and 
has the same meaning as 1100. 

arithmetic addition. 

subtraction. May also be used in front 
of a value to denote "negative." 
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Text values 

Operator precedence is: - (negative value) is evaluated first, then 
% , then ', followed by ' and /, then + and - (subtraction), and 
finally the logical operators described under "Logical Values" 
below. Parentheses may be used to alter the order in which 
Multiplan performs the calculation when more than one operator 
appears in a formula. 

Chapter 10, "Functions," describes Multiplan functions for per
forming mathematical, statistical, and fmancial calculations. 

Text 

A text value may contain up to 255 characters. Text is written 
enclosed within double quotation marks ("). Text may not 
include double quatation marks as a character. For example: 

• "salary = "  is 8 characters of text. 

• "1.0" is also text, not a number. 

Two text values may be concatenated using the & operator. The 
result is a text value that consists of the left text immediately fol
lowed by the right. For example: 

• "$" & "1 .00" concatenates the text value "$1 .00" 

Chapter 10, "Functions," describes functions that operate on or 
return text values. In particular: 

• lEN( T) returns the number of characters in a text value. 

• MID( T,s,c) returns a specified part of a text value. 

Functions are also provided for converting numbers into text and 
vice versa. For example: 

• F1XED(1,2) returns the text "1.00" 

• VALUE("0.1") returns the number .1  

All the functions are described in detail in Chapter 10, 
"Functions." 
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References to Cells 

References to cells describe the location of one or more cells on 
the worksheet. References are the means of access to ti1e values 
in cells. 

A cell reference consists of a row reference and of a column refer� 
ence, in ti1at order. (You can give cell references by entering ti1e 
column reference followed by the row reference, but Multiplan 
stores the reference in row�column order.) 

A cell reference indicates ti1e place where a specific row and a 
specific column intersect. 

For example, R4C3 is a reference to tlle cell at row 4, column 3. 
Assuming tllat tllat cell has ti1e value 5, tlle result of tlle formula 
R4C3+1 is 6. 

column 

row R4C3 + 1 

References may be written tllree ways: 

• as an absolute reference 

• as a relative reference 

• as a name reference 

6 
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Cell references and 
values 

Figure 3. Cell Reference 
Gives Access to a Value 
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Absolute cell 
references 

Relative references 

Figure 4. Relative Cell 
Reference 

Absolute references 

An absolute reference consists of tbe letters "R" and "C" and tbe 
actual row number and column number (as illustrated above). 

The forms are: 

Form 

Rn 
Cn 
Rn:m 
Cn:m 

Meaning 

row number n (1 -4095) 
column number n (1 -255) 
all rows from n through m 
all columns from n through m 

Placing an R form and a C form together denotes tbe rectangle 
formed by tbe intersection of tbe rows and columns: 

Form 

RnCm 
Rn:mCp:q 

Meaning 

single cell at row n, column m 
a rectangle of cells 

A relative reference describes the location of another cell in terms 
of tbe location of tbe current cell. ("Current" means tbe cell that 
contains the cell reference.) A relative reference gives a direction 
by "+" for right or down or "-" for left or up and a number indi
cating how many rows or columns away from the current cell. 

2 

3 

4 

3 4 
current cell refers 

---+--+- to target cell 
by R[ + 2]C[-1]  

-----1---1--t---t-- target cell 

The "target" cell is 2 rows down ftom tbe current cell ( + 2) and 
1 column left of tbe current cell ( - 1 ). 
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The forms of relative references are: 

Form Meaning 

R current row 

c current column 

R[+n] the row that is n rows below R (the + may be 
omitted) 

C[+n] the column that is n columns to the right of C 
(the + may be omitted) 

R[-n] the row that is n rows above R 

C[-n] the column that is n columns to the left of C 

Hint Avoid extensive use of forward references because they 
are slower to recalculate. For example, a reference to cell RlOClO 
from R5C5 is slower than a reference to R5C5 from RlOClO. 

As for absolute references, placing a relative R form and C form 
together denotes the rectangle formed by the iotersection of the 
rows and columns. For example: 

Form Meaning 

RC[-1 ]  the single cell just to the left of the current cell 

The difference between absolute and relative references becomes 
apparent only when a reference is copied (see Copy command, 
Chapter 9, "Commands"). Absolute references will refer to 
exactly the same cell or cells in all of the copies. The cells 
referred to by relative references, however, are different for each 
copy (see Figure 5 ): 
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Figure 5. Comparison of 
Absolute and Relative 
References 

Names 

absolute references 

relative references 

If a reference in cell a is absolute and refers to cell b, the copied 
references in cells a!, a2, and a3 will all refer to cell b. 

If a reference in cell a is relative and refers to cell c as 3 rows 
down [ + 3], cell a! will refer to cell d (not cell c), cell a2 will 
refer to cell e, and cell a3 will refer to cell f 

Names 

Names are words used to identify a cell or group of cells. A 
Name may be defioed as an absolute reference with the Name 
command (see Chapter 9, "Commands"). The spelling rules for 
names are: 

• Names must start with a letter, 

• followed by letters, digits, periods, and underline ( _) 
characters, 

• up to 31 characters maximum. 

Words that are the same as absolute or relative references (for 
instance, RIC! or R) must not be used for names. 

Once defmed, a Name may be used as you would use any absolute 
reference. For example, you might define the name Sales to refer 
to R3C2:8. The name of the reference suggests that the calcula
tion involves sales figures. The absolute form, R3C2:8, is not 
mnemonically suggestive of sales figures. However, to the Multi
plan program, the meanings are identical. 
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The name in the example above may be illustrated as: 

Three operators may be used to combine references: intersection, 
range, and union. 

Intersection Operator (Space) 

The intersection operator is used to combine two references to 
refer to all the cells that belong to both references. 

reference a 

reference b 

intersection a j b refers to the shaded area 

(space) 
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Figure 6. Names as Cell 
References 

Intersection operators 

Figure 7. Intersection 
Reference 
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Figure B. Relative
Absolute Intersection 
Reference 

Range Operator 

R{3 
(space) 

refers to the cell where the current row and column 3 intersect. 

C3 

R 

When reference forms are combined (that is, an absolute with a 
relative, an absolute with a name, a relative with a name, or a 
name with a name), the intersection operator must separate them 
to indicate access to the value or values where the two references 
intersect. 

For example: RC3 is not permitted; write R C3 instead. 

If the two references do not intersect, Multiplan returns a #NUll! 
error value. 

Range Operator (Colon) (:) 

The range operator is used to combine two references so that the 
values in a group of contiguous cells may be used. 

The area of a range is the smallest rectangle that includes both 
references. 

Typically, in a reference written as a:b, the "a" reference is in the 
upper left corner and the "b" reference is in the lower right. For 
example: 
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a : b  

The range operator may be used to combine any of the reference 
forms (absolute, relative, or name) in any order. 

Union Operator (Comma) (,) 

The union operator is used to combine references to refer to all 
cells that belong to either reference. For example: 

R1C1 ,R3C1 

Each reference in a union may be any form (absolute, relative, 
or name), an intersection, or a range. 

A union usually refers to cells that are not contiguous. Where 
a union describes contiguous cells, it describes a rectangle as 
a range reference would. For example: RICI,R!C2 equals 
RIC1:2. 
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Figure 9. Range 
Reference 

Union operator 

Figure 10. Union 
Operator 
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Figure 1 1 .  Union 
Operator and Range 
Reference Similarity 

Figure 12. Union 
Operator and Range 
Reference Difference 

union 
R1C1,R1C2 

range 
R1C1 :2 

but RICI,R3Cl does not equal Rl:3Cl. 

union 
R1C1 ,R3C1 

range 
R1 :3C1 

The range reference in the second example includes cells not 
specified by the union reference. 

References may be used in formulas that require the value of a 
single cell. When the reference describes a single cell and a sin- · '  

gle value is required (for example, RICI + I), the value meant is 
the value of the cell described plus the value I. (Note that this 
value may be a number, text, logical, or error value, depending on 
the value in the cell referred to.) 

When the reference describes a group of cells but a single value 
is required, Multiplan chooses the value to be used from the cell 
where the current row or column intersects the group of cells. In 
particular, for groups that are parts of rows, Multiplan chooses the 
value in the current column. Similarly, from parts of columns, the 
value in the current row is chosen. Figure 13  illustrates a use for 
this feature. Using a group of cells that is not either a row or a 
column (or a part of one of these) does not yield useful results. 
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Income 

Income � 1 5% = 
(income C) • 1 5% 
= 150 

Chapter I 0 contains descriptions of the functions that can process 
a collection of values (SUM( ... ) for instance). Any type of refer
ence may be given as an argument to such a function. The value 
of all the cells that are described, whether one or many, will be o processed. 

0 

Logical Values 

The logical values true and false are returned by the comparison 
operators that compare two numbers: 

Operator Meaning 

< less than 

<= less than or equal 

equal 

> =  greater than or  equal 

> greater than 

< >  not equal 
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Figure 13. Single Value 
from a Reference to a 
Group of Cells 

Logical Values 
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Error values 

The functions AND( ... ), OR( ... ), NOT( ... ), TRUE(), and FALSE() 
also perform logical operations. 

The purpose of logical values is to malre "either-or" decisions 
using the IF( ... ) function. All of these functions are explained in 
Chapter 10, "Functions." 

Text values (alphas) may also be compared with these operators. '\_ 
The order in which all characters are compared is described 
under the Sort command in Chapter 9, "Commands." 

Error Values 

'When a Multiplan function, operation, or reference is used 
incorrectly, an error value will result. There are different error 
values for different error conditions, as described below. Error 
values "propagate," meaning that operations or functions that 
result in error values in one cell cause the same error values in all 
the cells that refer to the first cell. This also means that when 
one notices an error value in a cell, the propagation has to be 
unraveled step by step until the source of the error is found. 

For example, we notice that cell Rl C I displays the #NAME? 
(undelined name) error value. The formula in RIC! is a+l.  We 
check the definition of a using the Name command. We flnd that 
the name a is defined to refer to R1C2. That cell is the next step 
in the search. Wben we look in cell Rl C2, we may flnd the cause 
there, but we may also flnd references to other quantities which 
will have to be inspected. We may have to look at more than one 
cell to flnd the source of the error. 

The error values and their causes are: 

Value 

#DIV/0! 

#NAME? 

#N/A 

#NULL! 

#NUM! 

#REF! 

#VALUE! 

Cause 

result of an attempt to divide by 0. 

result of an undefined label reference. 

result when the value is not available. Also, #NA is a spe
cial value that may be created using the NA() function and 
which will be propagated by arithmetic. 

result of specifying an intersection of disjoint areas; e.g., 
Rt R2 (use union instead, Rl ,R2). 

result of overflow (number is too large or too small) or of 
an illegal use of an arithmetic function; e.g., SQRT(-1 ). 

result of a relative reference reaching outside the sheet or 
of a reference to a deleted area. 

result of using text where a number is needed or vice 
versa, or of using references when a value is needed. 
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Files 

This section describes how Multiplan uses files, when it reads and 
writes files, and how links between files are handled. 

TI1is information will help you to better plan your use of Multi
plan files. 

File Handling 

Files are permanent repositories of information kept on diskettes. 
Files are identified by filenames, which are kept in a directory. 
Multiplan uses files mainly to store worksheets. For more 
information on diskettes, see the section entitled "Operating 
Information." 

Multiplan can read files, and it can write them. For both opera� 
tions, Multiplan requires access to the file. 

However, the machine may have more than one disk drive and 
different files may reside on different diskettes. It is important, 
then, to make sure that the proper diskette is mounted in the 
proper drive. 

If the filename includes a drive specification, then that drive is the 
proper one. Otherwise, the "default" drive (assigned through the 
Transfer Options command) is used. 

See also d1e section entitled "Operating Information" and the 
Transfer Options command in Chapter 9, "Commands," for details. 

Efficient operations with multiple diskettes may require some 
advance planning. Should the planning fail, however, Multiplan 
will simply display the message: 

Ente� V to ret11y access to filename 

When you see this message, check the diskette and replace it, if 
necessary. 

TI1e following lists describe when Multiplan reads files, when it 
writes files, and what problems Multiplan may have with reading 
and writing files. TI1is information may help you anticipate file 
access by Multiplan. 

Multiplan reads files: 

• When a sheet is loaded (Transfer Load command) in any mode 
(Normal, Symbolic, Other). 
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Files 

File handling 

When files are read 
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• When a sheet is loaded that has supporting sheets, the support
iog sheets are read one by one. 

• When the eXternal Copy or eXternal Total conunands are exe
cuted, the source sheet is read. 

• When the eXternal Use command is executed, the affected 
copies are redone, and the source sheets are read. (See the 1( 
eXternal Use command in Chapter 9, "Conunands.") 

• The Multiplan system diskette will be read for parts of the 
Multiplan program when commands are executed and for the 
Help ftle when Help is requested. 

When files are written Multiplan writes the ftle to the diskette: 

Problems with file 
access 

Problems when 
reading 

• When a sheet is saved (Transfer Save command) in any mode. 

• When a sheet is renamed or deleted, the ftle directory is read 
or written. The file directory, by definition, shares the diskette 
with the worksheet ftles. 

• When the Print File commanct is executed. 

• When sheet linking relationships change, a Transfer Save or 
Transfer Rename command, in addition to normal duties, gains 
access to all supporting sheets to issue or to revoke receipts. 

• When you execute the Quit command, a file titled MP.INI 
is saved. 

Problems with File Access 

You should be aware of problems to consider when tryiog to read 
or write a file. If problems with file access persist, check for pos
sible causes from the following lists. 

Problems when reading: 

• Tbe information may not be on the diskette. Use the Transfer 
Load conunand and the direction keys to display the directory 
of ftles on the diskette. 

• The ioformation is not reliably readable or is unreadable. You 
should maintain backup copies of Important files. 

• The ioformation is not in the expected format. Check the 
"mode" settiog of the Transfer Options conunand. Remember 
that the eXternal Copy command requires that sheets be saved 
in Normal mode. 

• The ioformation is not up to date. This may happen if 
incorrect procedures are used for updating a collection of 
externally linked sheets. See the section below, "External 
Relationships," for details. 
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Problems when writing: 

• The diskette may become filled. Diskettes can store only a lim
ited amount of information. As more files are stored on them, 
they may fill up. See the section entitled "Operating Informa
tion" for procedures fur determining the amount of storage 
used on a diskette. 

• Previous information stored in a file may be valuable. Multi
plan will display the message: 

Enter Y to ove:ilwk'ite fih 

Pause and reflect if this is what you want. 

• The diskette may be write-protected. Consider the reason for 
write-protection before changing it. 

• Errors during writing, such as an interruption, may leave 
incorrect information on the diskette. Make sure that write 
operations are allowed to complete. 
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Problems when 
writing 

External Relationships External 
relationships 

The information in this section applies to the eXternal group of 
commands. Refer to the discussion of these commands in Chapter 
9, "Commands," for additional information. 

External relationships between worksheets may be illustrated as 
follows: 

y t 
Sheets 
depending on Y 

A 

links 

receipt 
from A 

=t: A t 
Active Sheet 

Sheets 
supporting A 

y 

Sheets 
depending on A 

X 

links 

receipt 
from X 

=t: X 

Sheets 
supporting X 

A 

Figure 14. External 
Relationships between 
Worksheets 
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Figure 15. Dependency 
Diagram 

I 

The set of external links can be reviewed by stepping tbrougb the 
supporting sheet names and the source and target areas in the 
eXternal Copy command. 

Changing data on a supporting sheet has no immediate effect on 
its dependent sheets. Only when a dependent sheet is loaded is 
the current information read from its supporting sheet. Thus, 
when changes are made to sheet Y, nothing changes on sheet A 
until sheet A is loaded. When sheet A is loaded, then sheet Y is 
read, and its data is copied to sheet A. 

Similarly, when sheet A is changed (including changes from sheet 
Y), sheet X does not change until it is loaded. When 'sheet X is 
loaded, then sheet A is read, and its data is copied to sheet X. 
Note that for the information read from A to X to be current with 
the information on Y, A must have been loaded and saved at least 
once before X was loaded. Information is copied only one link at 
a time. 

In a more complex set of worksheets, the relationships between 
the worksheets may be unraveled using the eXternal List com
mand on each sheet and creating a dependency diagram similar to 
the one above. 

Consistency of all data can be assured by starting with a set of 
sheets that are not supported by any sheets. Load and save a 
second set of sheets that depend on the set of unsupported sheets, 
then load and save sheets that depend on the second set of sheets, 
and so on until all sheets have been loaded and saved. 

This process is illustrated in the following diagram: 

A I c 

D 
I B E I 

F 

, ,  
"-



Sheets A and D are not supported by any other sheets. If the 
information on them is current, then: 

111 Load and save sheets C and B. 

Ill Load and save sheet E. 

0 !:ill Load and save sheet F. 

0 

0 

When preparing the dependency diagram, remember that the list 
of "depending sheets" on each sheet is not necessarily complete. 
For example, the listing of sheets depending on A is contingent on 
a "receipt" being issued when the link was established by B. 

A "receipt" is an entry in the supporting file that says sheet B 
receives data from this sheet. When you give the eXternal List 
command, Multiplan looks at the receipts to build the list of 
"Sheets depending on." The "receipt" must have been written 
correctly onto A just after B was saved. If, for any reason, Multi
plan cannot enter the receipt onto sheet A, the "depending" list 
on A is not current. Even so, the data from the supporting sheets 
can be copied as specified by the eXternal Copy command. 

The list of "supporting" sheets will always be correct. 

Transforming the Worksheet 

The information in this section applies to the Delete, Insert, Move, 
and Sort commands. Refer to the discussions of these commands 
in Chapter 9, "Commands," for additional information. 

When rows or columns are inserted, deleted, moved, or sorted, 
sections of the worksheet may he displaced. For example: 

• One column is inserted before column 2. This moves the part 
of the worksheet that is to the right of column 2 one column 
farther to the right. 

• Row 2 is moved to before row 10. Besides moving the con
tents of row 2 to row 9, the former rows 3 through 9 are dis· 
placed one row toward the top of the sheet. 

Because these commands may change the location of cells, Multi
plan also automatically adjusts any references to the cells, whether 
they occur in formulas or in the definition of names. However, 
the adjustments to some references after the worksheet has been 
transformed may cause problems. The problems fall into the fol
lowing general categories: 
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• References to cells that have been deleted from the sheet are 
replaced by #REF! error values. All formulas that contained 
the references must be edited. These formulas are found by 
inspecting the cells that display the #REF! error value. 

• If the reference is to a group of cells and the transformation 
would distort a rectangular part of the group into a more com
plex shape (for example, if a corner cell is deleted from a rec
tangular area), the name definition is not changed. 

• If cells are inserted adjacent to a group of cells, references to 
the group are not updated to include the new cells. If the 
enlargement of the group is desired, the insertion must be 
made into the interior of the group rather than at the boun
dary. If necessary, the new cells may be inserted at an unam
biguous place (e.g., in the interior of the group), then the cell 
contents copied as required. 

• Related problems may occur when rows or columns contain
ing a boundary of a group are moved. Such moves will "drag" 
the boundary line of the definition of the group along. If this 
is not desired, the move can still be accomplished by an insert, 
copy, delete sequence. 

• If a formula is copied into a number of cells using the Copy 
Down, Copy Right, or Copy From commands, the relative 
references in all of the formulas are adjusted equally. The 
model formula for the adjustment is the first one encountered 
on the sheet. This means, for example, if the formula 
R[ - I ]  • 1.05 is copied from RIC2 to RICI4, and if column 5 
is deleted, all formulas will be adjusted according to RIC2; 
no change in this case. However, if column 1 is deleted, 
the reference in R I C2 will become #REF! (see the ftrst mle 
above), and the other formulas will follow accordingly. To fix 
undesirable results, edit the model formula and recopy it. 

Note that the Sort command may move many rows and, therefore, 
may cause any of these problems. 
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Using Worksheets from Other Programs 

If you or your co· workers have created worksheets using Visicalc, 
Lotus 1-2-3, or Lotus Symphony, you can work on these 
worksheets in Multiplan. When you load a worksheet created by 
one of these other programs, Multiplan automatically translates 
the other program's worksheet format ioto Multiplan format. After 
working on any worksheet, you can save it in Multiplan or 1-2-3 
format. 

TI1ere are a few Lotus features that aren't fully loaded or saved; 
these are described in detail in the following sections. 

You may want to use the followiog procedure, rather than the 
CONVERTD program, for loading Lotus 1-2-3, Symphony, or Visi
calc files ioto Multiplan. Before you use the following procedure, 
you should be familiar with choosiog commands and specifyiog 
files that you want to load, discussed io Part 1 of this manual, 
"Usiog Multiplan." 

Loading Other Worksheets 

To load a Visicalc, 1-2-3, or Symphony file ioto Multiplan: 

l1l Choose the Transfer Options command. 

I]] In the "mode" field, choose Other. 

The Other option tells Multiplan to recognize Visicalc, 1-2-3, 
or Symphony formats when you load files. 

I]] Press ENTER. 

III Choose the Transfer Load command. 

� In the "filename" field, type the name of the file you want to 
load, includiog its extension. For a 1-2-3 file, for example, you 
would type filename. wks 

� Press ENTER. 

Multiplan loads your file and displays it on the screen in Multi
plan format. 

Multiplan will not load some of 1-2-3's functions. For example, 
Multiplan will not load 1-2-3's date function, because Multiplan 
doesn't use dates. There are also some restrictions when you use 
macros. 

Multiplan treats Symphony files the same way it treats 1 -2-3 files. 
If you're a Symphony user, you can use the followiog notes. 
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When your 1-2-3 file contains functions or macros, you don't need 
to modify it before loading it into Multiplan; you just need to be 
aware of the few features that have limitations. The following 
paragraphs describe how Multiplan treats these limitations when 
encountered in your file. 

Notes on loading 1-2-3 Files: 

Columns Any data in columns 256 or higher of a 1-2-3 file will 
be lost when you load it into Multiplan, because Multiplan 
worksheets have a maximum of 2 55 columns. 

Cell Formatting for Text The default cell format for text in 1-
2-3 cells is "continuous," so all text in the cell is shown. In Multi
plan, the default cell format is "general:" if text in a cell is wider 
than the width of the cell, part of the text is hidden. 

1-2-3 cells loaded into Multiplan may be hidden if your Multiplan 
cell format is set to "general" The information is not lost. To 
display hidden text, set the "format code" field in the Format Cells 
command to "Cont" (continuous) for the affected cells. 

Macros Multiplan does not translate 1-2-3 macros into Multiplan 
worksheet format. It does, however, treat 1-2-3 macros as text and 
loads them along with your file. You cannot use the macros 
within Multiplan. lf you save the same file back to 1-2-3 format, 
however, you will then be able to use the macros again in 1-2-3. ·.'-
See "Saving Worksheets in 1 -2-3 Format," in this section, for more 
information. 

Functions Multiplan deletes 1-2-3 formulas that contain the fol
lowing functions, but keeps the value in the formula's cell: 

@ACOS @DSTD 

@ASIN @DSUM 

@ATAN2 @DVAR 

@CHOOSE @HLOOKUP 

@DATE @MONTH 

@DAVG @MONTH 

@DAY @RAND 

@DCOUNT @VAR 

@DMAX @YEAR 

@DMIN 

Multiplan treats Symphony functions not shared with 1-2-3 the 
same way it treats the functions listed above. 
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Saving Worksheets in the 1 ·2·3 Format 

In Multiplan,  you can save worksheets in 1-2-3 format in the same 
way you would save files in the Multiplan format . When you save 
your worksheet, Multiplan automatically translates it into 1-2-3 
format . 

To save a worksheet in 1-2-3 format : 

[j] Choose the Transfer Options c ommand. 

� In the "m ode " field , choose Other . 

O th er tells Multiplan t o  save y ou r  w ork sheet as a 1-2-3 flle . 

rn Press ENTER. 

ill Choose the Transfer Save command. 

liD In the "fllename " field, type a file name for your worksheet,  
includin g the 1-2-3 ".wks "  extension . Without this extension, 
1-2-3 will not rec ognize your file . 

lliJ Press ENTER. 

Multiplan saves your file in the 1-2-3 format . 

Multiplan will not save a few functions in the 1-2-3 format . For 
example , Multiplan will not save the M I RR  function, since 1-2-3 
would not rec ogni ze it . You also have some restrictions using 
Multiplan macros in 1-2-3. 

When your Mu ltiplan file contains functions or macros , you don 't 
need to modify it before saving it in the 1-2-3 format; you just 
need to be aware of the few features that have limitati ons . The fol
lowin g paragraphs describe bow 1-2-3 treats these limitations 
when it encounters them in your file . 

Notes on Saving Multiplan Files in the 1·2·3 Format: 

Rows Any data be tween rows 2049 a nd 4095 of a Multiplan 
worksheet will be lost when saving in the 1-2-3 format , because 
1-2-3 (version l A) has a maximum of 2048 rows . 

Macros 1-2-3 will n ot translate Multiplan mac ros in to 1-2-3 for
mat. When you load the worksheet , 1-2-3 treats the Multiplan 
macros as text . You cannot use the macros in 1�2�3. If y ou ever 
load the same file back into Multiplan however , y ou will then be 
able to use the macros. See "Loadin g  Other Worksheets," above, 
for more information. 

Functions When saving in the 1-2-3 format , Multiplan deletes 
any of its formulas that contain the following functions , but saves 
the value in the formula 's cell: 
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COLUMN 

DELTA (Iteration function) 

DOLLAR 

FIXED 

INDEX 
ITERCNT (Iteration function) 

LEN 

LOOKUP 

MID 

MIRR 

NPER 

RATE 

REPT 
ROUND 

ROW 

SIGN 

VALUE 

''-
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9 Commands 

The following directory explains each Multiplan command. 

At the beginning of each command descclption, the complete 
menu for the command or subcommand is shown with proposed 
responses. In most cases, the proposed response is derived from 
the position and contents of the active cell. For consistency of 
reference, a general notation is used for proposed responses, 
as follows: 

RC indicates the active cell 

R indicates the row number of the active cell 

C indicates the column number of the active cell 

w 
( )  

indicates the active window 

indicates a description of the proposed response; 
for example, (contents of RC) 

Other proposed responses, usually numbers, are shown as they 
appear when the command is used. 

The examples provided are intended to give you a sample of the 
uses for the command. A short description of the action to be per
formed precedes a command format with proposed responses in 
the fields. To recreate the example yourself, use any of the 
methods for entering responses until your command line looks 
like the example. 

All commands are terminated (carried out) by pressing the 
RETURN key. 

Related and similar commands are listed under the heading "See 
Also." Commands that offer subcommands are described only gen
erally under the main command heading. Refer to the subcom
mand descriptions for the details of performing a particular action. 
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Alpha 

Hint Perform similar operations together. Try to defme all 
names at once. Copy all cells at once. Many Multiplan commands 
offer you proposed responses. By perfurming similar operations 
together, you can make maximum use of the proposed responses, 
which saves considerable time. Also, position the cell pointer 
before selecting a command. This makes it easier to use proposed 
responses. 

Alpha 

�LPH�: (cell contents) 

Ente> text 

Places text in the active cell. If the active cell already contains 
text, that text is the proposed response to the Alpha prompt. 

The proposed response may be edited, but if you simply begin 
typing, the proposed response is replaced entirely. 

The Alpha command is terminated by pressing the RETURN key or 
any action key that moves the cell pointer, such as the direction 
keys. 

The contents of a cell containing text are displayed in double 
quotation marks in the status line. Multiplan supplies these 
double quotation marks automatically. 

Alpha may not be used to blank a cell. Use the Blank command 
for this. 

The Alpha command is highlighted in the command menu when 
Multiplan is idle. This means that ( 1 )  Alpha can be selected by 
pressing RETURN; and (2) if RETURN is pressed inadvertently, you 
may find yourself in the Alpha command. 

Entering text or values in successive cells is made easier because 
of the following feature: 

If either the Alpha or Value command is terminated by an 
action key that moves the cell pointer, the cell pointer is 
moved appropriately, and Multiplan displays on the com
mand line: 

ALPHA/VALUE: 

enter- text ol' value 
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The first character typed selects the standard Alpha or Value 
command. TI1e Value command is selected if you press one 
of the digits 0-9 or one of the characters = (equals), + 
(plus), - (minus), . (period), ( (left parenthesis), or " (quota
tion mark). The characters selecting the Value command 
have the same effect as when selecting from the main com� 
mand menu. This effect is described under the Value com
mand in this chapter. All other characters select the Alpha 
command. 

This process can be repeated fur entering text, numbet·s, and 
formulas in successive cells, until the RETURN or CANCEL key is 
pressed. 

Examples 

To enter the text "Net Profit" into the active cell: 

ALPHA:  Net P•ofi t  

To enter the text Spencer, the text Sales, and the number I 000 in 
adjacent cells, press A (fur Alpha), type Spencer, press the RIGHT 
direction key, type Sales, press the RIGHT direction key, type 1000, 
and press RETURN. 

Hint Simply press the RETURN key to select the Alpha commaod 
whenever the main command menu is displayed. 

See Also 

Format Cells to permit the display of cell contents to cross a cell 
boundary. 

Format Width to accommodate text within a column. 

Name to create names for cells. 

Value to enter numbers and formulas. 

Alpha 187 1 
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Blank 

Copy 

Blank 

BLANK cells:  � 

Ente� �efe�ence to cell o� gfoup of cells 

Replaces contents of specified cells with blanks. The proposed 
response permits quick blanking of the active cell. 

The format of the cell is not changed. The cell is still available 
for storing values. 

Names are not affected. If a cell was Named before the Blank 
command was used, that name will still apply. 

When a formula refers to a blank cell, its number value is taken 
as zero, or its text value is a blank. 

Examples 

To blank the cell in row 3, column 2: 

BLANK cells: R3C2 

To blank all cells in the area named Sales: 

BLANK cells: Sales 

To blank an irregular area: 

BLANK cells: Rl:6Cl,R1 : 8  

See Also 

Delete to remove cells from the sheet entirely. 

Transfer Clear to clear the entire sheet. 

Copy 

COPY: Right Down F>oM 

Select option o> type coMMand Jette> 

Presents a choice of ways to copy some cells into other cells. 
Both the contents and the formats of the source cells are copied. 
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Source cells are not altered. 

• Copy Right copies one cell or a column of cells into cells to 
its right. 

• Copy Down copies one cell or a row of cells into cells 
below it. 

• Copy From is the general form and can be used for all copying 
on the active worksheet. Copy Right and Copy Down are 
included because they make a common copying task easier. 

The subcommands are explained individually below. 

Hint Use the Copy commands for filling in cells with identical 
values, especially formulas, but also numbers and text. Copying is 
simpler, less error prone, and more space efficient than manually 
entering repeated values into cells individually. 

See Also 

Insert to add new cells between existing ones. 

Move to move cells to other locations. 

eXternal Copy to copy cells from an inactive worksheet. 

Copy Down 

COPY DOWN nu•be" or cells: 
Ent'" nu•b'" 

Copies the specified cell the number of times specified in the 
"number of cells" field into the cells below it. 

The proposed response for the "number of cells" field is the 
number used in the last Copy Down or Copy Rigbt command. 
The total number of identical cells will be the number specified 
plus one (for the original). 

The command can also copy down a row of cells by specifying 
a row or part of a row in the "starting at" field. 

Blank-Copy Down 189 1 

Copy Down 
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Copy From 

Examples 

To copy the value and format of RlCl into the ten cells below it: 

COP� DOWN nuMbe• of cells: 10 sta.ting at: RlCl 

To copy the first five cells in row 1 into the next four rows 
below: 

COP� DOWN nuMhe• of cell s :  4 sta•ting at:  RlCl : 5  

Copy From 

COP� FROM cells: � to cells: RlCl 

Ente:t� reference to cel l o:t� gl"oup of cells 

Copies the contents of a cell or group of cells to another location 
on the sheet. Copy From is used, for example, when the source 
cells and the destination cells are not in the same row or column. 

When there is only one source cell, the cell contents are copied 
into each destination cell. 

When the source is a group of cells, the entire group is copied. 
When only one destination cell is given but the source is a group 
of cells, the destination cell marks the upper left corner of the 
destination area. 

ln general, either the source or the destination should consist 
of a single cell. 

ln special circumstances, copying vectors can be accomplished. 
(A vector is a line of twO or more cells, either in a row or in a 
column.) Copying from a row to a row or from a column to a 
column is allowed if the source and the destination are the same 
size. If copying is done from a row vector to a column vector, or 
from a column to a row, the resulting copy is a rectangle in which 
the source vector is copied starting at each cell of the target 
vector. 
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The following diagrams illustrate the results of copying vectors, as 
described above: 

source destination 
source 

destination ! 
�= 

source destination 

-

b b b 

c c c 

source destination 
---.---

- b c 

b c 

b c 

If other forms of copies are attempted, tbe system cancels the 
copy command and displays tbe "Illegal parameter" message. 

Examples 

To copy the contents of cell RICI into cell R5C3: 

COPY FROM cells: RIC! to cells: R5C3 

To copy the contents of cell RICI into all cells in column 8: 

COPY FROM cel ls :  RIC! to cells: CB 

Copy Down-Copy From 1 91 I 

Figure 16. Results of 
Copying Vectors 
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Copy Right 

To copy a square patch of cells in the upper left comer of the 
worksheet into a square patch beginning at RBC 1: 

COPY FROM cel ls :  R1 :4C1 :4 to cells: R8Cl 

The upper left cell of the new patch is RBC 1 .  After the copying, 
RBCl is a copy of RlCl, R8C2 is a copy of R1C2, and so on to 
R1 1C4, which is a copy of R4C4. 

Likewise, the same copy can also be made by specifying a destina
tion area that matches the source area: 

COPY FROM cells: Rl:4Cl : 4  to cel l s :  R8: 11Cl : 4  

To copy the first four cells in column 3 into column 6: 

COPY FROM cells: Rl: 4C3 

or 

COPY FROM cells: Rl : 4C3 

to cells: Rl:C6 

(upper left of area) 

to cel l s :  Rl: 4C6 

(matching area) 

To copy the first four cells in column 6 three times: 

COPY FROM cells: Rl: 4C6 to cells :  RlC6:8 

The source cells are part of a column while the destination area 
is part of a row. The source column is copied down beginning at 
each cell of the destination. 

Copy Right 

COPY RIGHI nu•he• of cel ls :  sta•ting at:  RIC! 

Ent�� nLLMhe:t� 

Copies the specified cell the specified number of times into the 
cells to the right of the specified cell. 

The proposed response for the "number of cells" field is the 
number used in the last Copy Down or Copy Right command. 
The total number of identical cells will be the number specified 
plus one (for the original). 
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TI1e command can also copy right a column of cells by specifying 
a column or patt of a column in tbe "starting at" field. 

Examples 

To copy the contents of the active cell (RlCl) into the eight cells 
to the right of it: 

COP! RIGHI nu•ber of cells: 8 starting at: RIC! 

To copy the contents of the five cells in column 1 (R15C!) into 
column 2, giving two side-by-side columns witb the same con
tents: 

COP! RIGHI nu•ber of cells: 1 starting at: R1: 5Cl 
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Delete Delete 

DELETE: Row Colu•n 

Select option or type co••and letter 

Presents choices for deleting cells from tbe worksheet and closing 
up the space. 

• Delete Row deletes a row or rows and moves tbe rest up. 

• Delete Column deletes a column or columns and moves tbe 
rest to tbe left. 

Multiplan adjusts all references affected by any deletion. See 
"Transforming tbe Worksheet" in Chapter 8, "Elements of Multi
plan," for tbe description of how tbe Delete command affects 
references. 

The subcommands are explained individually below. 

See Also 

Blank to malte cells empty. 
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Delete Column Delete Column 

DELETE COLUMN 3 of ooluons: Ul starting at: 1 
between •ows: r- ana: 481> 

Ente:t� nmt�.her 

Deletes all or part of a column or columns. The proposed 
response for the starting column is the column of the active cell. 
lbis command is most commonly used to delete complete 
columns by accepting the proposed responses of rows 1 and 
4095. 

Columns to the right of the deleted columns move left, and new 
columns of blank cells are added at the right edge of the sheet. 

Parts of columns can be deleted. The deletion takes place 
between the specified rows; other rows are not affected. 

Examples 

To delete the entire column 4: 

DELETE COLUMN 3 of ooluons: 1 
between •ows: 1 

sta•ting at: 4 
ana: 489> 

To delete a rectangular area in columns 3 and 4, between rows 
3 and 8: 

DELETE COLUMN 3 of ooluons: 2 sta•ting at:  3 
between •ows: 3 ana: 8 

The portion of the worksheet in rows 3 through 8 which was to 
the right of column 4 will move two columns to the left. 
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Delete Row Delete Row 
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DELETE ROW D of >Ows: !.1 sta>tin9 at: 1 
between coluons: 1 ana: 255 

Entek" nmo�he:t� 

Deletes all or part of a row or rows. This command is most com� 
monly used to delete complete rows by accepting the proposed 
responses of columns 1 and 255. 

Rows below those deleted move up, and new rows of blank cells 
are added at the bottom of the sheet. 

The proposed response for the starting row is the row of the 
active cell. 

Parts of rows can be deleted. The deletion takes place between 
the specified columns; other columns are not affected. 

Examples 

To delete the active row (R1 ): 

DELETE ROW D of >ows: 1 
between coluMns : 1 

sta>ting at: 1 
and: 255 

To delete a rectangular area in rows 6 and 7 between columns 
1 and 8: 

DELETE ROW D of >Dws: 2 sta.ting at: 6 
between coluMns: 1 and: 8 

The portion of the worksheet in columns 1 through 8 which was 
below row 7 moves up two rows. 

Edit 

EDII :  

Ente. fD>Mula 

0 Used to edit a formula or value in the active cell. If you edit text 
with the Edit command, remember to enclose the text in double 
quotation marks. 

Edit 
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Format 

The current contents are shown in the command line. The edit 
cursor is placed at the end of the current contents. 

After you have edited the cell's contents, press RETURN or one of 
the cursor movement keys, such as a direction key, to put the 
contents into the cell. If you use a cursor movement key to place 
the contents in the cell, Multiplan changes to the AIPHAN ALUE: 
command rather than returning to the main command menu. 
Refer to the description under the Alpha command. 

Press CANCEL before pressing either RETURN or one of the cursor 
movement keys to cancel your changes and to return to the main 
command menu. 

If the cell contains a formula, Multiplan checks the formula for 
errors when RETURN is pressed. If the formula contains an error, 
the erroneous part is highlighted, and the Multiplan Edit com
mand remains active. 

See the "Editing" section in Chapter 8, "Elements of Multiplan," for 
the description of the editing keys. 

See Also 

Alpha for entering or editing text. 

Format 

FORMAl :  Cel ls Default Options Width 

Select option or type coMMand letter 

Presents a choice of various display adjustments. 

• Format Cells alters the alignment and format of a cell or group 
of cells. 

• Format Default sets the default alignment, format, and width 
for all cells. 

• Format Options controls the display of formulas and of 
commas in numbers. 

• Format Width sets the width of a column or columns. 

The display of cell contents is controlled by the settings in the 
"alignment" and "format" fields of the Format Cells command. 
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The setting in the "alignment" field controls the placement of 
the contents within the available spaces of the cell; whether the 
empty space is placed to the right of the contents, to the left, 
or on both sides. 

The setting in the "format" field, together with the response in 
the "# of decimals" field, controls how the value is displayed, as 
a dollar amount, as a percentage, as a decimal value, and so on . 

In both the "alignment" and "format" fields, there is a "Default" 
setting. The "Default" setting is defined by the Format Default 
Cells command. The settings selected in the "alignment" and 
"format" fields of the Format Default Cells command define the 
display of all cells with the "Default" setting. 

All cells have the "Default" setting initially. (When Multiplan is 
first started, the display is controlled by "General" alignment and 
"General" format.) If you insert new rows or columns, the 
inserted cells receive the default setting. 

The format given to the default settings can be changed at any 
time by using the Format Default command. This allows you to 
change easily the format of all cells that have the default code 
setting, which may be most of the cells. 

We recommend that you define the most common format you 
will be using as the default, and alter a cell or some cells to 
display tl1eir contents differently from the default witll tl1e Format 
Cells command. 

The subcommands are explained individually below. 

Hint To save time, format entire rows or columns at one time, 
except for "Continuous" format. Formatting entire rows or 
columns does not extend your worksheet. 

See Also 

Print Margins to set the format of a printed copy of tl1e sheet. 

Format Cells 

FORMAT coils: !llt�· al ignMent :  (De£>Ct> Gen Left Right -
fo>Mat COdi:(Def)Cont Exp Fix Gen lnt $ * X - R of deciMal s :  0 

Enter refel'ence to cell or group of cel ls  

Edit-Format Cells 197 1 

Format Cells 
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Alters the alignment and format codes of one or more cells. 

The proposed responses are the format codes of the active cell. 
This command may be used to review the settings for the active 
cell. The settings of the active cell may be given to a group of 
cells by changing the response in the "cells" field. 

If you are changing the alignment code of a group of cells but not 
the format code, you must select the minus sign response in the 
"format code" field to keep the format codes as they are. Otber
wise, all cells in the group will receive the format code of tbe 
menu setting. 

Similarly, if you want to change the format code but not the aligo
ment code of a group of cells, select the hyphen response in the 
"alignment field." 

The alignment codes are: 

Alignment codes 

Del 
Ctr 
Gen 

Left 
Right 

Default 
Center 
General 
Left 
Right 
(minus sign) 

Actions 

Align this cell by the default alignment. 
Center the cell display in the column. 
Align text left, numbers right. 
Left-justify the cell display in the column. 
Right-justify the cell display in the column. 
Leave all alignment codes as they are. 
Used when changing the format code of a 
group of cells but not the alignment codes. 

Text is displayed only for the width of the cell unless the Con
tinous format code is selected. 

The format codes are: 

Format codes 

Del 
Cant 

Default 
Continuous 

Actions 

Display this cell with the default format. 
Text longer than the column width is 
displayed at its full width, crossing into the 
column on the right if necessary (the cell to 
the right must be blank and must have the 
Continuous format also). Numbers are 
displayed in the General format code. Typi
cally, you will want to format an entire row 
when using the Continuous format code. 
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Hint Use the "Continuous" cell format code sparingly. Format-
ting whole rows with "Continuous" format or specifying "Continu-
ous" as the default setting is expensive. 

0 Exp Scientific Numbers are displayed as a decimal nota-
!ion times a power of ten; for instance, 
2.1 E6 for 21 00000. The number of decimal 
places used is set in the "# of decimals" 
field of the Format Cells command. 

Fix Fixed point Numbers are displayed rounded to a fixed 
number of digits of decimal fraction. The 
number of decimal places is set in the 
"# of decimals" field of the Format Cells 
command. 

Gen General Numbers are displayed as precisely as pos-
sible in the available width of the cell, with 
scientific notation used automatically, as 
needed. 

In! Integer Numbers with a decimal fraction are 
rounded to integers. 

$ Dollar Money amounts are displayed with a lead-
ing dollar sign and two decimal places. 
Negative numbers are shown in 

0 parentheses. 
• Bar graph When the cell contains a number, it is 

rounded to an integer and that many aster-
isks are displayed. For example, all values 
between 2.5 and 3.5 are displayed as three 
asterisks. 
Use the Bar graph format code to build a 
bar graph. Negative numbers are shown in 
parentheses. Only as many asterisks as the 
cell width allows are shown. To see all 
asterisks, use the Format Width command 
to widen the cell. See also the REPT tunc-
!ion for creating bar graphs composed of 
other characters. 

% Percent Numbers are displayed as a percentage. 
The number of decimals is set in the "# of 
decimals" field of the Format Cells com-
mand. For example, the value .1 will be 
displayed as 1 0% if the # of decimals is 
zero; or as 10.0% if the # of decimals is 1 .  

0 Leave all format codes as they are. Used 
when changing the alignment code of a 
group of cells but not the format codes. 
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The "# of decimals" field is used only for the "Fix", "Exp", and 
"% " format codes. If you enter a response to this prompt for the 
other format codes, your response is ignored. If you are not 
specifYing one of these three format codes, you can simply press 
RETURN after specifYing the format code. 

Examples 

To align the contents of the active cell (R5C 15) in the center of 
the available spaces: 

FORMAT CELLS: R5C15 alignMent: Def(Ct>lGen Left Right -
forMal code: <DeflCont Exp Fix Gen lnt $ • X - D of deciMals :B  

To display the cells in column 2 ,  rows 3 through 6 as money 
values preceded with a dollar sign and displayed with two decimal 
places: 

FORMAT CELLS: R3:6Cl alignMent : <DefJCtr Gen Left Right -
forMal code: Del Coni Exp Fix Gen lnt($l< X - D of deciMals : B  

' 
'-

Notice that the alignment of all cells in this group is now 
"Default." If any of the cells had an alignment setting other than 
"Default" and if you want to preserve the special alignment, select 
the hyphen response instead of the "Def" response in the "align· < 
ment code" field. 

To display the values in rows 1 through 12 of column 10 as per
centages with up to four decimal places accuracy: 

FORMA! CELLS: Rl:llC!B alignMent: Del Ctr Gen Left Right(-) 
loroat code: Del Coni Exp Fix Gen Int $ <(X)- D of deciMals : 4  

Any alignment already specified for any of the cells in this group 
is retained. 

Hint To copy quickly the format of a group of cells into another 
part of the worksheet, first copy the group of cells as they are. 
Then, blank the cells in the new area. 

See Also 

Format Default to set the default format. 

Format Width to set the width of specific columns. 
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Format Default 

FORMRI DEFRULI : Cells  Width 

Presents a choice of two kinds of defaults to be changed. 

• Format Default Cells sets default alignment and format codes. 

• Format Default Width sets the delimit width of all columns. 

See Also 

F01mat Cells to alter the format and alignment codes of specific 
cells. 

Fomlat Width to alter column widths of specific columns. 

Format Default Cells 

FORMRI DEFRULI CELLS alignMent: Cl> :� Left Right 
fo.Mal code: Coni Exp FixCGenlTi\t $ • Y. # of deciMals: Q 

Sets the alignment and format for all cells that have the default 
setting. The initial default alignment and format code is General. 

The alignment and format codes are listed and described under 
the Format Cells command. 

Example 

To set the defanlt format code to money amounts ( $): 

FORMRI DEFRULI CELLS alignMent: Ct, (Genl Left Right 
fo>Mal code: Coni Exp Fix Gen lnl($)< Y. # of deciMals : 0 

Format Default 

Format Defau II Cells 
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Format Default Width 

Format Options 

Format Default Width 

FORMAT DEFAULT width in chars: UW1 

Entero mut��hel' 

Sets the width of all columns that have the "default" width setting. 
See Format Width for an explanation of default width. 

The initial default width is 10 characters. 

Example 

To set the default width to 12:  

FORMAT DEFAULT ooll<Mn width in  cl1ars: 12 

See Also 

Format .Width to alter the width of some columns. 

Format Options 

FORMAT OPTIONS cOMMas: Yes l!l forMulas: Yes<Ho) 

S•l•ct option or l9P' coMMand l•tt•r 

The proposed responses are the current settings of the options. 

For cells that have "Fix," "Int," "$," or "%" format settings, the 
comma option groups a number into thousands and separates the 
groups with commas. For example, a number such as 12345678 
under the comma option would be displayed as 1 2,345,678. 

The formulas option permits you to see what generates the value 
in every cell. A cell normally displays the value of a formula 
placed in it. Selecting ''Yes" for the formulas option causes cells 
that contain formulas to display their formulas instead of their 
values. The width of all columns is doubled. Cells that contain 
text display their contents in double quotation marks. 

When the "formulas" option is off (No), check the formula in a 
cell by using the Edit command or by moving the cell pointer to 
the cell; the formula will appear in the status line. 
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Example 

To display formulas in the cells that contain them: 

FORMAT OPTIONS COMMas: Yes(Nol fo•Mulas: (Yes)No 

Format Width 

FORMAT WIDTH in cl�a•s '" a(efaul t ) :  Ill coluMn: 1 th•ougl1: 1 

Enter OlllilheXIJ OX' a for default 

Alters the width of one or more columns to the number of char
acters specified. 

The proposed response for the "in chars or d( efault )" field is 
always d. "d" is a special "default" setting, similar to the default 
setting for format and alignment codes. When the width setting is 
"d", the column width is controlled by the Format Default Width 
command. 

All columns have the default setting initially. The width of all 
columns with the default setting can be changed easily using the 
Format Default Width command. You can set the most con
venient width as the default with the Format Default Width com
mand, and alter specific columns to other widths with the Format 
Width command. 

If a cell contains text longer than the column is wide, Multiplan 
cuts off the display at the right edge of the column. Use this com
mand to widen the column or the "Continuous" cell format. 

If a cell contains a number that cannot be displayed in the column 
width, Multiplan displays a series of number signs ( #) instead. 
This can be ftxed by widening the column, or sometimes by using 
a different format code. 

Examples 

To change the width of column 1 :  

FORMAT WIDTH i n  ohm '" a<efaul t l :  12 coluMn: 1 tll"OLlgh: 1 

0 To change the width of columns 4 through 8 to rwenty 
characters: 

FORMAT WIDTH in  cha.s '" a!efaul tl :  29 coluMn: 4 th•ough: 8 

Format Width 
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Goto 

See Also 

Format Cells to set Continuous format code. 

Format Default Width to set the default column width. 

Goto 

GO!O: Ham Na•e Row-col Window 

Select option OP type coMMand letter 

Presents a choice of ways to move the cell pointer to a new 
position. 

• Goto Macro runs the specified macro. 

• Goto Name makes the first cell of a named area the active cell. 

• Goto Row-col makes the specified cell the active cell. 

If a requested cell is already visible through the active window, 
only the cell pointer is moved. 

If the requested cell is not visible through the active window, che 
active window is shifted so that the named area appears in the , 
specified window. 

• Goto Window makes the specified cell the active cell and 
places it at the upper left corner of the specified window. 

The subcommands are explained individually below. 

Hint Use printitive forms of reference wherever possible. For 
example, it is more efficient to use R2C2 than R2 C2; or Rl:2Cl 
than R1Cl:R2Cl. 
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Goto Macro 

GOTO oac>o: 

Ente> >efe>once to cell o> group of cells 

Runs the macro you specify. 

You can enter the name of the macro directly or use the direction 
keys to step through the list of named macros in the worksheet. 
Titis field will also accept a cell reference. 

Example 

To run a macro named bossjormat, which begins in the cell 
located at R200C20: 

GO!O oaoro: bossfo>oat 

or 

GO!O oao>o: r200o2i 

Goto Name 

GOIO naMe: 

Ent.e> >efmnce to cell o> g>Ot<P of cells 

Places the cell pointer on the upper left corner cell of the named 
area, making that cell the active cell. 

Use the direction keys to step through the list of names. 

Example 

To move the cell pointer to the upper left corner of the area 
named SumCosts: 

GOTO na�e: Su�Costs 

Goto Macro 

Goto Name 
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Goto Row-col 

Goto Window 

Goto Row-col 

GO!O >ow: � coluMn: 1 

Entef' mut�bef' 

Places the cell pointer on the specified cell, making that cell the '<_ 
active cell 

Examples 

To move to row 25 in the active column (column 1): 

GOIO >ow: 2� coluMn: 1 

The proposed response in the "column" field was not changed. 

If rows 1 thorough 20 are visible through the window when you 
enter this command, the window will be shifted so that cell 
R25Cl is visible in the upper left quarter of the active window. 

To make row 37, column 9 (R37C9) visible: 

GOIO >ow: 31 coluMn: 9 

Goto Window 

GO!O WINDOW window nuMhe>: � >aw: 1 co!LtMn: 1 

Entef' nu!llhef' 

Places the specified cell in the upper left corner of the window 
specified. 

If you use this command with the proposed responses, which are 
the active window and active cell, Multiplan redraws the active 
window, placing the active cell in the upper left corner. 

Examples 

To set the active cell as the upper leftmost cell of wiodow #3: 

GOTO WINDOW window nuMhe>: 3 >aw: � colUMn: 1� 



To set cell RlOOC45 as the upper leftmost cell of window #5: 

GO!O WINDOW window nu•be•: 5 •ow: 100 colu•n: 45 

See Also 

Q Window Split to open windows. 

0 

0 

Help 

HELP: Resu•e Sta•t Next P•evious 
APPl ications Co••ands Editing Fo••ulas Xeyboa•d 

Select option o• type co••and Jette• 
R!Cl lQQx F•ee Multiplan: TEMP 

Provides helpful information about Multiplan. 

Help information is read from a diskette ille. Information in the 
Help file is requested two ways: either ( 1 )  selecting Help from 
the main command menu, or (2) pressing the HELP action key, 
except when using the Alpha command (this places a question 
mark as a response to Alpha). When you request Help, the 
worksheet is replaced by text from the Help ille, and the Help 
command menu appears. 

The worksheet display resumes when you either select the 
"Resume" subcommand (press R or RETURN) or press CANCEL. 

"Resume" returns to the exact place where Help was requested. 
CANCEL returns to the main command menu. 

The information displayed depends on when Help is requested. 
In particular: 

• If you use SPACE or BACKSPACE to highlight a command word io 
a menu, a description of that command is shown when you 
request Help. 

• If the edit cursor is io a command field, a description of that 
field is shown. 

• If the message line shows an error message, either a descrip
tion of the previous command or a description of the error is 
shown. 

Goto Row-col-Help 207 1 

Help 
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Insert 

Once in the Help command, you can request Help information by 
selecting one of the following options on the Help menu: 

Option 

Resume 

Start (or HOME) 

Next (or PAGE DOWN) 

Previous (or PAGE UP) 

Applications 

Commands 

Editing 

Formulas 

Keyboard 

Insert 

INSERT: Row CoiLtMn 

Result 

Returns to the menu where you 
requested Help. 
Shows the beginning of the Help file. 
Shows the next screenful of Help infor
mation. Typically, not all the relevant 
information is shown, and Next (press 
the letter N) should be used. 
Shows the previous screenful of Help 
information. 
Shows a list of common problems paired 
with the names of the commands that 
offer solutions. 
Shows the description of the first 
command (Alpha). 
Shows the description of Multiplan 
editing. 
Shows a list of all functions and the rules 
about formulas. 
Shows the keytop labels corresponding 
to Multiplan action keys. 

Select option o> type coMMand Jette> 

Presents a choice of ways to insert new cells into the worksheet. 

• Insert Row inserts new rows, moving the rest down. 

• Insert Column inserts new columns, moving the rest to the 
right. 

Multiplan adjusts all references affected by the insertion. See 
"Transforming the Worksheet" in Chapter 8, "Elements of Multi
plan," for the description of how the Insert command affects 
references. 
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The Insert command will not be carried out if the insertion would 
push data off the edge of the sheet. If, for example, you have data 
in column 255, an attempt to insert even one column will receive 
the message "Not a valid option." Similarly, if you have data in 
column 240 and attempt to insert 16 columns, you will receive 
the "Not a valid option" message. 

The subcommands are explained individually below. 

See Also 

Move to move rows or columns on the sheet. 

Delete to remove rows or columns. 

Insert Column 

INSERT COLUMN # of colu•ns: Ill 
hetwe-en :rows: l 

Enter- nu.Mhel' 

befol"e colmm: 1 
and: 4095 

Inserts all or part of a column or columns of blank cells. This 
command is most commonly used to insert complete new 
columns by accepting the proposed responses of rows 1 and 
4095. 

Parts of columns can be inserted. Insertion takes place between 
the specified rows; other rows are not affected. 

Cells to the right of the inserted ones move right. 

Examples 

To add a column just left of the active one (column 3 ): 

INSERT COLUMN D of coluons: 1 before coluon: 3 
between •ows: 1 and: 4095 

To insert a rectangular area in columns 5 and 6 between rows 3 
and 8, causing parts of rows 3 through 8 to move right to make 
room: 

INSERT COLUMN D of colu•ns: 2 
between rows: 3 

before coluMn: 5 
and: 8 

Help-Insert Column 209 I 

Insert Column 
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Insert Row 

Lock 

Insert Row 

INSERT ROH D of >ows: U1 hefo>e >ow: 1 
between coluMns: 1 and: 255 

Entel" nu111he.r 

Inserts all or part of a row or rows of blank cells. This command " 
is most commonly used to insert complete rows above the active 
row by accepting tbe proposed responses of tbe active cell and 
columns 1 and 255. 

The command can be used to insert parts of rows. Insertion takes 
place between the specified columns; other columns ate not 
affected. 

Cells below tbe ones added move down. 

Examples 

To insert a new row above row 7: 

INSERT ROW D of >ows: 1 hefo>e >ow: 7 
between coluMns: 1 and: 255 

To insert a rectangular area in rows 4 and 5 between columns 1 
and 8, causing tbelower parts of columns 1 through 8 to move 
down to make room: 

INSERT ROW D of >ows: 2 befo>e >ow: 4 
between colmms: 1 and: 8 

Lock 

LOCH: Cells Fo>Mulas 

Select option o> type COMMand lett•• 

Provides two ways to lock cells to protect tbem from accidental 
change. 

• Lock Cells locks and unlocks selected cells. 

• Lock Formulas locks all cells tbat contain text or formulas. 
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The values of locked cells cannot be changed by the commands 
Alpha, Blank, Copy, Edit, Value, or eXternal. 

Locked cells are still affected by the commands Delete, Format 
Cells, Insert, Move, and Sort. 

When some cells are locked, the NEXT UNLOCKED CELL key positions 
the cell pointer on the next unlocked cell that is not blank. Simi
larly, the PREVIOUS UNLOCKED CELL key positions the pointer on the 
previous unlocked cell that is not blank. 

Using the Lock command and these action keys, you can quickly 
locate variable quantities on a complex worksheet and perform 
"what if" experiments. 

The subcommands are explained individually below. 

Lock Cells 

LOCH cells: � status: Locked(Unlockedl 

Enter' r'eleJ�ence to cell or gt'loup of cells 

Displays and changes the protection status of cells. 

The proposed responses show the status of the active cell. 

Lock or unlock selected cells by selecting tl1e appropriate 
response in the "status" field. 

Cells locked by eXternal Copy may not be unlocked wiili this 
command. 

Examples 

To lock an unlocked active cell (RlCl): 

LOCH Cells: R!Cl status : ( LockedlUnlocked 

To unlock the whole worksheet: 

LOCH .Cells :  Rl:R4095 status: Locked(Unlockedl 

Insert Row-Lock Cells 211 I 

Lock Cells 
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Lock Formulas 

Move 

Lock Formulas 

LOCK FORMULAS: 

Ente� ¥ to sa�e editss N to lose editss or cancel 

Entering Y locks all cells that contain text or formulas. Cells that 
contain numbers are not affected by the Lock Formulas command. 

The Lock Formulas command protects all values generated by 
formulas. Numbers and any entries made after locking are the 
exception, and you must decide which unlocked cells you want 
to lock. 

See Also 

Lock Cells to lock cells with numbers and to unlock cells. 

Move 

MOUE: Roo ColuMn 

Select option or type coMMand letter 

Presents a choice of ways to move cells from one place to another 
on the sheet. 

• Move Row moves whole rows. 

• Move Column moves whole columns. 

More complex moves can be made by inserting blank cells at the 
destination, copying the source cells into the destination cells, 
then deleting the source cells. 

The destination of a move is identified by the row or column that 
will follow the moved cells. That row may or may not be dis
placed, depending on the direction of the move. 

For example: 

Move 1 to before 5: Move 5 to before 2: 
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Move 1 to before 5 

original moved rows 

1� 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 

Move 5 to before 2 

original moved rows 

1 1 
2� 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 

Lock Formulas-Move Column 213 I 

Moving cells causes the worksheet arrangement and all references 
to be adjusted. See "Transforming tbe Worksheet" in Chapter 8, 
"Elements of Multiplan," for tbe description of how tbe Move 
command affects tbe worksheet. 

The subcommands are explained individually on tbe following 
pages. 

See Also 

Copy to duplicate cells. 

Delete to delete rows or columns. 

0 Insert to add rows or columns. 

0 

Move Column Move Column 

MOUE COLUMN froM coluMn: !JI to left of coluMn: 1 B of coluMns: 1 

Entef' a nuMhef' 

Moves a group of columns to a new position on tbe worksheet. 

Example 

To move tbe active column (column 9) to the left edge of tbe 
sheet, moving all columns now to tbe left of the active column to 
the right one column to make room: 

MOUE COLUMN f"oM coluMn: 9 to left of coluon: 1 B of coluMns: 1 
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Move Row 

Name 

Move Row 

MOUE ROW f>OM >ow: � to hefo>e >ow: l D of >ows: l 

Ente:r nu111hel' 

Moves a row or group of rows to a new position on the 
worksheet. 

Example 

To move the active row (row 5) to the top of the sheet, moving 
all rows now above the active row one row down to make room: 

MOUE ROW f>oM >ow: 5 to hefo>e >ow: l D of >ows: l 

Name 

N�ME: define naMe: 
Macro : Yes No 

Enter naMe 

to >efe> to: 
COMMand key(s) :  

Assigns a name to a cell or area of cells. The name may then be 
used to refer to that cell or area in a command or formula. 

The proposed response for the "define name" field is either a 
blank or text. If the active cell contains text, Multiplan proposes 
that text, with any illegal characters removed, as the name to be 
defmed. This makes it easy to convert a title alteady given to a 
row or column into a name. 

If cell RSCl contains tlle text Costs as a title, then the Name com
mand can be used to define the name Costs as RSC2:15. Text 
used as titles and names are very difierent and should not be con
fused. However, it will be easier to read your formulas if the 
names in them correspond to the visible titles on your worksheet. 

If you want the name to be something besides the proposed 
response, simply type the new response. 

The proposed response for the "to refer to" field is either the 
active cell or, if the last name defined was a vector (a portion of 
a row or column), the same vector shifted to the active row or 
column. This feature makes defming parallel groups a simple task. 

If tlle name you enter is alteady defined, after you press TAB the 
proposed response in tlle "to refer to" field will show the current 
definition. 
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Names must begin with a letter. The rest of the characters of a 
name may be any combination of letters, numbers, the period (. ), 
and the underscore ( _ ). (These rules are the same ones used in 
the BASIC programming language.) Proposed responses are 
automatically made to conform to these rules. Illegal characters 
are ignored and underscores are substituted for blanks embedded 
in text strings. 

Names may be up to 31 characters long. 

Names may not be a combination of characters that could be con
fused with a reference. See the descriptions of references in the 
"Formulas" section uf Chapter 8, "Elements of MuJtiplan." 

To see the names that have been defined, select the Name com
mand. Use the direction keys to display each defined name and 
its definition in the command fields. 

To change the definition of a name after viewing it, use the edit 
keys to alter the response in the "to refer to" field and press 
RETURN. 

Names are deleted by making them refer to no area. Enter the 
name in the "define name" field, delete the response in the "to 
refer to" field, and press RETURN. 

TI1e "macro" and "command keys" options are used in naming 
macros. Appendix A, "Macros," contains a detailed discussion of 
this feature. 

Example 

To define row 10, columns 3 through 1 5  as Sales: 

NAME: define naMe: Sales to refer to: RIQC3 :15 

Hint To save time, define names for the common areas on your 
worksheet. By defining names, you speed up references to a 
group of cells. For example, it is much easier and faster to type 
Sales than R2C3:15, or Hotspots than R3C4,R5C6,R5C8. Use the 
REFERENCE key (@) to enter names directly from the name table. 

See Also 

eXtemal Copy for names associated with external links. 

Move Row-Name 215 j 
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Options Options 

OPTIONS recalc: � No 
i tera t i oii:'les ( Nol 

Select option 

oute: Yes(Nol 
coopletion test at: 

The proposed responses show the current settings. 

The "recalc" option controls when Multiplan performs formula 
calculations. If the "recalc" option is set to ''Yes," Multiplan recal
culates all formulas whenever a cell is changed. If the "recalc" 
option is set to "No," recalculation is done only when the RECALC 
key ( ! )  is pressed or during Transfer Save. 

Hint To save time, tum off automatic recalculation, and use the 
RECALC key ( !  ). This way you can enter new values and edit 
current values without waiting for each recalculation. Recalcula
tion also occurs when you change text. 

The length/of time Multiplan takes to recalculate a sheet depends 
on how many cells are in use, and on the complexity of the for
mulas in them. When you want to make many entries on a busy 
worksheet, set the "recalc" option to "No" for quicker response. 
Set "recalc" to "Yes" again when you want to see the effect of ,, 
each change. 

The "mute" option controls the Multiplan audible alarm. The ini
tial setting is "No," which means the alarm sounds when an error 
is made. Select ''Yes" when you want to mute the alarm. 

The "iteration" option and the accompanying "completion test" 
allow for the use of numerical approximation methods that 
involve circular dependencies. Such methods are applicable to 
a wide range of problems, which includes solving simultaneous 
equations, calculating internal rate of return, and finding roots of 
equations. Appendix B, "Solving Extended Problems with the 
Iteration Option," contains a detailed discussion of this powerful 
feature. 

After you press the RETIJRN key, Multiplan will display in the 
message line its version number and the total bytes of storage 
(corresponding to 100% Free) that are available to Multiplan. 
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Print 

PRINT: Printer File Margins Options 

Select option or type co••ana letter 

Presents a choice of four actions related to printing the active 
worksheet. 

• Print Printer begins printing 

• Print File stores printable output in a disk file. 

• Print Margins sets the margins for the printed output. 

• Print Options specifies the part of the worksheet to be printed 
and controls part of the printed format and printer setup. 

The subcommands are explained individually below. 

Print File 

PRINT on file: 

Enter filenaMe 

Stores printed output in a disk file rather than sending it to the 
printer. Such files have several uses. The file might be printed at 
a later time. You might use a text editor to alter the file before 
printing it, or you could include the file as an illustration in 
another text file. 

If a file of the same name exists, Multiplan will display the mes
sage "Enter Y to overwrite file." Press Y to start printing. Pressing 
any od1er key cancels the Print File command. 

Example 

To write a print formatted version of a file to the name BUDGET: 

PRINT on fi le :  BUDGET 

Options-Print File 211 1 

Print 

Print File 
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Print Margins 

Print Options 

Print Margins 

PRINT MARGINS: left: .. top: 6 p>int width: 19 P>int length: 54 
page length: 66 

Ente11 a nLtMhe:t� 

Alters the margins and page length for printed output. The left 
margin and the print width are given as a number of characters. 
The top margin, print length, and page length are given as a 
number of lines. 

The "print width" field sets the maximum number of characters to 
be printed on each line. The "print length" field sets the max
imum number of lines of print on each page. The "page length" 
field sets the length of the paper so that a form feed advances the 
paper the correct number of lines to begin printing on the next 
page. 

The proposed responses are those created by the last Print Mar
gins command. In addition, margins are saved with the sheet. 

When the Print Margins command is complete, the Print com
mand is displayed again. 

Example 

A sheet of letter-size paper is 8.5" x 1 f'. Assuming the printer 
prints 10 characters per inch across a page and 6 lines per inch 
down a page, the page length is 66 lines and the page width is 85 
characters. To fill these dimensions, you might want a top margin 
of 3 and a print length of 60 for a bottom margin of 3. A print 
width of 65 characters leaves 20 characters total for the right and 
left margins. To center lines on the page, you need a left margin 
of 10. 

PRINT MARGINS: left:  19 top: 3 p>int widtli: 65 P>int length: 69 
page length: 66 

Print Options 

PRINT OP!IONS: a>ea: setup: 
fo>oulas: Yes(No) >ow-col nuohe>s: Yes(No) 

Ente> >efe>ence to cell o> g>oup of cells 

Sets four optional features before printing: 
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• printing only part of the sheet, 

• printing formulas rather than their values, 

• suppressing row and column numbers from the printed page, 

• some set�up of printer hardware. 

If you want to print only part of the worksheet, specify a refer
ence to a rectangular group of cells, in the "area" field. 

Depending on your hardware configuration, the "setup" field may 
be used to set up the printer hardware (see the section entitled 
"Operating Information"). 

If you choose to print "formulas," the listing will display the actual 
formulas that appear in each cell, rather than the calculated values 
of the formulas, as it normally would. This feature is useful when 
you want a record of t11e logic behind a worksheet. Column 
widths are doubled when "formulas" is set to ''Yes." 

If you select Yes for the "row-col numbers" field, row and column 
numbers will be printed. 

Example 

To print only an area named "Factors," which holds discount 
percentages: 

PRINT OPTIONS: area: Factors setup: 
forMulas: Yes<No> row-col nuMbers: Yes(No) 

Print Printer Print Printer 

PR!NI on printer: 

Starts printing the sheet under tl1e conditions set up by the Print 
Margins and Print Options commands. 

The time it takes to print depends on the size of the sheet and the 
speed of t11e printer. 

Empty columns at the right of, and empty rows at the bottom of 
tl1e sheet are not printed. Multiplan prints as many columns 
across the page as will fit in the print margins. If there are rows 
left over, it prints a second page, repeating the same columns. 
When all the rows have been displayed, Multiplan starts the next 
set of columns on a new page. Thus, if the area to be printed is 
wider than the paper, you can assemble tl1e complete width by 
cutting and pasting later. 
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Quit 

Press CANCEL to interrupt printing. 

If a printer error occurs during printing, Multiplan will display the 
"Printer error" message. 

See Also 

Print File to direct output to a disk file. 

Print Margins to set the dimensions of a page. 

Print Options to print part of a sheet, to print formulas, or to 
print row and column numbers. 

Quit 

QUIT: 

Ente� ¥ to save editss N to lose editss or cancel 

Ends the Multiplan session. When you press the letter Q, Multi
plan displays the message "Enter Y to confirm." Press Y to quit, or 
any other letter to resume. 

If you have made changes to your worksheet since the last tilne 
you saved it, Multiplan will display the message "Enter Y to save 
edits, N to lose edits, or cancel" 

If you press Y, Multiplan saves your work and returns you to the 
DOS prompt. If you press N, Multiplan quits without saving your 
work. Press any other key to cancel the command. 

Every time you quit, Multiplan automatically saves certain setup 
information in a file called MP.INL Multiplan saves the conditions 
you have set in the following fields: 

• Options Recalc and Mute 

• Transfer Options Setup 

• Print Margins 

• Print Options Setup 

The next time you load Multiplan, these fields will reflect what
ever settings each field held the last time you quit. 
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See Also 

Transfer Save to save the active sheet. 

Sort 

SORT by coluon: Ul between "'"' : 1 and: 4995 

Ent'" nuobe" 

Reorders the rows on the worksheet within the specified column 
so that the values will be sorted. 

The proposed response for the column field is the active column. 
The proposed response for the rows is the whole column. The 
proposed sorting order is ascending order, from least to greatest. 

The column to be sorted may contain numbers, text, or other 
valnes. Sorting collects the different types into the following 
groups: 

Ist 
2nd 
3rd 
4th 

Nnmbers 
Text 
Logical and error values 
Blank cells 

Numbers and text are further sorted into either ascending ( > ) 
or descending ( < ) order. Text is arranged according to the 
ASCII standard character sequence, that is, from "least" to 
"greatest": 

! " #  $ % & ' ( ) * + , - . / 0·9 : ;  

< = > ? @ A·Z [ ] ' _ ' a·z { I } -

Within each type, equal values are left in the order Multiplan 
encounters them. 

The worksheet can be sorted on multiple columns. To do this, 
sort the least significant column first. Then, sort the other 
columns one at a time, from the least significant to the most sig
nificant. The example below illustrates this method 

References on the worksheet are adjusted as described in the 
"Transforming the Worksheet" section of Chapter 8, "Elements of 
Multiplan." 

Print Printer-Sort 221 I 

Sort 
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Transfer 

To generate a sorted report without the effects of the adjusted 
formulas, tum of automatic recalcuation. Multiplan then displays 
the values calculated before the sort was performed. You can 
print this sorted sheet, but do not save it. 

Note also that numbers intermixed with text in a cell or dates 
represented as text are sorted by the rules of standard alphabetiza
tion. For example, "AlO" is sorted as less than "A9." 

Example 

To sort a list of checks into categories (in column I) by amount 
(in column 2) with the largest amount at the top of each 
category, first sort all checks by amount in descending order: 

SORT by coluMn: a between •ows: 1 and: 4095 o•de•: ) (() 

The checks are listed from largest to smallest, but with the 
categories unsorted. To sort the categories alphabetically: 

SORT by coluMn: 1 between •ows: 1 and: 4995 o•de• : <>>  ( 

The checks are now sorted into categories. The checks within 
each category are arranged from largest to smallest. Because Mul
tiplan leaves equal items in the order it finds them in the column 
it is sorting, any previous sorting in other columns is retained. 

Transfer 

TRAHSFER: Load Save Clea• Delete Options RenaMe 

Select option o• type coMMand lette• 

Offers a choice of six subcommands which affect an entire sheet. 

• Transfer Load loads a saved sheet, replacing the active sheet. 

• Transfer Save saves the active sheet in a disk file. 

• Transfer Clear clears the active sheet, deleting all its contents. 

• Transfer Delete deletes a file on the diskette. 

• Transfer Options specifies which disk drive to use, or which 
file format. 

• Transfer Rename saves the active sheet under a new name and 
updates external links. 
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The subcommands are explained individually below. 

Transfer Clear 

TRANSFER CLEAR: 

Enter Y to save edits, N to lose edits, or cancel 

Clears the active sheet after you type Y to confirm the command. 
Typing any other key cancels the command. 

Using the Transfer Clear command is almost the same as starting 
up Multiplan; that is, all cells are deleted; all columns are set to 
the default widd1; the default alignment and format are set to Gen
eral; all names and all links to external sheets are cleared; and the 
sheet name is set to TEMP. The exceptions are that options set 
with the Options, Format Options, Transfer Options, and Print 
Options commands are preserved. 

If a copy of the active sheet has previously been saved with 
Transfer Save, that copy is not affected. 

0 See Aiso 
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Blank to replace the contents of specified cells wid1 blanks. 

Delete to delete specified cells. 

Transfer Save to save the active sheet as a disk file. 

Transfer Delete 

TRANSFER DELETE filenaMe: 

Enter- filenaMe Ol" use tli:fection keys to select froM list. 

Deletes a saved worksheet from a diskette. 

Pressing one of d1e direction keys causes Multiplan to display a 
directory of files on the diskette. To use the direction keys, see 
the directory display explanation under d1e Transfer Load com
mand. Press the RETURN key to select the filename that is 
highlighted. 
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Transfer Clear 

Transfer Delete 
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Transfer Load 

When you press the RETURN key, Multiplan displays the message 
"Enter Y to confirm." Press Y to delete the ille. Pressiog any other 
key cancels the Transfer Delete command. 

Use Transfer Delete to clear your diskette of unwanted illes. 

Transfer Load 

TRANSFER LOAD fi lenaMe: 

Ente� fi lenaMe o� use direction keys to select i�oM list 

Loads a sheet from a disk ille. The disk ille's name must be 
spelled and punctuated exactly as it was when the sheet was 
saved with the Transfer Save command. 

Pressing any one of the direction keys causes Multiplan to dis
play a directory of illes on the diskette. The direction keys may 
be used whether the "illename" field is empty or has a illename 
filled io. 

When the "illename" field is empty, the entire first page of the 
directory is displayed. If you need to see more, use the PAGE 

DOWN and PAGE UP keys to scroll full screens of the directory. 

When you enter a filename io the "filename" field then press a 
direction key, Multiplan uses the illename you enter as a pattern 
and displays ouly those illenames on the default diskette that 
match the pattern. 

Once the directory is on the screen, use the direction keys to 
move the highlight among the filenames. As you do, the 
highlighted filename also appears as a proposed response io the 
"filename" field io the command lioe. Press the RETURN key to 
load the highlighted ille. 

While the directory is visible, pressing any other key besides a 
direction key causes the worksheet previously on the screen to 
reappear. This other key has the same effect as it does while edit
ing responses in command fields that need to be filled in, as 
described io the "Editiog" section of Chapter 8, "Elements of 
Multiplan." 

When you load a "Normal" or Lotus file (see Chapter 8, "Usiog 
Worksheets from Other Programs"), it replaces the sheet on 
display and becomes the active sheet. If you load one of these 
worksheets while another worksheet is on your screen, you will 
get the message: "Press Y to save edits, N to lose edits, or cancel." 

i " 
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• Press Y to save the active worksheet and then load the new 
file. 

• Press N to erase the active worksheet and load your file. 

• Press Esc to cancel the command. 

If you chose Transfer Options Other to load a Visicalc file (see 
Chapter 8, "Using Worksheets from Other Programs"), or you are 
loading a CONVERTD file (Appendix C), you may want to start 
with a blank worksheet. Otherwise, these files would merge with 
the active worksheet. 

Example 

To load a sheet saved in a file oamed INCOME: 

TRANSFER LOAD filenaMe: INCOME 

See Also 

Transfer Save to save the active sheet as a disk file. 

Transfer Options 

TRANSFER OPTIONS Mode: SyMbo I i c Ollie> setup: 

Select option 

The "mode" field specifies the file format for all subsequent 
Transfer Load and Transfer Save commands. 

TI1e format choices are: 

Normal: Multiplan binary format. External references 
require that the referenced worksheet be saved 
in Normal format. This format is also the most 
efficient use of disk space and requires the 
least transfer time. 

Hint Use the Normal mode for saving and loading files, when
ever possible. If you load a file that is in Symbolic or Other mode, 
save it in Normal mode when you are finished with it. Files in 
Normal mode load much faster than files in the other modes. 

Transfer Options 
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Transfer Rename 

Symbolic: 

Other: 

The format for data interchange with other 
programs. 

Lotus 1·2·3, Lotus Symphony, or Visicalc file format 
for loading flies. See Chapter 8, "Using Worksheets 
from Other Programs," for information on loading 
any of these flies. 
When you save a worksheet with the Other option, 
Multiplan saves it in the 1·2·3 format See Chapter 
8, "Using Worksheets from Other Programs," for 
information on saving a me in the 1·2·3 format. 

The "setup" field changes the default disk drive from the drive 
currently being used to the drive specified for all subsequent 
Transfer commands. 

The proposed responses show the current settings. 

Example 

Multiplan was started on drive B:. To simplify use of a data 
diskette in drive A: 

TRANSFER OPTIONS MOde: (NOFMaDSyMbolic  Othe> setup: A :  

Transfer Rename 

TRANSFER RENAME lilena•e: (naMe of active sheet) 

Enter' filena111e 

Saves the active sheet in Normal mode under a new name and 
adjusts external links to supporting and dependent sheets. 
Deletes the file with the previous sheet name. (See the ''Files" 
section of Chapter 8, "Elements of Multiplan," for a description of 
external links. ) 

If the sheet was previously saved in a mode other than Normal 
mode, using the Transfer Rename command results in the error 
message "Not a valid option." 

Example 

To rename the active sheet JUNE82: 

TRANSFER RENAME lilena•e: JUNE82 
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See Also 

Tra11s[er Load to load a saved sheet. 

Tm11s[er Save to save the active sheet as a disk file. 

Transfer Save 

TRANSFER SAUE fi lenaoe: (naoe of activo sll"ll 
Enter fi lena•• 

Saves the actiVe sheet as a disk ftie, Which Cart latef be loaded 
with Transfer Load. The proposed name for the disk ftie is the 
nanie iast given with Transfer Save or ltmsfCt Rename, or the 
natne last loaded with Transfer LOad, ot TEMP if tile sheet is deat 
or was not preViously nruned. 

If the filename is a duplicate of one that eXists on the diskette 
already, the message "Enter Y to overwrite file" appears when you 
press RETURN. Press Y to replace the file on diskette with the 
worksheet on the screen. Pressing any other key cancels the 
Tfansfer Save command. 

if you want to rename the sheet,- we recommend using the 
Transfer Rename command if you have any extetnal li!lks to sup, 
porting sheets. Transfer Save will not update the "receipts" on the 
supporting sheets if you rename the active sheet usiog the 
Transfer Save command. Refer to "FUes" in Chapter 8, ''Elements 
of Multiplan," for a discussion of external links and ''receipts." 

You can save your Multiplan ffies in Normal, symbolic, or Other 
(LOtus 1-2-3) mode. ilefore you save your file ifi Other mode, 
make sure it has the i-2-3 ".wks" extension. For example, you 
would type practice. wks in the "filefiatne" field for a file named 
"ptactic.':e," 

Examples 

To save the actiVe sheet under the proposed name, simply press 
RilTURN. 

To save the active worksheet under the name PRACTICE: 

TRANSFER SAUl: tilenaoe: PRACTICE 

See Also 

Priizt Pile to put the displayed form of the sheet in a disk file. 

Transfer Save 
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Value 

Transfer Load to load a sheet saved previously. 

Transfer Options to set the mode. 

Transfer Rename to save the worksheet under a new name and to 
update "receipts." 

Value 

VALUE: 

Enter for"'ltla 

Used to enter a formula or a number into the active cell. 

Besides selecting Value from the command menu by highlighting 
Value and pressing RETURN or by typing V, the Value command can 
be selected by: 

m typing any digit, 0-9 

liD typing one of the characters =
, +, - , . , ", and (. Except for 

the equal sign ( = ), these characters are also entered as the 
first character of the formula. 

Inside formulas the direction keys enter relative references into 
the formula. See the "Editing" section of Chapter 8, "Elements of 
Multiplan," for more information about editing responses to a 
command. 

Terminate the Value command by: 

I1J pressing RETURN 
or 

liD pressing an action key that moves the cell pointer, such as a 
direction key, to the end of a number or complete formula. 
The formula or number is stored in the active cell, and the cell 
pointer is moved as directed. 

Multiplan then displays: 

ALPHAIUALUE: 

and awaits the entry of text or another value. This feature is 
described in detail under the Alpha command. 
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Text may be entered if enclosed in double quotation marks. 

Example 

The simple method of entering a list of numbers, using a direction 
key: 

31 RIGHT 28 RIGHT 31 RIGHT 3 9 RIGHT 31 RIGHT 

is a series of Value commands. 

Note that dates of the form 1127/84 Call be interpreted as formu� 
las. Be sure to enter dates as text, using the Alpha command, or 
enclose tbem in double quotation marks. 

See Also 

Alpha for entering text and titles or a sequence of text and values. 

Edit for editing formulas. 

Window 

0 WINDOW: Split Bo•de• Close Link Paint 

Select option o• type coMMand lette• 

0 

Presents a choice of window operations. 

• Window Split opens a new window by splitting tbe active 
window horizontally or vertically, or opens a window used 
for titles. 

• Window Border adds or removes a border around a window. 

• Window Close closes a window by removing it from tbe 
screen. 

• Window Link links two windows so that their contents scroll 
together. 

• Window Paint selects colors for tbe display of the active win
dow and other windows on the screen. 

TI1e NEXT WINDOW key moves the cell pointer from one window to 
tbe next. TI1e PREVIOUS WINDOW key moves tbe pointer back to tbe 
preceding window. 

Transfer Save-Window 229 I 

Window 
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Window Border 

Window Close 

The subcommands are explained individually below. 

Window Border 

WINDOW change ho•d'" in window nu�be•: 

Enter' nmt�hel! 

Changes the border of the specified window. If the window 
presently has a border, it is removed. If it lacks a border, one 
is added. 

A border takes up one screen position on each side of the win
dow, reducing the area for the display of data by two screen lines 
and two screen columns. 

Window Close 

WINDOW CLOSE window nuMbe•: 

Ente• nu�h•• 

Removes the specified window from the screen. The active 
window is the proposed response. 

The size of the remaining windows is increased to occupy the 
screen area used by the closed window. Windows are renum
bered. Cell contents are not affected by closing a window. 

If there is only one window open, the Window Close command 
is ignored. 

See Also 

Window Split to open windows. 

\. 
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Window Link 

WINDOW LINX window nu•b'": g with window nu•h'": 0 linked: !es(No) 

Entert nuMhel" 

Reviews and revises the links between two windows. The links 
may have been established under the Window Split command, or 
they may not exist yet, in which case you may establish links 
between windows split from a common window so that the two 
windows scroll together. 

TI1e proposed responses specify the active window and either a 
wh1dow split from the active window or the window from which 
the active window was split. If no window splitting has occurred, 
both proposed window responses will be the active window. 

You may enter any two window numbers as responses. But only 
those pairs that share the split relationship can be linked. 
Attempts to link other pairs receive the message "Cannot link 
those windows" in the message line. 

When windows are linked, the contents of the two windows scroll 
together. If the window split was horizontal, the synchronized 
scrolling is horizontal. If the window split was vertical, the syn
chronized scrolling is vertical. 

When two previously unlinked windows are linked, one set of 
row or column numbers disappears from the screen. If the pairs 
are related by a horizontal split, the column numbers disappear. 
Columns are identified by the numbers in the window above. 

If the pairs are related by a vertical split, the row numbers dis
appear. Rows are identified by the numbers in the window to 
the left. 

This command is also used to unlink windows, but you cannot 
unlink windows split by the Window Split Titles command. 

Example 

Window #4 was split from window # 1. To link them so that 
they scroll togetl1er: 

WINDOW LINK window nu•ber: 4 with window nu•ber: 1 linked: (!es)No 

Window Link 
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Window Paint 

See Also 

Window Split for a description of window links. 

Window Paint 

WINDOW PAINT foreg>ound: background: 

Enter nmt�he:t� or- use ai:rection keys to select colo:r 

Selects the colors for the display of the active worksheet. You can 
choose separate colors for the foreground, background, and 
border. The Window Paint values are saved when you save the 
worksheet with the Transfer Save command. 

Color is available only for the IBM PC, IBM PC-XT, IBM PC-AT, 
IBM PC ]r, and other systems that are strictly compatible. 

Use the NEXT WINDOW key to select the window you wish to color. 

Choose colors by typing the color code number or by using the 
direction keys to view and select from the colors available. The 
direction keys select colors as follows: 

RIGHT Selects the next higher color number. 

LEFT Selects the next lower color number. 

DOWN Selects the highest color number ( 15). 

UP Selects the lowest color number ( 0 ). 

When you press a direction key, the selected color is displayed 
so you can preview the available colors for each part of the 
worksheet. Press RETURN to accept the selected colors. Press 
CANCEL to return the worksheet to the original colors. 

The cell pointer is ordinarily light gray, and the characters within 
the highlight are black. 1f the background color is light gray, the 
cell pointer will be black and the characters will be light gray. 

The color codes are as follows: 

0 Black 8 Dark Gray 

1 Blue 9 Light Blue 

2 Green 10 Light Green 

3 Cyan 1 1  Light Cyan 

4 Red 12 Light Red 

5 Magenta 1 3  Light Magenta 

6 Yellow 14 Light Yellow 

7 Light Gray 15  White 
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Not all color monitors can display colors 8 through 15. 

If you create and paint a worksheet on an SO�column color moni
tor and later display the worksheet on a different type of monitor, 
the worksheet may not appear with the colors you set. 

Color and intensity may vary depending on your display device. 
Typically, the colors 8 through 1 5  appear as "light" or "high
intensity" values of the colors 0 through 7. 

On an IBM monochrome or similar black-and-white display, colors 
appear as different shades. Also, certain settings can he used to 
produce these special resulrs: 

• Setting jm·egmund to 0 or 8 and background to 7 or 1 5  
displays dark characters on a light background. 

• Setting joregmund to 1 or 9 underscores across the rows. 

• Setting bm·der to I or 9 marks rows on the window border 
(of different brightness). 

• Setting border to 0 or 8 and setting backgmund to 7 displays 
a light hand along the window border. 

On a monitor that displays color in 40-column mode only, the 
worksheet appears in black and white in 80-column mode. If your 
worksheet doesn't appear, set the window colors to: 

Foreground: 7 

Backgronnd:O 

Border:7 

To make the worksheet contenrs black on a white background, 
use the following settings: 

Foreground:O 

Background: 7 

Border:O 

However, if any of the windows created in SO-column mode 
cannot he displayed in 40-column mode and you save and tl1en 
display the worksheet in 40-column mode, windows 2 through 
8 close automatically. In this case, only the colors of window 
I appear on the screen. 
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Window Split 

Window Split 
Horizontal 

Because the IBM color/graphics monitor adapter does not support 
gray shades, the results may be unpredictable if you use colors 
other than 0, 7, 8, or 1 5  on a black-and-white monitor attached 
with this adapter. 

Window Split 

WINDOW SPLII :  HD>izontal Uertioa! Titles 

Select option o> type coMMand lotte> 

Presents a choice of three ways to open a window by splitting the 
active window. 

• Window Split Horizontal splits the active window across the 
screen, giving two windows, one above the other. 

• Window Split Vertical splits the active window between 
columns. 

• Window Split Titles splits the screen both vertically and hor
izontally to display titles in separate windows. 

Up to eight windows may be opened using the Window Split 
commands. 

The Window Split commands retain window borders, giving both 
windows a border if the original window has one. 

See Also 

Window Close to close a window. 

Window Link to link and unlink existing windows. 

Window Split Horizontal 

WINDOW SPLIT HORIZONTAL at row: � linked: YesCHo) 

Enter nuMher 

The active window is split horizontally. The display space used 
by the given row and the rows below it becomes the new win
dow. The space above the given row remains part of the original 
window. 
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The new window is given the next unused window number and is 
made the active window. 

The original window and the new window may be linked. If you 
select "Yes" in the "linked" field, whenever you scroll one of the 
windows horizontally, both windows scroll together. Notice also 
that the column numbers of the lower window do not appear on 
the screen. Rather, the column numbers of the window above are 
used to identify columns in the linked window. 

Examples 

To split the active window at the active row, just press RETURN. 

To split the active window at the display line presently showing 
row 34, and to link tl1e windows: 

WINDOW SPLIT HORIZONTAL at "ow: 34 linked:(!eslHo 

See Also 

Window Link to review or revise links between windows. 

Window Split Titles 

WINDOW SPLIT TITLES: N or "ows: N or ooluons: 

Ente" nuobe" 

The active window is split to form two or four windows. The 
windows formed are linked so that they scroll together. Windows 
linked by tl1is command cannot be unlinked. 

The specified number of rows becomes a window at tl1e top of 
the display space occupied by the original window, unless the 
number is 0. 

TI1e specified number of columns becomes a window at the left of 
the display space occupied by the original window, unless the 
number is 0. 

TI1e remaining display space becomes the active window. It is 
linked for horizontal movement witl1 the window above it, and for 
vertical movement with the window to its left, if any. 
The proposed responses split tl1e window so that the active cell 
becomes tl1e upper left corner cell of tl1e active window. 

Window Split Titles 
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Window Split Vertical 

Example 

Suppose that column 1 contains descriptive titles for the rows of 
the worksheet, and that columns 2 through 25 contain data 
matching those titles. You would like to scroll the data columns 
horizontally while holding the titles fixed on the screen. If you 
scroll vertically, both titles and data should move so that the titles 
will remain aligned with the matching data. Move the cell pointer 
to Rl C2, then the proposed response will be: 

WINDOW SPLIT TITLES: I of >o•s: 9 I of colUMns: 1 

See Also 

Window Border to draw a border around any of the windows. 

Window Split Vertical 

WINDOW SPLIT VERTICAL at coluMn: linked: !es(Nol 

Ente11 nuMhe:r 

The active window is split vertically. The display space used for 
the given column and the columns to its right is used for the new 
window. The space used for columns to the left of the active 
column remains part of the original window. 

The new window is given the next unused window number and 
becomes the active window. 

The original window and the new window may be linked. If you 
select ''Yes" in the "linked" field, whenever you scroll one of the 
windows vertically, both windows scroll together. Notice also 
that the row numbers of the right window do not appear on the 
screen. Rather, the row numbers of the window to the left are 
used to identify rows in the linked window. 

Examples 
To split the window at the active column, just press RETURN. 

To split the window at the column presently displaying column 3: 

WINDOW SPLIT VERTICAL at coluMn: 3 Linked: C!eslNo 

' 
"-
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See Also 

Window Link to review or revise links between windows. 

eXternal 

E�IERHAL: Copy List Total Use 

Select option '" type oo••and letter 

Presents a choice of actions relating to the use of data on inactive 
(external) sheets. 

• eXternal Copy copies data from an inactive worksheet to the 
active worksheet. This command can also establish an exter
nal link, a permanent relationship that automatically causes 
data to be copied from a source, or supporting sheet, to the 
active, or dependent, sheet every time the latter is loaded into 
Multiplan. 

• eXterual List displays the lists of supporting and dependent 
worksheets. 

• eXternal Total combines the named worksheet with the 
current worksheet on a cell-by-cell basis. 

• eXternal Use assigns a substitute name for a specified sheet. 

Hint Use the eXternal commands to split sheets at logical places. 
TI1e method of splitting up your work should follow the natural 
breaks in your tasks. By splitting up your task into smaller tasks, 
you can keep your worksheets smaller and faster to work with. 

See the "Files" section in Chapter 8, "Elements of Multiplan," for 
more information on externai links and file accesses. 

Tile subcommands are explained individually below. 

eXternal 
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eXternal Copy eXternal Copy 

EXTERNAL COPY f.oM sheet: 
to: R C 

Enter naMe on exte�nal sheet 

naMe: 
l inked: <Yos)No 

Copies values from a group of cells on an external worksheet to 
the active sheet. The source sheet is defined in the "from sheet" 
field of the command. The proposed response for the "from sheet" 
field is the most recent new supporting sheet. 

The cells to be copied from the source sheet are described in the 
"name" field. This field may corttain a name which is defined on 
the source sheet to refer to a group of cells, or it may be an abso
lute reference to a single rectangle on that sheet (e.g., R2C1 :12; 
see also the discussion of absolute references in the «Formulas" 
section of Chapter 8, "Elements of Multiplan"). 

The "to" field is used to specify the destination of the copy on the 
active sheet. The proposed response is the active cell. If a single 
cell is specified in this field, the source group will be copied start
ing at that cell. If a group of cells is specified in the "to" field, the 
shape of the group must correspond to the shape of the source 
group, cell by cell. Otherwise, an error message is displayed, and 
the copy does not take place. 

The integrity of the active sheet is further protected by checking 
that all destination cells are blank. An attempt to copy into a non
blank cell also causes an error message, and copying is canceled. 

The eXternal Copy command does not copy formulas, but only 
the values derived from formulas. This is different from the 
"Copy" group of commands because those commands copy formu
las as well as values. For example, if a cell containing the formula 
1 OO'rate is copied from an external sheet, the destination cell 
may receive the constant value 20 (assuming rate = .20 ). This 
value alone does not show the dependence of the result on 
changes to the rate cell on an external sheet. The external link 
facility is provided to express permanently the relationship 
between the value on the "dependent" sheet and the source of the 
value (the formula on the "supporting" sheet). 

External links are controlled by the options in the "link" field of 
the eXternal Copy command. If "No" link is selected, the com
mand has no other effect than copying the values as described 
above. Information on possible dependencies is not recorded at 
all. If the source data is not expected to change, this option 
would be the most convenient. 
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Selecting ''Yes" in the "link" field establishes an external link 
betw"een the source data and the destination. The source sheet 
supports the active, or dependent, sheet. Of course, the same 
sheet may be in suppporting and dependent roles in different 
external links. 

After an external link is established, every time the dependent 
sheet is loaded (using the Transfer Load command), all the data 
described in the external links is automatically copied from the 
source sheets to the specified destinations. Any change in the 
source data is reflected on the dependent sheet. 

The "formulas" associated with the destination cells-as seen on 
the status line or using the "formulas" Format Option-also show 
the data in the cells as dependent on a link, in the form: 

[ sbeetname sozu·cename] 

Destination cells are protected from changes just as if they were 
locked. They can be "unlocked" only by removing or redefining 
the external link in which the cells participate. 

To remove a link, specify the source sheet, source name, empty 
destination, and ''Yes" for linking in the eXternal Copy command. 

To redefine a link so that it has a different destination on the 
active sheet, redefine the link with a new destination on the 
active sheet. Because a source area on an inactive sheet may be 
copied only once by each active sheet, the new destination 
replaces the former one in the link. 

Both the removing and redefining of links, as well as the review of 
the existing links, is simplified by the use of the direction keys to 
step through the source (supporting) sheet names or the names of 
source cells in a given sheet. The "to" field is filled in by Multi
plan to show the destination of the external link, as currently 
defined. 

The Name command, when used immediately after an eXternal 
Copy, proposes to define the name 

sbeetname. sourcename 

to refer to the destination of the copy. When deftned (by press
ing RETURN), this name can be used in other formulas on the 
active sheet to refer to the copied data. 

The automatic copying process from supporting sheets requires 
that the files that contain the sheets be available to Multiplan. 
TI1is topic is discussed in the "Files" section in Chapter 8, 
"Elements of Multiplan." 

eXternal Copy 239 1 
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eXternal List 

Before copying the data in each link, the definition of the name 
for the source cells is checked. U the shape (size) of the named 
area has been changed, an error message is displayed, and the 
copy does not take place. Otherwise, the cells are copied to the 
destination cells, even if the destination cells are not blank but 
contain the results of the previous external copy. 

Example 

To copy the value of the area named Sales from the worksheet 
named INCOME to the area starting at cell R5C5 on the active 
worksheet, and to set a permanent link: 

EXIERHAL COP¥ !roo sl1ee t :  I HCOME 
to :  RSCS 

naMe : Sales 
linked: ! les)Ho 

Assuming that the area named Sales is a twelve-cell wide part of a 
row, the destination for the copy will be R5C5:16. The Name 
command will propose: 

HAME define naMe: IHCOME, Sales to refer to RSC5:16 

eXternal List 

EKIERHAL LIST: 

Produces a display of the names of worksheets supporting the 
active sheet and those dependent on the active sheet. 

If the list fills more than one screen, use the PAGE UP or PAGE DOWN 

keys to view preceding or following screens. 

The "supporting" and "dependent" relationships are explained in 
detail under eXternal Copy and in the "Files" section in Chapter 8, 
"Elements of Multiplan." 

The list of supporting sheets includes the "alias" names defined by 
eXternal Use. 

Example 

SJ1eets SUPP.Ollting Depal!tMent: 
iear81 instead of lear 
Labor 

'" 
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eXternal Copy-eXternal Total 241 [ 

Sheets depending on DepartMent: 
Consolidated 

eXternal Total 

EXTERNAL TOTAL froM sheet :  
starting at :  

na111e :  
opefation: + - * I  

Multiplan combines the external worksheet or partial worksheet 
named in the "sheet" and "name" fields with the worksheet 
currently on your screen. The most common use will be to con� 
solidate templates or models that have been filled out for different 
regions, departments, or time periods. You can consolidate any 
number of sheets with the current sheet. 

You identify the worksheet to be combined in the "sheet" field. 
Press any direction key to display a list of worksheets. 

You identify the area of the worksheet that you want combined in 
the "name" field. The proposed response is the whole sheet, 
R!Cl:R4095C255. The named area can be an absolute reference 
or a named area of any size. Names, like sheets, can be 
enmnerated with the direction keys. 

"Starting at" designates the upper left-hand cell in the current 
sheet that will be matched with the upper left-hand cell of the 
incoming range you specified in the "name" field. The proposed 
response is the current selection. 

You specify what you want done with the incoming sheet in the 
"operation" field. "Add" will add the incoming cells to the current 
sheet. "Subtract" will subtract the incomil}g cells from the current 
sheet. "Multiply" and "Divide" will multiply or divide the incom
ing cells in the same manner. 

Both the incoming sheet and the current sheet must have been 
either created or saved with Multiplan version 2.0. See "Operat
ing Information" in the front of this manual for more information 
on files. 

TI1e i11coming sheet should fit within the litnits of the current 
sheet. Any incoming cells that fall outside the borders of the 
current sheet (row 4095 and/or column 255) will be ignored. 

The incoming sheet is combined with the current sheet on a cell� 
by-cell basis. The table below shows the rules that Multiplan fol
lows when combining cells. 

eXternal Total 
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Cell contents are imported only as either text (anything that has 
been entered as an Alpha) or a value. When an incoming cell 
contains a formula, Multiplan takes the result of that formula and 
imports it as a value. If the incoming cell contains the result of a 
conditional operation, TRUE or FALSE for instance, that result is 
imported as text. When an incoming value encounters a blank 
cell, the blank cell is assumed to have a value of zero. 

Contents of Contents of Result of 
incoming cell current cell eXternal Total 

Text Value Incoming data is ignored. 
Formula 
Text 

Text Blank cell Text inserted into cell. 
Value Text Incoming data is ignored. 

Formula 
Value Value Incoming value is added to or 

Blank cell subtracted from value of current 
cell. 

In any case where incoming data is ignored, an error message will 
be displayed in the message line: 

IncoMing data MisMatched in 

If several items of incoming data are mismatched during the 
eXternal Total operation, the position of only the last mismatched 
cell will remain in the message line. 

Example 

To add a worksheet named areal to the worksheet currently on 
your screen: 

EXTERNAL TOTAL lro• sheet: areal 
startiny at: R!Cl na•e: R1Cl: R4i95C255 

operation: t - * I  

Combining Several Sheets at Once To combine several 
incoming sheets with the current sheet, you can name the incom
ing sheets in the "sheet" field. Separate each sheet with a comma: 
tempsheet,spencer,spencost. 
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eXternal T otaf--eXternaf Use 243 I 

Space in the "sheet" field is limited, so you may want to rename 
the sheets to be combined, adding a numeral or letter to each 
consecutive sheet name, for example: spencerl ,  spencer2, 
spencer3. Then you can specify a range in the "sheet" field and 
use a colon to divide it; for example: spencer I :spencer3. This 
would combine all three sheets. Letters can be added the same 
way, so that spencerl :spencer4 would combine spencer!, 
spencer2, spencer3, and spencer4. 

Note, however, that eXternal Total uses only the last character in 
d1e sheetname as a guide to combining sheets. If you add exten
sions to your sheets that end with the same character, such as 
spencerl.mp, spencer2.mp, etc., the p would become the relevant 
character and the sheets could not be combined by specifying a 
range. Be sure the last character of the name is the one you want 
to be incremented. 

eXternal Use 

EXTERNAL USE fi lenaMe: instead of: 

Ente> filenaMe 

Sets a substitute name (alias) for a sheet. 

The proposed response in the second field is the previous 
response, if any; otherwise, it is blank. 

All references to the name in the "instead of" field will be 
directed to the name in the "filename" field. Copies from the 
affected file, if any, will be redone. 

The name in the "instead of' field need not be the name of an 
actual file. However, it must not be a substitute name. The 
example shows how the substitution is used. 

Example 

Assume that an active sheet has links to the supporting file 
BUDGET82. To view the figures that result from using the data 
on BUDGET83 instead (which must be identical in format to 
BUDGET82): 

EXTERNAL USE filenaMe: BUDGET83 instead of: BUDGEI82 

eXternal Use 
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This saves removing the links from BUDGET82 then redefining 
links to BUDGET83. Also, you can return to BUDGET82 easily by 
specifyiog BUDGET82 io both fields of this command. 

As an alternative, you could use a "logical name" when referring 
to supportiog sheets. (A "logical name" is not the name of an 
actual file, but a name used only for settiog up external links.) 
Under this method, a substitution must be made thtough the 
eXternal Use command before settiog up links between sheets: 

EXTERNAL USE filenaMe: BUDGET82 instead of:  BUDGET 

Then, the name BUDGET, which is not a file but a "logical name" 
used for definiog links, may be used to set up the links in the 
eXternal Copy command and as a response io the "iostead of" 
field io the eXternal Use command io future substitutions. For 
example, when you want to see the results of your budget for 
1983: 

EXTERNAL USE filenaMe: BUDGET83 instead of:  BUDGET 

All links will now be changed to refer to BUDGET83. 

This method permits you to refer to whatever file you choose in 
the eXternal Use command without having to remember which 
file is the pattern for the substitutions. 
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1 0  Functions 

This chapter describes the functions that can be used in Multiplan 
formulas. Each entry describes the operation of a function and 
any special requirements for its argument. 

Use one of the methods described nnder the Value command in 
Chapter 9, "Commands," to enter a furmula The functions are 
entered as part of a formula 

The argument to a function, enclosed in parentheses, follows the 
function name. No space is permitted between the function name 
and the left parenthesis. 

Entries within the parentheses describe the argument to the 
function. The following abbreviations are used in argument 
descriptions: 

• N represents a number; a formula that yields a number. 

• Wherever N is shown, only one entry is allowed. When more 
than one is allowed, List is shown. 

• T represents text; a formula that yields text. 

• Logical represents a logical value, which must be a reference 
to a single cell, a formula expressing a relation ( =, <, >,  < =, 
> =, < > ), or a function that returns a logical valne. Other· 
wise, a #VALUE! error value is returned. 

• List represents a list of items, separated by commas. An 
"item" may be either a value that represents itself or a refer� 
ence to a group of cells that represent the collection of values 
in those cells. For example, the list l,B where "B" is defined 
as RlC2:3 and R1C2 contains the value 2 and RlC3 contains 
the value 3. TI1e list then represents the collection of values 
1,2,3. Lists may be up to five items long, but they may 
represent any nnmber of values through references. 

See the "Formnlas" section in Chapter 8, "Elements of Multiplan," 
to review the descriptions of numbers, formulas, and text 

245 1 
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Related functions are listed under the heading "See Also." 

Hint To save effort, place common subexpressions in an inter� 
mediate cell, then refer to that cell when the subexpression is 
needed in a formula in another cell. This saves retyping and 
recomputing the same information. For example, if SUM( Sales) < appears in several formulas: 

HIH(lOOO,SUH(Sales) )  
SUH<Sales)<coMMissionX 
Ave.age(Sales) 

It is more efficient to compute SUM( Sales) once in a cell, then 
refer to that cell from the formulas. Having the intermediate result 
visible also helps with tracing problems in the setup of the 
formulas. 

Also, to save memory, avoid functions or operations over unneces
sarily large ranges. For example, instead of SUM(R2), specify only 
the range of columns that contain values, for instance, SUM 
(R2Cl:5 ). Or, try to restructure the function or operation so that 
large ranges are not necessary. 
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ABS(N) 

Description 

Returns the absolute value of the argument N. 

Examples 

"Diffmnce: "&DOLMR(�BS(fi.st·second) > 
�BS(�UER�GE(R!C1:10l-R1Cl) 

Yields how far the first item is from the average. 

See Also 

SIGN for the sign of a number; ABS is equivalent to 
number* SIGN( number) . 

.MAX for the maximum of two or more values. 

MIN for the minimum of two or more values. 

ABS 247 1 

ABS(N) 
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AND( list) AND(List) 

Description 

Returns the logical value true if all of the specified argument 
values are true. Otherwise, returns false. 

Requirements 

The argument entries must be logical values. If not, the #VALUE ! 
error value is returned. 

Example 

IF( (RND!SUM(HoMeworkl l82 ,Final )5�)) , c>Odi t, "not qual if ied"l 

See Also 

OR and NOT to operate on logical values. 

IF to test a logical value. 
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ATAN(N) 

Description 

Calculates the Arctangent (inverse Tangent) function of the 
argument, yielding an angle in radians in the range ( -'!T/2 to +'IT/2). 

AT AN can be used to calculate Arcsin and Arccos. 

Example 

A!ANC lhot.•ow C) 

See Also 

TAN for the Tangent function. 

AND-A TAN 249 ] 

ATAN(N) 
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AVERAGE(List) AVERAGE(List) 

Description 

Calculates the average of the specified argument values. Yields 
the same result as entering the formula SUM(list)/COUNT(list). 

Examples 

AUERAGE!Balancel 

AUERAGE( 1 , 5 , 6 . 5,5l  

See Also 

STDEV for the standard deviation of the number values. 

SUM for the sum of number values. 

COUNT for a count of number values. 



COLUMN( ) 

Description 

Returns the number of the column in which the formula contain· 

o ing this function appears. 

0 

0 

Example 

1981+COLUHH0-4 

can produce the sequence of years 1981, 1982, . . .  , starting in 
column 4. (Place this formula in column 4, then Copy Right from 
column 4 as many cells as the number of years you want in the 
series.) 

AVERAGE-COLUMN 251 I 

Column( ) 
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COS(N) COS(N) 

Description 

Calculates the Cosine of the argument, an angle in radians. 

Example 

COS<thetarow Cl 

See Also 

SIN and TAN for the other trigonometric functions. 
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COUNT(List) 

Description 

Returns the count of number values represented by the List. Cells 
are counted only if they contain number values. 

Example 

DOLLAR<COUN!<o!Jeokslll0. 15+1. 00>&"is so.vioe charge" 

See Also 

AVERAGE for the average value. 

SUM for the sum of the number values. 

COS-COUNT 253 I 

Count(List) 
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DOLLAR(N) DOLLAR(N) 

Description 

Converts the argument to text showing a dollar amount, just 
like the "$" format code under the Format Cells command in 
Chapter 9, "Commands." '\,_ 
The argument is rounded to two decimal places. If the argument 
is less than I, a zero appears in the units position. A dollar sign is 
added before the leftmost digit. If the argument is less than zero, 
the result is enclosed in parentheses (the standard way of showing 
a negative balance in bookkeeping). 

Examples 

DOLLAR<! . 115) produces $2.72 

DOLLAR< . m  produces $0. 1 5  

DOLLAR(Q) produces $0.00 

DOLLAR(-!) produces ( $1.00) 

See Also 

FIXED to format a number without the dollar sign. 

VALUE to change text back to a number. 
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EXP(N) 

Description 

Calculates e (2.7182818 . . .  , the base of the natural logarithm) to 
the power of the argument. This is tbe inverse function of LN. 

Powers of other bases are calculated using the exponentiation 
operator C). 

Examples 

"'•' is"&F!XED<EXP(l), 14) 

"S !HH="&F!XED< ( EXP( th•la) -EXP( -th• Ia)) 12, 8 

See Also 

LN for the natural logarithm of a number. 

DOLLAR-EXP 255 1 

EXP(N) 
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FALSE( ) FALSE( ) 

Description 

Returns the logical value false. 

Example 

If you are planning on putting a complicated condition into a cell, 
you can use FALSE() to put a logical value in for testing before 
you construct the more complicated expression. 

See Also 

AND, OR, and NOT to operate on logical values. 

IF to test a logical value. 

\, 
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FIXED(N,Digits) 

Description 

Converts the specified value to text showing a fixed-decimal 
number with the number of decimal digits specified, just like the 
"Fix" format code under the Format Cells command in Chapter 9, 
"Commands." 

If the value is negative, a minus sign is placed before the leftmost 
digit. If digits is negative, rounding is done to the left of the 
decimal point. 

Requirements 

Digits must be an integer between 0 and 30. 

Example 

FIXED( ( fi .st/second) <100, 2) &"pe"'ent" 

See Also 

DOLLAR to format money amounts. 

VALUE to convert text back to a number. 

ROUND to return the number value of rounding. 

FALSE-FIXED 257 1 

FIXED(N,Digits) 
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IF(Logical, Then 
Value, Else Value) 

IF(Logical, Then Value, Else Value) 

Description 

If the Logical is true, returns the Then value. Otherwise, returns 
the Else value. These values may be numeric, text, or logical 
values. 

Example 

IF(gr-acle)BQJ 11f!Xcellent11Jg:racle) 

See Also 

AND, OR, and NOT to operate on logical values. 

ISNA and ISERROR to check for error values. 
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INDEX(Area,Subscripts) 

Description 

Returns the value of a cell selected by Subscripts from the rec
tangular area. 

One or two subscripts may be given. With one subscript, the 
area must be part of one row or one column. Subscript value 1 
selects the first cell in the row or column, value 2 the second cell, 
and so on. 

If two subscripts (separated by commas) are given, the area may 
be rectangular. The subscripts select the row and column in the 
area, starting at 1 in each case. 

If any index exceeds the limits of the area, the #N/A (not avail
able) error value is rerurned. 

Examples 

To repeat the first column in the first row, copy the formnla; 

IHDEXCCl, COLUMHO ) 

0 throughout the first row. 

0 

If the area Score is a table giving adjusted composite scores for 
raw scores on two components in a test, then: 

IHDEXCSco•e,RAWl C,Raw2 Cl 

will give the appropriate composite score, based on the two raw 
scores. 

IF-INDEX 259 1 

INDEX(Area, 
Subscripts) 
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INT(N) INT(N) 

Description 

Returns the largest integer less than or equal to N. 

Examples 

"f"'ction="&FIXED(nuob••-IN!(nuMbe•l ,4) 

INT(6) is 6 

INT(8.9) is 8 

!NT( - 123.999) is - 1 24 

See Also 

ROUND to round a number to a certain decimal place. 
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IRR(List,Guess) 

Default: Guess � 0 

Description 

IRR calculates the Internal Rate of Return of a List of cash flows. 
IRR is defined as the interest rate such that the Net Present Value 
of the cash flows is zero. 

Multiplan uses an iterative technique to compute IRR, which can 
have multiple solutions. If convergence to within 0.0000001 does 
not occur within 20 iterations, the function returns #NUM!. You 
can specify the initial value of the iteration with the optional argu
ment Guess. The default value is Guess=O. If IRR does not Con
verge, try different values for Guess. Usually an initial value 
between 0 and 1 will yield a meaningful result. 

Requirements 

Express the interest rate Guess as a decimal fraction. It must be an 
N value. 

Example 

You are considering an investment represented by the following 
cash flows entered in cells RlCl through R1C7: 

($S999.99) $1999.99 $lS99.99 $2999.99 ($3999.99) $2S99.99 $S999 

With 10% as your Guess the Internal Rate of Return of the cash 
flow is given by: 

IRR(RlCl:RlC1,9.19):1S , 9SY. 

INT-IRR 261 I 

IRR(List,Guess) 
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ISERROR(Value) ISERROR(Value) 

Description 

Returns the logical value true if the argument is any of the error 
values ( #N/A, #VALUE! ,  #REF!, #DN/0!, #NUM!, #NAME?, 
#NULL!). Otherwise, returns false. 

Example 

IFC ISERRORCt"atio) ,  ••check you%' nuMhel"S11 , 1111 ) 

See Also 

IF to test a logical value. 
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ISNA(Value) 

Description 

Returns the logical value true if the argument is # N/A (not avail
able). Otherwise, returns false. 

Example 

lF<lSHAlbalance),  "0", balance) 

See Also 

NA to produce #N/A value. 

IF to test a logical value. 

ISERROR to test for all error values. 

/SERROR-ISNA 263 ] 

ISNA(Value) 
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LEN(T) LEN(T) 

Description 

Returns the number of characters in the text value. 

Example 

MID<T,LEH<Tl!J 

is the last character of the text T. 

See Also 

MID to return specified characters from a text value. 
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LN(N) 

Description 

Calculates the natural logarithm of the argument. 

Requirements 

N must be positive. A #NUM! error value is returned if N is less 
than or equal to zero. 

Example 

"!og2:"&F!XED(LH(va!uel/LH(2) ,8) 

See Also 

ABS to ensure that the argument is positive. 

EXP for the inverse of LN. 
LOGJO for logarithms to the base 10. 

LEN-LN 265 [ 

LN(N) 
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LOG10(N) LOG1 0(N) 

Description 

Calculates the base I 0 logarithm of the argument. 

Requirements 

N must be positive. A #NUM! error value is returned if N is 
negative. 

Example 

"Orde> of Magnitude: "&FIXED<LOG18(value),8) 

See Also 

A.BS to ensure that the argument is positive. 

LN for logarithms to the base e and other bases. 
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LOOKUP(N,Table) 

Description 

Searches for N in the first row or column of Table. Returns the 
contents of a cell from the last row or column of Table. Table is 
a group of cells on the worksheet. 

The dimensions of Table determine the direction of the search. 

If Table is square, or higher than it is wide, Multiplan searches in 
the first column of Table until it finds the cell that bas the largest 
value that is Jess than or equal to N. The value in the last cell in 
that row of Table is returned as the result of the function. If the 
values in all cells in the first column are less than N, the last row 
of Table is used. If the values in all cells in the first column are 
greater than N, a #N/A value is returned. 

If Table is wider than it is high (has more columns than it has 
rows), then Multiplan searches for N in the first row of Table. 
TI1e value in the last cell in that column of Table is returned as 
the result of d1e function. If the values in all cells in d1e first row 
are less d1an N, the last column of Table is used. If d1e values in 
all cells in the first row are greater man N, a # N/ A value is 
returned. 

Requirements 

Table should be a cell reference to a rectangular area in the active 
worksheet. The result returned may be either a number value, a 
text value, or a logical value. 

LOOKUP expects that yon entered the values in the first row or 
column in ascending order. If values are not in ascending order, 
LOOKUP may return either d1e #VALUE! or #N/ A error value. 

Example 

Assume d1at column 1 ( C 1 )  lists base salaries, column 2 ( C2) 
lists minimum tax, and column 3 ( C3) lists marginal tax rates as 
percents: 

C1 C2 C3 

0 0 0% 
2300 0 14% 
3400 1 54 1 6% 
4400 314 1 8% 
6500 692 1 9% 
8500 1072 21% 

LOG10-LOOKUP 267 1 

LOOKUP(N,Table) 
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Also assume that a name Salary has been defined and that it con
taios a value N 
The tax on a salary in one of the brackets in Table can be 
expressed as: 

LOOXUP(sala>y, Cl:C2)+(sala>y-LOOXUP!Sala>y,C!)) 
•LOOKUP\Sala>y,Cl:C3) 

Notice that in the first lookup, we find the tax on the "base" 
amount (using C 1 to find a value in C2 ). In the second lookup, 
we find the actual base amount (using C 1 to find a value in itself; 
in fact, Table can be one column wide or one row high). And in 
the third lookup, we find the marginal tax rate for the amount of 
the salary that exceeds the base amount (using C 1 to find a value 
in C3). 
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MAX( list) 

Description 

Returns the largest number value from List. Returns zero if List 
represents no number values. 

Example 

"Best of"&FIXEDCCOIIN!(scoresl ,9l& 
"is"&FIXEDC!tlX(scoresl , d 

See Also 

MIN for the minimum of two or more values. 

LOOKUP-MAX 269 1 

MAX( list) 
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MID(T,Start,Count) MID(T,Start,Count) 

Description 

Returns specified characters from T. 

Start specifies the position of the first character ofT to be taken, 
counted from the left end of T. The first character is position 1 .  

Count specifies the number of characters to be taken. 

If Count is zero, or if Start is greater than the length of the result 
of T, no characters are returned. 

H Count is negative, a #VALUE! error value is returned. 

Requirements 

Start and Count must be N values. U either Start or Count has a 
fraction, the fraction part is truncated before the integer part is 
used. 

Example 

HID( "FFFFFFDCBAA", IN! (gJ>ade/10), D 

See Also 

LEN for the length of the text value. 

r. " 
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MIN(List) 

Description 

Returns the smallest number value frmn List. 

Example 

"Lowest of "&FIXED(COUNI( liMes) 1 0& 
"is"&FIXED(MJN( tiMes) , 0! 

See Also 

1WAX for the maximum of two or more values. 

MID-MIN 271 I 

MIN(List) 
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MIRR(List,Safe,Risk) MIRR(List,Safe,Risk) 

Description 

MIRR calculates the Modified Internal Rate of Return of a List of 
cash flows, given the Safe rate returned by the investment that '\.. will finance the negative cash flows, and the Risk rate at which 
the positive cash flows can be reinvested. 

Where n is the number of cash flows in List, the formula used is: 

MIRR(Iist,safe,risk) 

( - NPV(risk,list+ )-(1 + risk)" 

NPV(sale, lisL)·(1 +safe) 

Requirements 

1 ) n - 1  
- 1  

Express the interest rates Safe and Risk as decimal fractions. They 
must be N values. 

Example 

You are considering an investment with the following cash flows 
entered in cells RIC! through RIC7: 

($5000.00) $1000.00 $1500.00 $2000.00 ($3000.00) $2500.00 $5000 

You plan to finance the negative cash flows with an investment 
earning 12%, and hope to reinvest your positive cash flows at 
1 7% . The Modified Internal Rate of Return of the investment is 
given by: 

MIRRCR1C1 : RlC1,0.12,0. 11):15.19Y. 
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MOD(Dividend,Divisor) 

Description 

Returns the remainder of Dividend divided by Divisor. The result 
has the same sign as Divisor. 

Requirements 

Both parts of the argument must be an N  value. If Divisor is zero, 
a #DN/0! error value is returned. 

Examples 

HOD<3,2l:l 
HODh,2l:-1 
HOD<-3, -2):-1 
HOD(3,-2:-1 

In general: MOD(x,y)=x-JNT(x/y)'y 

MIRR-MOD 273 1 

MOD(Dividend,Divisor) 
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NPV(Rate,List) NPV(Rate,List) 

Description 

Net Present Value (NPV) calculates the amount of money 
required now to produce a specified cash flow in the future, 
given some interest rate. 

The formula used is: 

n 
list; � (1 +rate) 1 

i = l  

Requirements 

Rate is an interest rate, expressed as a decimal fraction (0. 1 1  is a 
rate of 1 1 %  ). It must be an N value. 

The first value represented by List is income required at the end 
of the first period, the second the income required at the end of 
the next period, and so on. 

Example 

You are given the opportunity to lease a parking lot for five years 
for an $80,000 one-time payment. The lot currently generates 
$15,000 net operating income annually. Based on research and 
profit studies you have done, you expect the income to increase 
30% annually. 

Place $15,000 in cell RlCl. Place R[ - l ]C*l.3 in cell R2Cl, and 
copy it right to the next three cells. Name the area Flow. Now, 
you can figure the net present value of the cash flow. 

If your opportunity rate is 15%, then NPV(15% ,Flow) gives you 
the present value of $84,598.24. Since this is greater than the 
cost of the lease, you conclude that it is a worthwhile investment. 
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OR(List} 

Description 

Returns the logical value true if any value in List is true. Other
wise, returns false. 

Requirements 

The argument entries must be logical values. If not, the #VALUE! 
error value is returned. 

Example 

IF<OR(grade}8Q, final>::150) 1 11good work11, 1111) 

See Also 

AND and NOT to operate on logical values. 

IF to test a logical value. 

NI-'V-UH Uf l 

OR( List) 
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PI( ) PI( ) 

Description 

Returns the value 3.141 5926535898, an approximation of the 
mathematical constant 'TT. 

Example 

SIN<Pl0/4) 
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PV(Rate,Nper,Pmt,Fv,T) 

defaults: Fv=O T=O 

FV(Rate,Nper,Pmt, Pv,T) 

defaults: Pv=O T=O 

NPER(Rate,Pmt,Pv,Fv,T) 

defaults: Fv�o T=O 

PMT(Rate,Nper,Pv,Fv, T) 

defaults: Fv=O T=O 

RATE(Nper,Pmt,Pv,Fv,T,Guess) 

defaults: Fv=O T=O Guess=O 

Description 

Present Value (Pv ), Future Value (Fv ), Periodic Payment (Pmt ), 
Number of Periods (Nper ), and Interest Rate per Period (Rate) 
are the five standard financial arguments in cash flow problems 
involving constant payments. Each of the above functions returns 
the value of one of these financial arguments, given the values of 
the others. 

Some of the arguments have default values (shown above). If you 
do not specify a value for such an argument, the default value will 
be used. 

The optional argument T in each function allows you to specify 
whether payments are made at the beginning or the end of the 
periods. If T=O, payments are made at the end; if T=1, payments 
are made at the beginning. TI1e default value is T=O. 

Multiplan uses an iterative technique to compute Rate, which can 
have zero, one, or two solutions. 

If convergence to within 0.0000001 does not occur within 20 
iterations, the function returns #NUM!. You can specify the initial 
value of the iteration with the optional argument Guess. The 
default value is Guess=O. If Rate does not converge, try different 
values for Guess. Usually, an initial value between 0 and 1 will 
yield a meaningful result. 

PV, FV, NPER, PMT, 
RATE 
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For the arguments Pv, Fv, and Pmt, use the following cash flow 
convention: cash received is represented by a positive value; cash 
paid out is represented by a negative value. The examples below 
illustrate this convention. 

Finally, the arguments, Rate and Nper must correspond to the 
same period. For example, if Nper is the number of months, then · 

"' Rate must be the effective monthly interest rate. 

Multiplan uses the following equations for these financial func
tions to solve for one financial argument in terms of the others: 

pv·(1 +rate)nper +pmt·(1 +rate·t) ("1 +rate)nper - "1  +fv=O i<>O 
rate 

pv·(t +rate)nper +pmt·(t +rate·t) nper+fv=O i=O 

Requirements 

Express the interest rates Rate and Guess as decimal fractions. 
Rate, Nper, Pmt, Pv, Fv, T, and Guess must all be N values. 

Examples 

Problem: What is the monthly payment on a $12,000 loan at 9% � 
annual interest, if the loan is to be paid off in 2 years? 

Solution: You have received a loan of 1 2,000 (Pv), at a monthly 
interest rate of 0. 75% (Rate), and must pay off the loan in 24 
(Nper) monthly payments made at the end of each month (T=O). 
The monthly payment is given by: 

PM!(9 ,9915,24,12999l:(S548 ,22l 

Problem: A limited partnership plans to buy an apartment building 
for $750,000 with the expectation of selling the building for 
$1,500,000 in 6 years. If the rent from the apartments amounts to 
$100,000 annually, what annual rate of return will the investment 
yield? 

Solution: You will pay -750,000 (Pv) at the beginning of the 
investment, receive 100,000 (Pmt) at the end of each year (T=O) 
for the next 6 (Nper) years, and receive another 1,500,000 (Fv) 
at the end of the investment. With 10% as your initial Guess at 
the annual rate of return, the annual rate of return on the invest
ment is given by: 

RAIE(6,199999,-159999, 1599999,9,9.19l:22.13X 

'\. 
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PV, FV, NPER, PMT, RATE 281 j 
Problem: Suppose you now have $1000 in your savings account 
earniog 6% annual interest, and you plan to deposit $100 at the 
beginning of every month for the next 12 months. How much will 
you have in your savings account at the end of the 12 months? 

Solution: You have already deposited - 1,000 (Pv) in an account 
earning 0.5% (Rate) monthly interest, and you will deposit an 
additional - I  00 ( Pmt) at the beginning of every month ( T= I ) for 
the next 12 (Nper) months. TI1e future value of your account at 
the end of the 12 months is given by: 

FUC9.995,12, ·199,-1999,1)o$2391 .49 
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REPT(T,Count) REPT(T,Count) 

Description 

Returns a text value consisting of Count repetitions of T. If Count 
is zero or negative, #VALUE! is returned. Otherwise, the length ' 
of the result will be the length of T multiplied by Count. '"-_ 
This function may be used to create bar graphs, or repeating pat-
terns (such as printer's rules) to separate areas of the worksheet. 

Requirements 

T is usually a single character, but it may be any number of char
acters. 

Count must be an N value, which will be truncated to an integer. 

Example 

REPT< 11+111 Scol'e/3) 
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ROUND(N,Digits) 

Description 

Returns a value, rounded to the number of decimal places speci
fied by Digits. 

Digits specifies the rounding as follows: 

• If Digits is greater than zero, then the result will be rounded 
to that many decimal places. For example, ROUND(3.1416,3) 
produces 3.142. 

• If Digits is zero, the result is rounded to an integer. 

• If Digits is negative, rounding is carried into the integer. For 
example, ROUND(21,- l )  produces 20 while ROUND(991,-2) 
produces 1000. 

Requirements 

Digits must be an N  value. 

Example 

0 Balance+ROUND(Balance•Interost/12, 2> 

See Also 

/NT to return the integer part of a number. 

0 

REPT-ROUND 283 1 

ROUND(N,Digits) 
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ROW( ) ROW( ) 

Description 

Returns the number of the row in which the formula containing 
this function appears. 

Example 

Copying the expression ROW()* 10 throughout the first column 
creates the sequence of numbers: 

19 
20 
39 

See Also 

COLUMN for the current column number. 
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SIGN(N) 

Description 

Returns a number representing the algebraic sign of the argument. 

If the sign of the argument is positive, the function returns 1. 

If the argument value is zero, the function returns 0. 

If the sign of the argument is negative, the function returns - 1 .  

Example 

To display the magnitude of a number in bar chart form and its 
sign: 

REPT<MID< '-+' , SIGN<nuo)+!, D, ABS(nuo) ) 

See Also 

ABS to return the absolute value of a number. 

ROW-SIGN 285 1 

SIGN(N) 
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SIN(N) SIN(N) 

Description 

Calculates the sine of the argument, an angle in radians. 

Example 

S!N( theta•ow C) 

See Also 

COS and TAN for the other trigonometric functions. 
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SQRT(N) 

Description 

Returns the square root of the argument. 

Requirement 

N must be positive. If N is negative1 a #NUM! error value is 
returned. 

Example 

SIN-SORT 287 j 

SQRT(N) 
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STDEV(List) STDEV(List) 

Description 

Calculates the sample standard deviation of the number values 
represented by List according to the formula: 

Example 

SIDEU(!Il'ades) 

See Also 

AVERAGE for the average value. 
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SUM(List) 

Description 

Returns the sum of number values represented by List. 

Example 

(l+.atel•SUH(deposits Janua.y) 

See Also 

..MAX for the maximum of two or more values. 

MIN for the minimum of two or more values. 

AVERAGE for the average value. 

COUNT for the count of the number values. 

STDEV-SUM 289 ! 

SUM( List) 
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TAN(N) TAN(N) 

Description 

Calculates the tangent of the argument, an angle in radians. 

Example 

I�NC tlieat>aw CJ 

See Also 

COS and SIN for the other trigonometric functions. 

ATAN for the inverse tangent function. 

I 
\.,_ 
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TRUE( ) 

Description 

Returns the logical value true. 

Example 

If you are planning on putting a complicated condition into a cell, 
you can use TRUE() to put a logical value in for testing before 
you construct the more complicated expression. 

See Also 

AND, OR, and NOT to operate on logical values. 

IF to test a logical value. 

TAN-TRUE 291 I 

TRUE( ) 
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Value(T) VALUE(T) 

Description 

Returns the number in the argument, represented as text. The 
argument must be the text form of a number, similar to those pro· 
duced by the formatting codes used by Multiplan. It may contain 
a leading dollar sign or a leading minus sign. It may be written in 
scientific notation. 

For example, all the following text forms yield the value 10, 10, 
$10.00, 1El. The following text forms yield negative lQ, - 10, 
- 1El. 

Requirements 

1f the contents of T do not describe a number-if they include 
letters, for instance, or two decimal points-a #VALUE! error 
value is returned. You can avoid this problem by first isolating 
numbers mixed with nonnumeric characters, as the example 
below sbows. 

Example 

Suppose that the cell named date contains the text "6/14/83". 
Then, 

UALUE(M!D(date,3,2)) 

returns the number 14. 
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1 1  Messages 

The following directory lists in alphabetical order all the possible 
messages that Multiplan may display, along with descriptions of 
possible causes and what actions you may take in response to 
them. 

Cannot copy into non-blank cell 
• The destination area of an eXternal Copy contains a nonblank 

cell. 
Review the response to the eXternal Copy command. Make 
sure that the destination area you specify is not used for any 
other purpose. If appropriate, blank the cells that are not blank. 

Cannot link those windows 
• An attempt was made to link two windows that were not split 

from each other. Also occurs on unlinking, especially unlinking 
a Title split. 
Refer to the Window Link command in Chapter 9, "Commands." 

Cannot read file 
• Confirms a negative response to the "Enter Y to retry access to 

filename" message. May also appear after the directory display 
is requested, but an unknown file was named. 
No special action is necessary. See the "Files" section in 
Chapter 8, "Elements of Multiplan," for more information. 

Cannot write file 
• The file last named is available but cannot be written to disk; 

either because ( 1 )  the diskette is full, or ( 2) the diskette is 
write-protected. 
First, save your work on a different diskette. Check the avail· 
able space and write-protection of the diskette that caused the 
error message. See the "Files" section in Chapter 8, "Elements 
of Multiplan," and the section at the beginning of this volume 
entitled "Operating Information" for more information. 

Cell locked by eXternal Copy 
• Either an attempt was made to unlock a cell that is the destina

tion of a linked eXternal Copy, or an attempt was made to copy 
from an area of the worksheet that is the destination of a linked 
eXternal Copy. 

293 1  
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Such cells must not be changed, for any change would be 
erased the next time the sheets were loaded and the external 
copies executed. To regain access to the cell, exclude it from 
copying. Redefine the eXternal Copy command accordingly. 

Cells to recalculate: number 
• You entered a new value into the worksheet while Multiplan \\_ 

was in automatic recalculation mode, or you pressed the RECALC 
key ( !)  after entering a new value while Multiplan was not in 
automatic recalculation mode. This message appears only if 
there are more than a couple of dozen cells to be recalculated. 
Simply watch the number count down to zero. The number 
tells you where Multiplan is in the recalculation. When the 
number reaches zero, you can continue your Multiplan session. 

Circular references unresolved: cell reference 
• Cells refer to each other in a chain so that the last refers back 

to the first. (The simplest case is a cell containing a reference 
to itself-RC-but the chain may be many steps long.) Multi· 
plan has calculated all the cells of the chain once and found 
itself starting over. It stops calculating, leaving the cells in the 
circular chain in an undefined state. 
Alter the logic of the sheet so that there is no circularity. Use 
the same methods described in the "Formulas" section of 
Chapter 8, "Elements of Multiplan," for finding the source of 
error values. 

Confirm change: sheet name reference 
• The name of an area, which is the source of a linked eXternal 

Copy, has been changed on the supporting sheet. Copying will 
not take place. The system will wait for a character to be 
typed. 
Type any character. The rest of the specified files, if any, will 
be loaded. Review the eXternal Copy command in light of the 
change on the supporting sheet. Redefine the eXternal Copy 
command as appropriate. 

Copying: filename reference 
• You are loading a worksheet with links to other worksheets. 

This message shows which supporting sheets, and which areas 
within those sheets, Multiplan is copying. 
No action required. You can continue when Multiplan finishes 
copying. 
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Disk error 
• While attempting to read or write a file, Multiplan was told of 

a serious error by the operating system. 
See the "Files" section in Chapter 8, "Elements of Multiplan," for 
possible problems with reading or writing files. 

Disk full 
• There is no more room on the diskette. 

Use the Transfer Delete command to look at the file directory 
on the diskette, and delete unneeded files. As an alternative, 
use a different diskette. 

Enter color number or use direction keys to select from list 
• A command field of the Window Paint command requires a 

- - -color number from the list of available colors. 
Type the number of the color you want. Or, press ur. DOWN, 

LEFT, or IUGHT to request and select from the list of available 
colors. Press CANCEL to return the worksheet to the original 
colors. 

Enter filename, or use direction keys to select from list 
• The active field of the command takes the name of a file to be 

written. 
Enter a filename, or press CANCEL to cancel the command. 

• The active field of the command takes a filename existing on 
a disk. 
If you know the name of the file desired, enter it. If you want 
to examine the names of all saved sheets, use the direction keys 
as described under the Transfer Load command in Chapter 9, 
"Commands." Or, press CANCEL to cancel the command. 

Enter formula 
• Multiplan awaits a formula. The direction keys can be used to 

put a reference into the formula. 
Enter a formula, a number, or text (enclosed in quotation 
marks), or press CANCEL to cancel the command. 

Enter name 
• The active field of the command takes a name. See the Name 

command in Chapter 9, "Commands," for the rules governing 
names. 
Enter a name, or press CANCEL to cancel the command. 

0 Enter name on external sheet or use direction keys to select 
from list 
• The "name" field of the eXternal Copy command requires the 

name of the area you want to copy into your active worksheet. 
Enter a name, or press CANCEL to cancel the command. 
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Enter number 
• The active field of the command takes a single number: a row 

or column number, or a quantity, such as margin spacing. 
Enter a number or press CANCEL to cancel the command. Note 
that it is possible to enter a formula, though it must result in a 
small integer. 

Enter number, or d for default 
• In the Format Width command, the width of a column can be 

set to a specific width in cbaracters, or to the width set by the 
Format Default Width command. 
Enter a number from 3 to 32, or the letter d, or press CANCEL to 
cancel the command. 

Enter reference to cell or group of cells 
•. The active field of the command takes a reference of any kind, 

including a range, intersection, or a list (a union) of references. 
Enter a reference to a cell (or cells), or press CANCEL to cancel 
the command. The direction keys may be used to enter refer
ences to particular cells. 

Enter text 
• The active field of the command takes text. Double quotation 

marks are not permitted because they are used to delimit text 
in formulas. 
Enter text, or press CANCEL to cancel the command. 

Enter text or value 
• You press a cursor movement key (such as a direction key) fol· 

lowing either the Alpha command or Value command or Edit 
command. 

If you want to enter additional data, simply type what you want 
entered. Multiplan automatically selects the appropriate com
mand (Alpha or Value). If you want to return to the main com
mand menu, press CANCEL. If you press RETURN instead of a cur
sor movement key following these three commands, Multiplan 
returns to the main command menu as soon as the command is 
carried out. 

Enter Y to confirm 
• You have asked Multiplan to make a major change in the active 

sheet. Please carefully consider whether this action is correct. 
If it is safe for the command to proceed, type a Y. If it is not 
safe, press any other cbaracter, and Multiplan will return to the 
main command menu without changing the worksheet 

·� 



Enter Y to overwrite file 
• The disk file Multiplan is about to create-either a saved 

worksheet or a file of printer lines from the Print File 
command-has the same name as an existing file. If Multiplan 
continues, it will replace the existing file with the new one. 

• . Think carefully! If you agree that the existing file is of no 
importance, reply Y to let the command proceed. If the file 
might be important, reply N and reenter the command giving 
a different, unique filename. 

Enter Y to retry access to filename 
• The file named is not accessible to Multiplan. 

Enter N if the file is not appropriate. Make sure that the 
correct diskette is mounted in the correct drive. Change the 
"default drive" if necessary. See the "Files" section in Chapter 
8, "Elements of Multiplan," and the section at the beginning of 
this manual entitled "Operating Information" for more informa� 
tion. Then try Y again. If you still get this message, N cancels 
the command and returns the main command menu and 
worksheet display. 

Enter Y to save edits, N to lose edits, or cancel 
• You have chosen the Quit command and one or more 

worksheets have unsaved edits. 
Press Y to save the worksheet as currently displayed in tl1e win
dow; then quit Multiplan. Press N to quit Multiplan without 
s.aving your revisions. Press CANCEL to cancel the Quit com
mand and continue working witl1 Multiplan. 

File format error: line number 
• File being read is in the incorrect format. TI1e file read stopped 

at tl1e line number displayed. 
Check the mode setting of the Transfer Options command. Be 
sure tl1at tl1e mode setting is the same as tl1e format of the file 
being read. 

File is not a saved worksheet 
• The file you are trying to load or link to was not saved witll the 

Transfer Save command. 
Check the spelling of the filename. Make sure the "mode" of 
the transfer is correct if you are trying to load other than Nor
mal format files. 

Help file not available 
• The disk file containing the on·line reference information can· 

not be found. 
See the "Files" section in Chapter 8, "Elements of Multiplan." 
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Saving file . . .  
• Multiplan is saving the worksheet with the Transfer Save 

command. 
When the save is finished, you can continue to work. 

Select option 
• Multiplan is waiting for your choice among a short list of 

options. 
Selection in this case is similar to command selection. Move 
the edit cursor to the desired option using the SPACE and BACK

SPACE keys (as necessary). Or, type the initial letter of the 
option. 

Select option or type command letter 
• Multiplan awaits your choice from a list of options. 

Select one of the items shown by moving the edit cursor to it 
with the SPACE and BACKSPACE keys, then pressing RETURN. Or, 
just type the initial letter of the item you want. 

Shapes of areas do not match 
• The destination area of an eXternal Copy command does not 

have the same "shape" (size) as the source area. 
Specify a single cell as the upper left corner of the destination 
to suppress the shape check However, the mismatch suggests 
a review of the names on the supporting sheet and on the 
active sheet. 

Too many depending sheets 
• Multiplan can keep track of eigbt dependent sheets at most. 

The message signals that there are more than eigbt dependent 
sheets. 
No action is necessary, but you cannot rely on the accuracy of 
the eXternal List command. See also the discussion of eXternal 
Relationships in the "Files" section in Chapter 8, "Elements of 
Multiplan." 

Too many windows 
• There is a limit of eigbt windows and the Window Split com

mand has been used in an attempt to open a ninth. 
Review the existing windows; use the Window Close command 
to delete some of them. 

Window will not fit 
• The window you are trying to Border or Split is too small. 

Close an adjacent window to get more room on the screen, 
or rethink your screen layout. 
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Appendices 

The appendices in this part will give you more information on: 

A. Macros 

B. Solving Extended Problems with the Iteration Option 
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Appendix A 
Macros 

As you become experienced in using Multiplan you may find that 
you use the same keystrokes over and over. Or you may want 
others to enter data in a worksheet, but you can't afford the time 
to train them. These are just two of the many situations that 
you can improve by using an advanced feature called keyboard 
macros, or "macros." 

A macro is a cell or group of cells containing a series of key
strokes. You store the keystroke sequences that you use regularly 
in a macro. TI1en, instead of typing the keystroke sequence each 
time, you run the macro and let it type the keys for you. 

Tllis appendix shows you how to write and use macros. First you 
will try a simple macro. Then you will find more detailed direc
tions on writing macros, as well as information on the other 
macro features available. This is followed by an example of a 
more advanced macro that uses some of these features. 

A Simple Example 

In "Using Multiplan" you worked through a set of examples that 
dealt with a model company named Spencer Ceramics. The fol
lowing example is based on the Spencer worksheet. To see how 
macros work, try the following example. 

TI1e worksheet you have been working on for Spencer Ceramics 
is very detailed. You can account for every penny. But perhaps 
your boss doesn't want that much detail in your weekly progress 
reports. He would rather have figures rounded off to the nearest 
dollar. 

On the other hand, accountants require that you account for 
every last cent in weekly reports to them. You are getting tired 
of reformatting all d1e time, so you decide to write a couple of 
1nacros to do it for you. 



Write the macro 

Normally, to reformat for the boss, you would use the following 
keystrokes: 

Keystroke Task 

d 
c 
TAB 
$ 
TAB 
0 
RETURN 

for FORMAT 
for DEFAULT 
for CELLS 
to move from "alignment" to "format code" 
for $ format 
to move from "format code" to "# of decimals" 
to change to zero decimal places 
to carry out the command 

Try writing a macro instead: 

III Go to a cell that is out of the way, like R200C20. 

[1] Press A for Alpha, to enter text. 
rn Type the following characters to represent the above key 

sequence: 

fdc' lb$' thO' PI 

Note Do not leave blank spaces between the letters, just as you 
would not type spaces when typing in command mode. Blank 
spaces between letters are read as blank spaces, and will produce 
different results in the macro. 

� Press RETURN. 

You have now defined the macro. 

You will notice that two of the keys you needed, TAB and RETURN, 
were not directly entered. This is because of the function each 
performs. For these and a number of other keys, you have to type 
an apostrophe followed by two letters, called a "key code." A 
complete list of these codes can be found later in this appendix. 

Now that you have defined the macro, name it with the Name 
command. 
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[i] Press N for Name. 

m Type in a name for the macro, like bossformat. 

I]] Press the TAB key. 

[!] Identify the cell containing the macro. You can either select 
the cell with the direction keys or type the cell reference. 

(§] Press the TAB key. 

ill Type Y to identify it as a macro. 

Ill Press the TAB key. 

[§] Type a two Jetter command key sequence, like bf 
[§] Press RETURN to carry out the Name command. 

You have now given the macro a name and attached a command 
key sequence. 

You can run the macro at any time by holding down the ALTER· 

NATE key and typing bf 

You can write an identical macro, acctformat, that has a 2 instead 
of a zero in the "# of decimals" field. This macro formats the 
worksheet for the accountant. Now all you have to do to change 
the format is type the appropriate command key sequence. 

Creating Macros 

As you saw in the example, there are three steps in creating and 
using a macro: 

[i] Writing the macro 

@] Naming the macro 

I]] Running the macro 

Once you have created and named a macro, you can run it when� 
ever you want. Remember, however, that the macro will only 
work for a spreadsheet that contains the macro. Use the eXternal 
Copy command to copy a macro to other worksheets. 

Writing a Macro 

When you write a macro, you should start in an out�of-the-way 
cell. You have enough room in Multiplan to place macros where 
they won't interfere with any of your sheets. 

Macros 3Uf 1 

Name the macro 

Run the macro 

Writing macros 
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Key codes 

Each cell can hold up to 255 characters, enough to hold a fairly 
large macro. However, it is better to organize your macros by 
breaking them down into separate tasks, and putting each task 
into a succeeding cell in the column. Macros broken down this 
way are easier to test, debug, understand, and change. 

Although you can't insert extra blank spaces in a macro, leading 
and trailing blank spaces in each cell are ignored, which means '"-
that you don't have to fill each cell completely before going to 
the next. 

In a macro, cells are read downward in a column. If you use more 
than one cell in your macro, put each succeeding cell below the 
previous one. H you prefer to have a macro read differently, you 
can redirect how it is read with the 'GO command code, 
described later in this appendix. The macro will continue running 
at the named cell. 

You can include other macros in a macro by using the 'CA ("call") 
command code. Command codes are covered later in this appen· 
dix. 

A number of keys cannot be directly entered into a macro 
because of the function each performs. For these keys, you must 
enter an apostrophe followed by a two-letter code. Key codes 
can be upper or lower case. These key codes are listed below: 

Key Keycode 

Backspace 'bs 
Character left 'cl 
Cancel 'en 
Character right 'cr 
Change window 'cw 
Down 'dk 
Delete 'dl 
End 'en 
Help 'hp 
Home 'hm 
Home window 'hw 
Left 'lk 
Next unlocked cell 'nu 
Previous unlocked cell 'pc 
Page down 'pd 
Previous field or back tab 'pf 
Page left 'pi 
Page right 'pr 
Page up 'pu 
Previous window 'pw 
Recalc 'rc 
Reference 'rf 

. 
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Right 
Return 
Space bar 
Tab 
Up 
Word left 
Word right 

'rk 
'rt 
'sp 
'tb 
'uk 
'wl 
'wr 

There is another way to enter key codes. Instead of typing an 
apostrophe and the two-letter key code, you can use the EDIT 

MACRO key. 

When you press the EDIT MACRO key, you suspend the normal 
action of the keys and insert their key codes into the macro 
instead. For example, if you press the EDIT MACRO key and then 
the tab key, 'tb will be entered into the macro you are writing. 
Press the EDIT MACRO key a second time to resume normal key 
actions. EM appears in the status line when you are in the Edit 
Macro mode. 

If you create long or complex macros, you will find it helpful to 
add comments. Then, if you want to go back later to change or 
copy part of the macro, you will have built-in reminders of what 
the macro does. You can add comments two ways: 

• Type the text of the comments into cells in the columns next 
to the macro. As long as you don't try to use these cells as 
macros, Multiplan will igoore them. 

• Embed comments into the macro using the 'LA command 
code. The comments will be ignored when you run the 
macro. This method of adding comments is especially useful if 
you want to create a macro more than one column wide. See 
the "Command Codes" section below for a description of 'LA. 
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The EDIT MACRO key 

Adding comments 

You can end a macro in either of two ways, with a blank cell or Ending macros 
the 'QU command. However, it is usually best to use the 'QU 
command to be certain that the macro ends where you want it to. 

Naming the Macro 

It is not strictly necessary to name a macro, because any macro 
can be accessed through the upper left cell of the range it occu
pies. However, a named macro is easier to copy to another sheet, 
easier to remember, and easier to find if you forget. To find an 
unnamed macro, you would have to search the entire sheet. To 
find a named macro, you can use the Goto Name command. 
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Naming macros 

Command key 
sequences 

Running macros 

When you name a macro, you give it both a regular name and a 
control key sequence: 

Ul Press N for Name. 

[lJ Type a name for the macro. 

@I Select the entire range of cells containing the macro. 

ill Press the TAB key. 

[§] Type Y to identify this as a macro name. 

[§] Press the TAB key. 

[1] Type in a two-letter command key sequence. 

[§] Press RETURN. 

You can run a macro quickly by typing its command key 
sequence. If you forget a command key seqnence, you can find 
it by going through the macro enumeration list in the Name 
command. 

Important When you attach a command key sequence to a 
macro, avoid using the letter h as the first letter. If you assign a 
macro a command key sequence that starts with an h, you will no 
longer be able to get help by using ALTERNATE-h. 

Running a Macro 

The easiest way to run a macro is to use its command key 
sequence: 

� While holding down the ALTERNATE key, type the command key 
sequence you defmed when you named the macro. 

You can also run a macro by using the Goto Macro command: 

Ul Press G for Goto. 

[lJ Press M for Macro. 

@I Type the name of the macro, or use the direction keys to 
select the desired macro from the enumeration list. If you 
didn't name the macro, type the reference of the upper left 
cell in the macro's range. 

ill Press RETURN to run the macro. 

I, 
'--
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You can halt a macro at any time by pressing the CANCEL key. 

Editing a Macro 

Now matter how simple your macros are, you will probably need 
to edit them at some time. You edit a macro the same way you 
edit the contents of any other cell. See Chapter 8, "Elements of 
Multiplan," for more details on editing the contents of a cell. 

Note You can go to the cell by scrolling or by using either the 
macro's name or the reference of the upper left cell of its range 
while in the Goto command. If you use the Goto command, you 
must use the Goto Name command. If you use the Goto Macro 
command, you will run the macro without going to it. Goto 
Nrune will go to the macro without running it. 
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Canceling macros 

Editing macros 

Sometimes a macro doesn't work exactly tl1e way you planned it. Single-step mode 
If you can't figure out why a macro is misbehaving, you can run it 
one step at a time: 

[]] Press the SINGLE-STEP key. The letters ST will appear in the 
status line when you are in single-step mode. 

I]] Start the macro. 

The macro will run the first step and pause. 

Ill Press any key to run the next step of the macro. 

The macro will continue to run one step at a time, pausing and 
waiting for you to press another key to run the next step. You can 
press CANCEL at any time to stop rumling the macro. You can press 
the SINGLE-STEP key between steps to resume normal running of 
the macro. 

An Autoexec Macro 

Whenever you load a worksheet, Multiplan checks to see if there 
is a macro named autoexec in that sheet. If you have written a 
macro and named it autoexec, it will automatically be run when 
you load the spreadsheet. 

TI1ere are a number of useful things you can do with an autoexec 
macro: 

Autoexec macros 



Interactive macros 

• Go directly to an updating macro like the example in the next 
section of this appendix. 

• Immediately display a menu that you have created with the 
'mn command code. Such a menu could include choices like 
Update Data, Print Report, or Reformat (using one of the mac
ros in the example at the beginning of this appendix). 

• Immediately display a message. This message can be a 
reminder to yourself, or instructions to someone else using 
the worksheet. 

• Immediately run some other interactive macro. 

Putting interactive macros into an autoexec macro can do more 
than help you simplify your work. By writing an interactive 
autoexec macro, you can have others do work on your worksheet 
for you, without having to train them. This is demonstrated in 
"A Second Example" later in this appendix. 

Interactive Macros 

You can make your macros interact with you or whomever uses 
them by inserting '? into the macro. When a running macro 
encounters '?, it will pause at that point, display CM in the status 
line, and wait for you to type something and press the RETURN key. 
The RETURN key is not processed as part of the input; it simply sig
nals the macro to continue running. If you want to have a RETURN 
processed as part of the macro, you would have to add the 'rt key 
code. 

For instance, in the example at the beginning of this appendix you 
wrote two macros that were identical except for one key, the 
number of decimal places. To make one of those macros interac
tive, replace the number with '?. Now if you run the macro, it 
will select all choices up to the "# of decimals" field, and then 
pause. All you have to do is type the desired number into that 
field and press the RETURN key. 

An interactive macro such as this can do the work of two or more 
macros, thus reducing the number of macros you have to keep 
track of In the example at the beginning of this appendix, one 
interactive macro could take the place of the two format macros. 

Some of the command codes are also interactive. 
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Command Codes 

Command codes give you rudimentary programming capabilities. Command codes 
By inserting command codes into macros, you can create your 
own menus, display messages, or make Multiplan interact with the 
user. The list below shows what you type into the macro and 
what happens when Multiplan comes across that command code 
in a macro. 

When you use command codes, make sure to include the apos� 
trophes in the appropriate places. Command codes can be either 
upper- or lower-case. 

'IF condition You use the 'IF command for branching based on 
a condition. If the condition is TRUE, Multiplan continues reading 
in the satne cell. If the condition is FALSE, Multiplan moves to 
the next ckll down to continue reading. See the example under 
'GO below. 

'GO cell reference Normally, Multiplan reads cells in a macro 
downward in a column. You use the 'GO command to redirect 
d1e normal running of a macro. Multiplan goes to the specified 
cell and continues running there. 

'ifAND(R1C1<0, R1C1>4)"goRIOOC100' 

In d1is example, if the value in the cell at row 1, column 1 is 
greater than zero AND less than four, Multiplan will go to the cell 
in row 100, column 100, and continue with the contents of that 
cell. If the condition is FALSE, the 'go command will be ignored, 
and Multiplan will move down to the next cell and continue read
ing there. 

'CA cell reference The "call" command gives you the ability to 
use other macros as subroutines. Multiplan will continue reading 
at the specified cell and return when an 'RE command is encoun
tered. You cannot have an 'RE without a preceedit1g 'CA. You 
can use these two commands to nest subroutines up to 16 levels. 

'R E You use the "return" command to end a subroutine and 
return to the macro tl1at called the subroutine. When Multiplan 
encounters a return command in a macro, it returns to just after 
the last call command, and continues to run that macro. You can. 
not have an 'RE without a preceeding 'CA. 
'QU Use the Quit command to end a macro. When Multiplan 
encounters 'QU1 it stops running the macro and returns to com· 
mand mode. 



'AL message cell reference This is an interactive command 
code. You use it to prompt the user for text (alpha) input. Multi
plan displays a message on the third line of the command menu, 
then waits for keyboard input. The user types in the text asked for 
in the message and presses the RETURN key. When the RETURN key 
is pressed, Multiplan puts the text into the cell specified in the 
cell reference. The message must be no more than 78 characters '� 
long. 

'VA message cell reference This is an interactive command 
code. You use it to prompt the user to input a value. Multiplan 
displays the message on the third line of the menu, then waits for 
keyboard input. The user types a numeric value and presses the 
RETURN key. Multiplan puts the value into the cell specified in the 
cell reference. If the expression does not produce a numeric 
value ,  Multiplan will display an error message. As with the 'AL 
command code, the message you want displayed must he no more 
than 78 characters long. 

'LA comment This command is used to insert comments into 
the macro. They are not executed, and it will not halt the macro 
process. With this command, you can put comments inside the 
macro instead of in a column next to the macro. This is impor· 
tant if you write macros that are more than one column wide. 

'MN cell reference You can use this command to create your 
own menus. Menus you create with this command appear in 
place of the command menu and operate the same way as stan
dard Multiplan menus. 

An 'MN command in a macro will move Multiplan to the specified 
cell reference. This reference is the cell in the upper left corner 
of a range that must he 2 rows high hy 2 to 8 columns wide. 

You put labels in the first row of the range. These labels will be 
menu items in the first line of the menu. 

You put longer menu descriptions in the second row. The 
appropriate menu description will appear on the message line 
when the corresponding menu item in the first line is highlighted. 
You highlight menu items with the TAB and BACKSPACE keys. 

You choose a menu item by highlighting it and pressing the 
RETURN key. You can also choose a menu command by typing the 
first letter of the menu item. If there are two or more commands 
with the same first letter, Multiplan will run the first one it 
encounters. 

When you choose a menu item, Multiplan moves to the cell 
below the long menu description, and continues reading. 
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If you want a menu choice to run a macro, you would start writ
ing the macro in the cell below the long menu description. Then, 
when you choose that menu item, Multiplan will automatically 
run the correct macro. 

Multiplan will not automatically return to the the macro contain
ing the 'MN command code. To continue reading after the 'MN, 
you either put a 'GO command code in the appropriate place 
of the macro that was run when you chose a menu item, or use 
the 'MC command code (described below) instead of the 'MN 
command. 

If you press E::iCAPE at a menu created by an 'MN or 'MC (see 
below) command code, Multiplan cancels the menus and returns 
to the point in the macro just after the 'MN or 'MC command 
code, and continues reading there. 

To stop running a macro during an 'MN or 'MC command code, 
you must press ESCAPE twice; once to cancel the menu and return 
to the macro, and a second time to cancel the macro. If 'MN or 
'MC commands are nested several levels deep, you may have to 
press ESCAPE more than two times. 

'MC cell reference' This command code works the same way as 
'MN in every way but one. With this command code, when Multi
plan comes to the end of a macro in a menu, it returns to the 
macro just after the 'MC command code that called up the menu, 
and continues reading there. 

Note When you use command codes, you cannot split them in 
the middle and put them in separate cells. The entire command 
code must be in one cell. You can have more than one command 
code in a cell, but never part of one. 

A Second Example 

This example shows a more complex macro. In this example, you 
want to keep a six-month moving average of sales for three pro
ducts. Your worksheet might look like this: 

6-Kon th 
ITEK N Jan leh Ha. April Kay Jltne Hoving Average "**""' "**""' "**""' "**""' "**""' "**""' IOilllnllO!ll 101 101 X Q43 1124 1f53 $163 $141 1165 .1186 $932 Q4S SIIQ 1 32 1121 m 1m 1114 1619 Q6S .rltl 1243 sm $231 $219 ms Sl, 433 - - "**""' **'*'* "**""' -·· MXX)(:OillliXXMMX 
TOTAL $444 m8 $SS9 1469 $489 sm $3,814 
You want to write .a macro that automates each month's updating 
and data entry. 
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The task of updating can be broken down into two parts, opening 
room for the newest month's figures, and entering those figures. 
It will be easier to write a macro for this task if we also break 
the macro down into two parts. 

The first task for your macro is to open room for the newest 
month's figures. You do this by copying the five most recent 
months one column left. there is no need to erase the 
oldest month, because it will disappear when copied over. 

A macro fbr this task would be written: 

Macro element 

c 
f 
r3c3 

r1 7c7 
'tb 
r3c2 

'rt 

What it does 

Chooses the Copy command. 
Chooses the From subcommand. 
Identifies the upper left cell of the range to be 
copied. 
Range operator. 
Identifies the lower right cell of the range. 
TAB 

Identifies the cell where Multiplan starts copying 
the range. 
RETURN to carry out the command. 

The illustration below shows what would happen if you ran just 
this first part of the macro. 

6-Montll 
ITEM # � Ma• Ap•il May June June Moving Avel"age ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ****** MXXXXXMKKKMMM 
043 spa $163 $141 $165 $186 $186 $994 
045 $ 32 $121 $91 $105 $114 $114 $683 
065 $243 $215 $231 $219 $225 $225 $1, 418 ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ****H Mlll!I!JIKlUIMJO:Jill 

TOTAL $528 $559 $469 $489 $525 $525 $3,095 

The five most recent months, February through June in this exam
ple, are copied one column to the left. The month in column 7, 
June, is not removed because you can enter the new month, July 
in this case, right over it. 

If you were keeping a twelve-month average instead of six, you 
might fmd it difficult to enter the correct figures because the list 
of product numbers is not on the screen. Or perhaps you have to 
keep track of hundreds of products, or you want someone else to 
enter the data. 
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TI1e second task for your macro, then, is to make it easier for you 
and others to enter data correctly. You do tl1is by adding com· 
mand codes to make your macro interact with the user. When 
you use comma11d codes, remember not to split them in the mid� 
die. You must put tl1e entire command code in the cell in which 
you begin it. 

Add the fullowing to your macro: 

Macro element 

'al Type the new month and 
press Return 'r3c7' 

'va Type unit sales lor item 043 
and press Return 'r5c7' 
'va Type unit sales lor item 045 
and press return 'r6c7' 
'va Type unit sales for item 065 
and press Return 'r7c7' 
'qu 

What it does 

Displays the message in the 
command area, waits lor the key
board input, then puts that input 
in the correct cell (R3C7). 
Puts the sales figure in the 
correct cell. 
Same function. 

Same function. 

To quit. 

This macro will now automate fue chore of monthly updates. The 
next illustration shows what fue worksheet might look like after 
running the entire macro. 

6-Month 
ITEM D Feb Ha• Ap•i I May June July MoiJing Ave11age - - - - ...... - IUIIIHJ[!(IIX!Hill!!ll 
043 $153 $163 $141 $165 $186 $214 $1

!
822 

845 $132 $121 $91 $105 $114 $142 111 
865 $243 $215 $231 $219 $225 � $1,452 ...... - ...... - ...... ...,._ IIIIXlEl(lll{)IJtO:U 

TOTAL $528 $559 $469 $489 $525 $615 $3,185 
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Appendix B 
Solving Extended Problems 
with the Iteration Option 

The Microsoft Multiplan electronic worksheet includes an option 
that extends the number of solvable problems. 

Consider this example. Spencer Ceramics must pay a bonus that 
is equal to 10% of its profits. The bonus is calculated then sub
tracted from the profits to yield the net profit. 

Set up tins simple calculation in Multiplan as follows (the "Sug
gested Steps" column is just one way to enter data on the 
worksheet). 

0 Entries Suggested Steps 

0 

Move cell pointer to R1 C1 
Enter Gross P in R1 C1 
Enter Bonus in R2C1 
Enter Net P in R3C1 
Name R3C2 as NeLP 
Name R2C2 as Bonus 
Name R1 C2 as GrassY 
Enter 1000 in R1 C2 
Enter Gross_P•t 0% in R2C2 
Enter Gross_P-Bonus 
Format column 2 to $ 

Press the HOME key 
Press A, type Gross P, press DOWN 

Type Bonus, press DOWN 

Type Net P, press RETURN 

Press N, TAB, RIGHT, RETURN 

Press UP, N, TAB, RIGHT, RETURN 

Press UP, N, TAB, RIGHT, RETURN 

Press RIGHT, type 1000, press DOWN 

Type =Gross_p•to%, press DOWN 

Type = Gross_P-Bonus, press RETURN 

Press F, C, type C2 
Press TAB, TAB, $, RETURN 

At tl1is point, your screen looks like: 

Gross P 
Bonus 
Net P 
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Starting iteration 

This bonus is calculated on tbe gross profits. But tbe contract 
calls for the bonus to be calculated on the net profit instead of 
the gross. You may try to change the worksheet so you can enter 
Net_p• 10% in R2C2. 

[I] Press UP, V 

III Type Net_p'JO% 

I1J Press RETURN 

Multiplan displays the error message: 

Ci�cula� �e£erences unresolved 

The error message indicates a more complicated calculation that 
requires a different approach. The bonus calculation depends on 
the net profit. The net profit, in turn, depends on the size of the 
bonus, which must be subtracted from gross profit to get net pro
fit; a seemingly endless circle. To solve the problem on paper, we 
would set up an equation and use algebra to find tbe bonus from 
the gross profit. Once the equation is set up, the bonus can be 
calculated manually or using any calculator. 

Instead of spending time setting up complex algebraic formulas, 
you can let Multiplan automatically solve this extended problem 
without algebra, as follows: 

[I] Press 0 (for Options) 

III Make sure "Yes" is selected in the "recalc" field 

I]] Press TAB twice to move to tbe "iteration" field 

[!] Press Y (for ''Yes") 

(ill Press RETURN 

The numbers on the screen change in rapid succession until they 
become $90.91 for Bonus and $909.09 for Net P. These are the 
solutions. lfyou change the gross profit to $1 100, Multiplan 
quickly recalculates the new bonus as $100 and tbe net profit as 
$1000. The "Circular references unresolved" error message does 
not reappear. 

What happened? Multiplan used iteration to calculate the solu
tion. To iterate means to repeat a calculation using the results of 
the previous calculation instead of an nnknown quantity. Of 
course, previous results do not solve the problem exactly, but 
each iteration produces results tbat fit better. In tbe Spencer 
Ceramics example, the solution was produced as follows. 

. ,  '-
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Just before the first iteration, we had the initial values: 

.Botms $90.00 

Net P $900.00 

TI1e calculations then progressed as follows: 

90 
900 900'.1 = 90 

1000-90 = 910 

... and so on. 

910'.1 = 91  
1000-91 = 909 909'.1 = 90.9 

1000-90.9 = 909.1 
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When iteration causes values to become more precise, the process Convergence 
is called "convergence." Not all models converge. Some models 
converge only partially. Convergence may also depend on the ini-
tial values as well as on the model. Unless you specify otherwise, 
however, Multiplan stops iterating when the maximum change in 
all cell values on the worksheet is less than 0.001 .  This limit 
assures that the results are precise at least to the penny or per� 
cent without jeopardizing the chances for normal termination. 

If, for some reason, a model fails to converge within the limit, 
pressing the CANCEL key interrupts the recalculation at the end 
of the iteration that is in progress (see the description of the 
Options command below). 

In the next section, you'll find descriptions of the Multiplan com
mand and functions for controlling iteration: the Options com
mand, and the !TERCNT and DELTA functions. 

Following that, you'll find exan1ples of some useful iterative 
worksheets; one for an Income Statement and Balance Sheet, one 
for calculating the Internal Rate of Return (IRR ), and one for find
ing roots of equations using the binary search technique. 

Finally, you'll find a summary of hints for creating iterative 
models. 

For more information on the mathematical theories of iterative 
methods, consult any handbook on numerical analysis. 

- --- -- ---



Iteration option 

Completion test 

The Iteration Option and Supporting 
Functions 

Multiplan enters an iteration phase at the end of any normal 
worksheet recalculation if the following conditions exist: 

• The worksheet contains at least one circular chain of refer
ences. 

• The "iteration" field of the Options command is set ''Yes." 

• The completion test (see below) is not TRUE at the end of the 
first recalculation. 

The Options command and two functions (DELTA and ITERCNT) 
support the iteration option. 

Options 

OPTIONS •ecalc: Yes No Mute: Yes No 
ite•ation: Yes No coMpletion test at : 

Select option 

See the Options command in Chapter 9, "Commands,'' for details 
of the "recalc" and "mute" fields. 

Select ''Yes" in the "iteration" field if you want to calculate values 
from formulas that form a circle of references. Select "No" in the 
"recalc" field while making new entries to the worksheet. This 
saves time when entering or changing values. Also, selecting ''No" 
in the "recalc" field instead of in the "iteration" field prevents 
Multiplan from displaying the "Circular references unresolved" 
error message. 

In the "completion test at" field, you enter an absolute or name 
reference to the cell that contains a completion test. A comple
tion test is a formula in the cell that returns a logical value (TRUE 
or FALSE} Multiplan tests the value of the cell after each itera
tion. If the value is TRUE, Multiplan stops iteration. If the value 
is FALSE, Multiplan continues iteration. See the DELTA and 
ITERCNT functions for more details about completion tests. 
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Storing the test formula in a cell lets you store and display a com
plex test as a part of the worksheet. If you leave the "completion 
test at" field blank, Multiplan applies the formula DELTA( )<O.OOI 
as the convergence test (see the DELTA function below for 
details). 

Stepping through an iteration model one iteration at a time per
mits debugging and illustrating an iterative solution. To set this 
up, enter as a response in the "completion test at" field an abso� 
lute or name reference of a cell that contains the TRUE( ) func
tion. This means that Multiplan calculates the model only once. 
And, repeatedly pressing the RECALC key produces a step-by-step 
solution. 

Jne Iteration upnon "'"' 1 

Pressing the CANCEL key stops iteration. Other keys are ignored Stopping iteration 
during iteration. Multiplan checks for the CANCEL key at the begin-
ning of each iteration. If you press the CANCEL key during an itera-
tion, Multiplan completes that iteration, checks the completion 
test, and finally (if the completion test is not TRUE) stops itera-
tion and displays the "Circular references unresolved" error 
message. 

The responses in the Options command "iteration" and "comple
tion test at" fields are saved with the worksheet in Normal mode 
(see the Transfer Options command in Chapter 9, "Commands"). 
When you load a worksheet that contains an iterating model, 
the fields of the Options command receive the responses saved 
with the worksheet. If you later start another sheet, you may 
want to reset "iteration" to "No" and delete the response in the 
"completion test at" field. 

Example 

To cause Multiplan to recalculate the worksheet using iteration 
and to place a completion or convergence test in R20C5, which 
you have named "Done": 

OPIIOHS "ecalc:(Ves)Ho oLtte: ies(Ho) 
i teNtion: (ies)Ho coopletion test at: Done 

See "Creating Iteration Models" later in this chapter for actual 
models that include iteration. 
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DELTA( ) DELTA( ) 

Description 

Returns the maximum absolute value of the changes in values 
from one iteration to the next. Returns #N/A if "No" is selected 
in the "iteration" field. Multiplan counts only the values in the 
cells that it evaluates between two successive DELTA functions. 
The DELTA function returns the #N/A error value when 
ITERCNT()= I or when ISNA(ITERCNT()) returns TRUE (that is, 
during the first calculation of a circular model) because no previ
ous values exist from which to calculate changes. 

You can enter the DELTA function in a convergence test formula 
to calculate the results of an iteration to any desired precision. 
For example: DELTA()<O.OOOOOI returns TRUE when conver
gence results are less than 0.000001. 

Each time Multiplan encounters a DELTA function, it resets the 
internal DELTA value to 0. By entering more than one DELTA 
function, you can isolate the maximum change in a particular part 
of the worksheet. To create a DELTA() that only applies to the 
differences of a part of the worksheet, bracket the cells with cells 
that contain the DELTA function. Each DELTA( ) resets the DELTA 
value to 0. To avoid problems with order of evaluation, enter the 
first DELTA function in the cell immediately above the block of 
cells for which you want a local DELTA value. Then, enter the 
test DELTA formula in the cell immerliately below the block of 
cells to return a local DELTA value. 

The following sketches lllustrate these guidellnes: 

block 
of cells 

second 
DELTA () __ �--��---4-----+-----+----�-
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Multiplan recalulates the block of cells column by column. This 
model provides local values of DELTA only if these columns con
tain no other circular references. The next sketch illustrates a 
better model design. 

first 
DELTA ( )  -!e.----

cells in 
one 
column 

second 
DELTA ( )  

__ �--�-----+-----+-----+----�-

Note that subsequent evaluations of the second DELTA function 
normally include change to the cell with the first DELTA function. 
The simple formula DELTA() is usually not sufficient to isolate 
local values of DELTA. Instead, enter a formula such as: 
JF(TRUE(),"",DELTA( )) which clears the maximum DELTA value 
while appearing blank on the screen and presenting no value for 
the following DELTA to evaluate. 

Note that if you enter the DELTA function as a completion test 
and the ITERCNT function by itself in a model (see the ITERCNT 
function), you may create divergence. The DELTA function also 
reads the cell that contains the ITERCNT function. Because 
ITERCNT changes by 1 during each iteration, DELTA will always 
return at least I unless you set up the worksheet model to return 
local values of DELTA or you eliminate the ITERCNT formula. 
Note that the formula ITERCNT( )> 20 returns TRUE or FALSE 
after each iteration and therefore would not affect convergence. 

'fit: ILt:fdLIU/1 UfJUUIJ 'IJL� I 



INTERCNT( ) 

Example 

Take the simple example of Spencer Ceramics given at the begin
ning of this appendix, but now calculate the results to the nearest 
dollar instead of to the nearest penny: 

[j] Enter DELTA()< 1 in R4C2. 

[g) Select the Options conunand and enter R4C2 in the "comple
tion test at" field. 

This gives a TRUE value when the difference betwen the previ
ous and the current result is less than one dollar. 

lru Now, enter 1000 in R1C2, the gross profit cell. 

The results that Multiplan returns are not the same as befure, but 
are now within one dollar of the more accurate (to-the-penny) 
result; that is, Bonus is now $90.90 instead of $90.91 ( $90.90 is 
the first result that had less than a $1 change from the previous 
result-$91 ). (Refer to the series of calculations that iteration 
produced in the Spencer Ceramics example.) 

See "Creating Iteration Models" below for actual models that 
include the DELTA function. 

ITERCNT( ) 

Description 

Returns the current iteration count, starting with 1 for the first 
iteration. During the first recalculation after each change to the 
worksheet, ITERCNT returns the #NIA error value. 

The ITERCNT function is especially helpful for providing initial 
values for iterative models, for creating a table of iteration results, 
and for providing a completion test. 
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Initial Values Many worksheet models require an explicit ini- Initial values 
tial value. Yet, during subsequent iterations, the model requires a 
formula. To arrange this, substitute a conditional formula (with 
the IF function) in place of the formula that requires an initial 
value. 

For example, as in the Spencer Ceramics example, to start with an 
initial value of InitiaLNetYrofit, then switch to the formula 
Gross....Jlrofit-Bonus, enter the formula: 

IF(ISNA(ITERCNT( ) ),Initial...NetYrofit, 
Gross_profit-Bonus) 

IF selects Initial...NetYrofit when the condition is TRUE; that is, 
when ITERCNT( ) returns the #N/A error value (which it does 
during the first recalculation after each change to the worksheet), 
the ISNA( ) function returns TRUE. After that, ITERCNT returns a 
number, making ISNA return FALSE; then, IF selects the formula 
GrossYrofit-Bonus. 

Table of Iteration Results You can create a table of partial 
results from an iteration by copying the formula: 

IF(ITERCNT( )=ROW()- 9,NeLProfit,RC) 

into successive rows starting at row 10. Note that each row 
receives the value of NetYrofit during a particular iteration and 
stays unchanged (RC) for all other iterations, before and after. 

Completion Test Enter a formula that includes ITERCNT to 
limit the number of iterations. For example, enter the formula: 

ITERCNT( )>20 

Enter the absolute or name reference to the cell that contains this 
formnla in the "completion test at" field of the Options command. 
During subsequent recalculations, Multiplan completes 20 itera
tions then stops. 

Table of iteration 
results 
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Creating iteration 
models 

Financial gap model 

Creating Iteration Models 

Iteration is a powerful problem-solving tool. To illustrate using 
iteration, we provide tbree examples. Before you begin to study 
the examples, you should be aware of the order of evaluation 
Multiplan follows during iteration. '" 
Unlike Multiplan worksheet models without iteration, models with 
iteration must take into account the order of evaluation of each 
cell. During iteration the current values of cells referred to in the 
formulas affect the iteration. Fortunately for the worksheet 
builder, the order of evaluation of cells participating in circular 
references is strictly defined when ITERCNT()> = L Multiplan 
always calculates these cells one column at a time, top to bottom, 
starting with the first cell of the first column. 

A general guideline that helps avoid problems is to place all the 
circular references in a single column. Care must also be taken 
that the ordering is correct for iterative methods such as 
Newton's method (see Example 2, below) and binary search (see 
Example 3, below). In some situations, the order of evaluation 
determines whether the solution converges or diverges. If the 
original order of evaluation does not converge, reconsider the 
order to get convergence. 

Example 1 
Financial Gap Model 

Integrated Income Statement and Balance Sheet We based 
the discussion of this example on the following model. If you 
want to recreate the model, the formulas, text, and data appear 
following the discussion. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 
sales $100.00 $300.00 $800.00 

2 costs $50.00 $420.00 $620.00 
3 profit $50.00 ($120.00) $180.00 
4 in! income $3.89 $23.21 
5 int expense $0.00 $0.00 
6 net profit $50.00 ($1 1 6.1 1 )  $203.21 delta 0.000415 
7 beg ret earns $75.00 $125.00 $8.89 itercnt 1 3  
8 end ret earns $125.00 $8.89 $212.00 
9 cash $10.00 $1 0.00 $10.00 

1 o funds surplus $155.00 $38.89 $232.1 0  done TRUE 
1 1  total assets $1 65.00 $48.89 $242.1 0 max i 50 
1 2  max d 0.001 
13 liabilities $40.00 $40.00 $30.00 
14  funds deficit $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
15  tot liab $40.00 $40.00 $30.00 
16  tot liab + re $1 65.00 $48.89 $242.10 
17 difference $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
18  funds $38.89 $232.10  

This model shows a common business application of iteration. 
Throughout, this model contains examples of one result depend
ing on the result of another calculation in a circular pattern. That 
is the situation that iteration handles. 

Entries and calculations on a balance sheet must satisfy the 
condition: 

total 
assets 

total + 
liabilities 

retained 
earnings 

To achieve this balance, you vary the funds surplus and the funds 
deficit. TI1is is an iterative process because varying the funds 
alters the interest, which affects the profits, which changes the 
retained earnings. This circle of calculation throws the sheet back i 
out of balance. 

Funds surplus and funds deficit both refer to the value in the 
"funds" line (RIB). Either funds surplus or funds deficit will 
always equal 0. If the value in the "funds" line (R18) is positive, 
you have funds surplus. If this value is negative, you have funds 
deficit. 

Notice the formulas (in the next section) for funds surplus and 
funds deficit. For funds surplus, the formula MAX(O, funds) 
returns the value pf funds only if funds is positive; otherwise, it 
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Formulas for the 
model 

returns 0. For funds deficit, the formula - MIN( O,funds) returns 
the absolute value of funds when funds is negative. 

Notice also the formula IF(TRUE(),"",DELTA()) in R8C6. This 
formula keeps the ITERCNT() function in R7C6 from interfacing 
with the DELTA() function in R6C6. 

The completion test is in RIOC6. It checks both the DELTA value � 
and the ITERCNT value. When one of the two returns TRUE (that 
is, either a maximum DELTA of 0.001 or an ITERCNT of 50), 
iteration stops. 

Columns 3 and 4 show two new time periods. Column 3 shows a 
large increase in capital outlay and an increase in sales that is not 
large enough to offset it. Thus, the profit line (R3) shows a loss. 
In column 4, however, sales have grown enough to offset the capi
tal outlay. The profit line (R3) shows a profit. This is a typical 
situation in which the effect of a capital outlay on sales is delayed. 
You can apply these same formulas to analyze how much increase 
in sales you need to offset a particular capital outlay. 

This model can also help you analyze how much money you must 
borrow at any specific interest rate to receive as much usable 
funds as you need. 

See the listing of the formulas in the next section. 

Formulas for Integrated Income and Balance Sheet Model 
To show the formulas without brealting them across several lines, 
the worksheet appears in three parts, in a manner similar to the 
Multiplan method of printing. Columns 1 and 2 appear first, then 
columns 3 and 4, then columns 5 and 6. Note that the row 
numbers are the same for each part; that is, enter the six columns 
side by side. 
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1 "sales" 1 00 
2 "costs" 0.5"R[--1]C 
3 "profit" R[-2]C-R[-1]C 
4 "int income" 
5 "int expense" 
6 "net profit" R[-3]C+R[-2]C-R[-1 ]C 
7 "beg ret earns" 75 
8 "end ret earns" R['-2]C+ R[-1 ]C 
9 "cash" 1 0  

1 0 '1unds surplus" 155 
1 1  ·�otal assets" R[-2]C+ R[-1 ]C 
1 2  
1 3  "liabilities" 40 
1 4  '1unds deficif' 0 
1 5  ·�ot liab" R[-2]C+R[-1 ]C 
1 6  ·�ot liab + re" R['-1]C+ R[--B]C 
1 7  "difference" R[-6]G-R[-1]C 
1 8  '1unds" 
19  

3 4 
1 300 BOO 
2 300+(0.4"R[-1]C) 300+(0.4"R[-1]C) 
3 R[-2]G-R[-1]C R[-2]G-R[-1]C 
4 0.1 "R[+6]C 0.1 "R[+6]C 
5 0.1 "R[+9]C 0.1*R[+9]C 
6 R[-3]C+R[-2]G-R[-1]C R['-3]C+R[-2]C-R[-1]C 
7 R[+1 ]C[-1 ] R[+1 ]C[-1] 
8 R[-2]C+RH]C R[-2]C+R[-1]C 
9 10  10  

1 0  MAX(O,R[+B]C) MAX(O,R[ +B]C) 
1 1  R[-2]C+R[-1]C R[-2]C + R[--1 ]C 
1 2  
1 3  40 30 
14  -MIN(O,R[+4]C) -MIN(O,R[+4]C) 
1 5  R[-2]C+R[-1 ]C R[-2]C+ R[--1 ]C 
1 6  R[-1]C+R['-8]C R[-1 ]C+R[--B]C 
17  R[-6]G-R[-1]C R[-6]G-R[-1]C 
1 8  IF(ISNA(ITERCNT()),O, IF(ISNA(ITERCNT()),O, 

RG-(R[-7]G-R[-2]C)) RC-(R[-7]G-R[-2]C)) 
1 9  
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IRR model 

5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 "delta" 
7 "itercnt" 
8 
9 

1 0  "done" 
1 1  "max i" 
1 2  "max d" 
13  
14  
15  
16  
1 7  
18  
19 

Example 2 
IRR Model 

DELTA() 
ITERCNT() 
IF(TRUE(),"",DELTA()) 

6 

OR(R[--4]C<R[ +2]C,R[--,'3]C>R[ + 1 ]C) 
50 
0.001 

Internal Rate of Return Calculation In Multiplan, the Internal 
Rate of Return (IRR) of a group of cash flows is the Rate for 
which 

NPV(Rate,CashJ'low)=O 

The name CashJ'low refers to the part of the worksheet that con
tains the cash flows. There may be many solutions to the IRR 
equation. The one found by this method will typically be the one 
closest to the initial estimate. 

The following set of formulas automatically searches for the 
correct Rate. You can include these formulas in any worksheet 
under the following conditions: 

• Enter each of these formulas in a single row. 

• When other parts of the model include iteration and the com
pletion test refers to the IRR convergence, also include the 
method for returning local values of DELTA (see the DELTA 
function above). 
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Formulas for IRR Model 

1 2 3 4 
"Cash Flow" 

" " 2 "IRA" IF(ISNA(ITERCNT()), ----------------

R[+4]C, 
IF(ABS(RC)>R[+S]C, 
-(R[ +4]C+ ITERCNT()/1 00), 
IF(R[ +2]C=O, 
RC+SIGN(R[ + 1 ]C)'0.000001 , 
RC-R[ + 1 ]C/R[ +2]C))) 

3 "NPV" NPV(IRR,Cash_Fiow) -1000 
4 "NPV"' IF(IRR=O, 300 

(NPV(0.001 ,Cash_Fiow) 
-R[-1 ]C)/0.001 , 
(NPV(IRR*1 .01 ,Cash_Fiow) 
-R[-1 ]C)/(IRR*0.01 )) 

5 400 
6 "EST.IRR" 0.01 300 
7 -200 
8 "STATUS" DELTA()<0.01 1000 
9 -1000 

1 0  "LIMIT" 500 2000 
" 1 1  ----------------

For this model, the following names are defined: 

IRR=R2C2 

Cash_Flow=R3: 1 OC4 

The labels represent: 

IRR 
NPV 
NPV' 

EST.IRR 

STATUS 
LIMIT 

is the Internal Rate of Return. 
is the Net Present Value. 
is the first derivative of NPV (used for 
Newton's method). 
is the initial IRR entered by you. An IRR 
close to 0, such as 1%, usually gives the first 
positive IRR, which is the one you seek. 
indicates when the calculation is done. 
is the largest positive IRR to try before 
trying negative roots. 

" 
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Newton's method 

1 2 3 4 
1 Cash Flow 
2 IRR 27% ----------------
3 NPV 0.0 -1000 
4 NPV' -2226.3 300 
5 400 
6 EST. IRR 1 %  300 
7 -200 
8 STATUS TRUE 1000 
9 -1000 

10 LIMIT 50000% 2000 
1 1  ----------------

The following paragraphs explain briefly the mathematical basis of 
IRR calculation. 

Solving the equation MPV(IRR,Cash_Flow)=O for IRR employs the 
numerical method known as Newton's method. (This method was 
first published by Sir Isaac Newton in Principia ( 1686) as a solu
tion for a cubic polynomial.) Newton's method solves for an ini· 
tial estimate that is close to a root of the equation, then extrapo
lates along the tangent of this root to find its intersection with the 
x-axis as the next root to try. Iteration continues until either suc
cessive x values converge or the value of the function converges 
on 0. 

The tangent of a given equation f(x) is the first derivative f'(x). 
Therefore, Newton's method for successive approximations is: 

x =x -(f(x Vf'(x ) (n+t) n r( r( 

Applying this equation to the solution of the IRR equation 
produces: 

IRR =IRR -<n+t) n 
(NPV(IRR ,CashJlow)/NPV'(IRR ,Cash_Flow)) " n 

Now, f'(x) becomes: 

f'(x)=lim 
delta(x)->0 

( f( x+ delta( x) )-f( x) )/delta( x) 

\' "-
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In our case, with a delta(x) of 0.01 of x, the equation becomes: 

NPV'(IRR ,Cash...Flow)= 
" 

(NPV(IRR +(IRR '0.01 ), 
" " 

Cash__Flow) -NPV(IRR ))/(IRR '0.01) 
" " 

This general method solves many equations that have more than 
one root, although you must realize that this method may con
verge to a root different from the expected root or may even 
diverge if the starting value is not close enough to the root. In 
the case of IRR, the first root found that is greater than zero is 
normally the correct answer. 

Example 3 
Binary Search Model 

Binary Search to Find Roots of Equations The IRR formulas 
in the last section readily adapt to finding the roots of arbitrary 
equations using the binary search technique. 

Assume that you have a polynomial x'3+4'x'x+5. Further sup
pose that you want to solve for a value of x that yields a result of 
30. The follov.ing model solves for one root of the polynomial 
using the binary search technique. 

1 2 3 
1 "f(x)" "c_low" "c.Jligh" 
2 x"'3+4*x*x+5 IF(ISNA IF(ISNA 

(ITERCNT()), (ITERCNT()), 
low, IF(fx>res, high,IF(fx<res, 
RC,x)) RC,x)) 

3 
4 
5 "result" 
6 30 

4 5 6 
1 "x" '1ow" "high" 
2 (c_jow+c...high)/2 0 100 
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Order of operations 

For this model, the following names are defined: 

c_jow R2C2 (current low value) 

c_high R2C3 (current high value) 

X R2C4 

low R2C5 (low value entered by you) 

high R2C6 (high value entered by you) 

fx R2Cl 

res R6Cl (your desired result; you enter) 

The calculation proceeds as follows: 

[!] In cell R2C2, Multiplan evaluates the IF function. During the 
first iteration, the ITERCNT function returns the #N/A error 
value, making the ISNA function return TRUE. Thus, IF selects 
the value of "low," which in this model is 0. 

(gJ For all other iterations, ITERCNT returns an integer, making 
ISNA return FALSE. Thus, IF selects the "Else" value, which is 
another conditional formula. 

[j] The second IF formula in R2C2 compares the result of using 
the value of "x," (calculated in R2C4) in the polynomial f(x) 
in R2Cl with the desired result, 30, in R6Cl.  If the value of 
f{x) is more than 30, IF selects the current value of the cell 
(for the second iteration, 0). If the value of f{x) is less than 
30, IF selects the value of "x" calculated in R2C4. 

[!] The same steps apply to the conditional formula in R2C3, 
except that this formula selects the "high" value during the 
first iteration. During subsequent iterations, IF selects the 
current value of the cell if f{x) is less than 30, or the value of 
"x" in R2C4 if f{x) is more than 30. 

Once Multiplan begins iteration, the calculations proceed rapidly, 
and it is difficult to see the numbers clearly before they change. 
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The following list of values for each cell describes, in part, what 
happens as Multiplan iterates toward a result: 

I 2 3 
I 0 
2 0 100 

3 0 50 
4 0 25 
5 0 12.5 
6 0 6.25 
7 0 3.125 
8 1.5625 3.125 

16 29.999762 2.0352602 2.035284 

4 5 6 
50 0 100 
25 0 100 
12.5 0 100 

6.25 0 100 
3.125 0 100 
1.5625 0 100 
2.34375 0 100 

2.0352721 0 100 

At this point, iteration stops because the maximum change in any 
value is Jess than 0.001, the internal DELTA value of Multiplan. 
The root Multiplan calculated is 2.0352721. (The changing values 
for f(x) in column I are left to you to find.) 

For more precision, enter a DELTA fbrmula in a cell that sets a 
limit smaller than 0.001.  Or, enter an ITERCNT fbrmula that sets 
a limit higher than 16. Then, enter either an absolute reference 
to that cell or the name of the cell in the "completion test at" 
field of the Options command. 
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Hints for creating 
models 

Summary of Hints for Creating 
Iteration Models 

• Order of Evaluation 

Unlike Multiplan worksheet models without iteration, models 
with iteration must take into account the order of evaluation 
of each cell. During iteration the current value of cells 
referred to in the formulas affects the iteration. Fortunately 
for the worksheet builder, the order of evaluation of circular 
references is strictly defined when ITERCNT()>= 1 .  Multiplan 
always calculates the circular references one column at a time, 
top to bottom, starting with the flrst cell of the fust column. 

A general guideline that helps avoid problems is to place all 
the circular references in a single column. Care must also be 
taken that the ordering is correct for iterative methods such as 
Newton's method (see Example 2, above) and binary search 
(see Example 3, above). 

For solving simultaneous equations, order is less critical 
because Multiplan assumes that each iteration converges on 
the solution. However, in some situations the order of evalua
tion determines whether the solution converges or diverges. 
If the original order produces divergence, rearranging the 
order may bring about convergence. \"--

• Providing for Initial Values 

As discussed in the section on the ITERCNT function, you may 
enter a conditional formula to provide an initial value for for
mulas on the worksheet. For example, because ITERCNT() 
returns #N/A the fust time it is called, a simple IF statement 
such as: IF(ISNA(ITERCNT()),initial_value,formula) provides 
initial_ value for the fust calculation, then the formula in subse· 
quent iterations. 

• Obtaining Local Values of DELTA 

To obtain a DELTA() that applies only to the differences of a 
part of the worksheet, bracket the cells with cells that contain 
the DELTA function. Each DELTA() resets the DELTA value to 
0. To avoid problems with order of evaluation, enter the frrst 
DELTA function in the cell immediately above the block of 
cells for which you want a local DELTA value. Enter a formula 
such as: IF(TRUE(),"",DELTA()) which clears the maximum 
DELTA value while appearing blank on the screen. Then, 
enter tbe test DELTA formula in the cell immediately below 
the block of cells to return a local DELTA value. See the sec
tion on the DELTA function for further details. 
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• ITERCNT() and DELTA( ) Interaction. If you enter both the 
DELTA function with a specific limit and the !TERCNT func
tion as a formula by itself in a model, you may create diver� 
gence. The DELTA function also reads the cell that contains 
the ITERCNT function. Because ITERCNT changes by 1 dur
ing each iteration, DELTA will always return at least 1 unless 
you set up the worksheet model to return local values of 
DELTA or you eliminate the ITERCNT formula. Note that the 
formula ITERCNT( )>20 returns TRUE or FALSE after each 
iteration and therefore would not affect convergence. 

• Single Stepping Iteration Models 

Stepping through an iteration model one iteration at a time 
permits debugging and illustrating an iterative solution. To set 
this up, enter as a response in the "completion test at" field an 
absolute or name reference of a cell that contains the TRUE() 
function. This means that Multiplan calculates the model only 
once. And, repeatedly pressing the RECALC key produces a 
step-by-step solution. 

General Information 

The responses in the Options command "iteration" and "comple· 
tion test at" fields are saved with the worksheet in Normal mode 
(see the Transfer Options command in Chapter 9, "Commands"). 
Thus, when you load a worksheet that contains an iterating model, 
the fields of the Options command receive the responses saved 
with the worksheet. If you later start another sheet, you may 
want to reset "iteration" to "No" and delete the response in the 
"completion test at" field. 

Pressing the CANCEL key stops iteration. Only the CANCEL key has 
an effect during iteration because all other keys would be entries 
and are therefore ignored. This also means that any characters 
you type during iteration are not saved, so the type-al1ead feature 
does not work. 

Multiplan checks for the CANCEL key at the beginning of each itera
tion. Thus, if you press the CANCEL key during an iteration, Multi
plan completes tl1at iteration, checks the completion or conver
gence test, and finally (if tl1e completion or convergence test is 
not TRUE) stops iteration and displays the "Circular references 
unresolved" error message. (If the completion or convergence 
test is TRUE, Multiplan ends iteration as if you had not pressed 
the CANCEL key.) 
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Lexicon 

Absolute reference A refCrence to a cell that uses specific row 
and column numbers; for instance, Rl7Cl2. Opposed to relative 
reference, as R[ + 1 ]  C[ -2]. 

Action keys Keys that cause Multiplan to carry out an action at 
once. The action keys include tbe CANCEL key, NEXT WINDOW key, 
and RETURN key. See a./so Direction keys, Edit keys. 

Active Something in use right now and immediately accessible, 
such as the active window, active cell, or active field of a com
mand. 

Active cell The cell indicated by the cell pointer. The contents 
of the active cell can be seen on the status line and may be edited 
with the Edit command. 

Active window The window containing the active cell, marked 
on the screen by a highlighted window number. 

Alignment TI1e rule for the horizontal positioning of the display 
of a cell's value. Values may be left-justified or right-justified or 
centered. 

CANCEL key Action key that causes Multiplan to abandon the 
current command and return to command choice. 

Cell One position on the worksheet, a place where data or a for
mula may be stored. A cell has a location and may be referred to 
by one or more names. The contents of a cell determine its 
value; the cell's format determines how its value is displayed. 

Cell pointer A highlighted pointer that selects one cell from all 
the cells in the worksheet. That cell becomes the active cell. 
The cell pointer is moved from cell to cell with the direction 
keys, or directly with tl1e Goto command. 

Character A symbol that can be displayed on the screen; 
includes letters, digits, punctuation, and special characters like $, 
+, and % .  
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F 

Column A vertical line of cells down the worksheet. There are 
255 columns, designated by the numbers I through 255. 

Command An instruction to Multiplan to do something. A 
command may have one or more fields in which to specify how 
the command should be carried out. 

Command line The screen lines just under the worksheet area, 
beginning with the word COMMAND:, and showing the main com· 
mand menu. Here is where commands are built. 

Contents (of a cell) That which has been put into a cell. If 
nothing has been put in, the cell is empty and its contents are 
blank. Otherwise the cell contains either data (text or a number) 
or a formula. If a cell contains a formula, the cell's value, which is 
the result of the formula, is usually displayed. 

Cursor See Edit cursor. 

Dependent sheet A sheet !bat uses values from another sheet. 
The dependent sheet depends on information calculated on 
another, saved, sheet to which it is linked by tbe eXternal Copy 
command. See also Link. 

Direction keys Keys !bat move the cell pointer. The UP, DOWN, 

LEFT, and RIGHT keys move the pointer one cell at a time. The 
HOME key moves it to the cell in the upper left corner of the 
active window. 

Directory The table of me names kept on each diskette by the 
operating system. The directory lists each me on the diskette. 

Edit Altering a response in a field of a command. The edit keys 
are used to move the edit cursor over the response, and the char
acter keys are used to replace or insert characters. 

Edit cursor The highlighted part of a command on the com
mand line, which may be as small as one character or as large as 
an entire field. The edit cursor is moved with edit keys. It shows 
where alterations can be made to the command. 

Edit keys Keys that move the edit cursor witbin the command 
line. They include, for example, the WORD RIGHT and WORD LEFT 
and CHARACTER RIGHT and CHARACTER LEFr keys. 

Field A portion of a command in which you type a response to 
instruct Multiplan in some detail of the command's work When 
Multiplan first shows a field, it fills it with a proposed response; 
you can replace or edit that response if it isn't what you want. 
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File A named unit of data stored on disk or diskette. When a 
worksheet is saved it is written into a file. Not all files are saved 
worksheets, hut those that are can be loaded or linked to other 
worksheets. 

Filename The nrune used to refer to a worksheet when it is 
saved, loaded, or linked to another sheet. 

Format How a cell's value is displayed. The format controls 
numeric punctuation and the alignment of the display value. 
A format can be specified for a cell or cells with the Format Cells 
command; cells without a specific format are displayed according 
to a default format set with the Format Defanlt command. 

Formula A recipe for how a value is to be calculated. When· 
ever the contents of a cell are changed, Multiplan recalculates all 
the fonnulas on the worksheet (unless automatic recalculation is 
turned off). 

Function A built-in mathematical or statistical operation that 
Multiplan can perform on one or more values; e.g., SUM or 
AVERAGE. 

Group of cells A collection of one or more cells on the 
worksheet that may be named; e.g., Sales. 

Highlight An area on the display that appears emphasized. 
Highlights are used to indicate the edit cursor, active cell, active 
window number, and current menu item. 

Link In Multiplan, the nse of data from an inactive sheet in cal· 
culations on the active sheet. The inactive sheet is called the sup
porting sheet. TI1e data to be copied must have been marked 
with the Name command or must be specified by an absolute 
reference. TI1en data from the supporting sheet may be used in 
formulas on the active sheet. Link is also used to express connec
tion between windows for synchronized scrolling. 

Load To make a saved sheet active again. The sheet to be 
loaded must have been saved. The Transfer Load command is 
used to copy the saved sheet from its file to working storage, 
where it becomes the active sheet. 

Lock Protection of cells that contain formulas or text from inad· 
vertent alteration. 

Menu A list of alternatives. A choice from a menu is selected in 
one of two ways: by moving through the list with the space bar (a 
highlight will move along the menu indicating the current selec
tion) and selecting the highlighted choice with the RETURN key, or 
by typing the initial letter of the desired item. 
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Message A notice posted by Multiplan on tbe message line to 
explain a problem or suggest what kind of input tbe system is 
waiting for. 

Message line The next to tbe last line on tbe display. 

Name (of a cell or group of cells) A tag associated with a 
group of cells by tbe Name command. The name can be used to 
refer to tbe cell or cells in formulas. 

NEXT UNLOCKED CEIL key Action key tbat moves tbe cell pointer 
to tbe next cell tbat is not blank and is not locked. Used to find 
cells tbat contain numbers ( ratber tban a formula or text) so you 
can perform ''what if" experiments. 

PREVIOUS UNLOCKED CEIL key Similar to above, but moves tbe 
cell pointer to tbe previous cell tbat is not blank or locked. 

Proposed response Response supplied by Multiplan. It is usu
ally based on tbe most recent responses by tbe user or on the 
current status of Multiplan. 

Range The smallest rectangle of cells containing two references. 
A range is designated by tbe colon (:). The range R3:R8 defmes 
tbe rectangular area containing all of rows 3 to 8, namely, rows 3, 
4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. See also Reference. 

Reference The designation of a cell or an area of cells. The 
simplest reference is to a single cell: R9C2. A reference may be 
relative to tbe cell containing tbe reference, as in R[ - I ]C. A refer
ence may be to a single cell, as the prior two, or to an area of 
cells: R6 refers to all of row 6. A reference may be composed of 
intersections of references, ranges of references, or unions of 
references. A reference may be a name defined to refer to one or 
more cells. See also Range and Name. 

Relative Reference A reference to a cell relative to tbe cell 
containing tbe reference, as R[ - l ]C meaning "tbe row above, in 
tbis column." Opposed to absolute reference, in which tbe actual 
colullUl and row numbers are stated. 

Response What tbe user types in a field of command. May be 
a row or column number, a count, a name, or the contents to be 
put in a cell. When Multiplan displays a command on tbe com
mand line, it usually supplies a proposed response in every field 
of the command; the user may replace the proposed response, 
edit it, or leave it as proposed. 

Row A horizontal line of cells across the worksheet. There are 
4095 possible rows, designated by tbe numbers 1 tbrough 4095. 
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Save The operation of making a permanent copy of the active 
worksheet in a file. 

Scroll To move one or more windows across the worksheet one 
row or column at a time. Scrolling is done with the direction 
keys. For example, if the RIGHT DIRECTION key is pressed until the 
cell pointer reaches the right edge of the screen, and then pressed 
again, Multiplan scrolls the worksheet display one column to the 
left. 

Status line Bottom line of the screen, where Multiplan presents 
status information such as the location of the active cell and its 
contents. 

Supporting sheet A sheet providing values to another sheet. 
The sheet supports the other sheet (the dependent sheet) with 
data that has been designated with the eXternal Copy command. 
Data on the supporting sheet must have been named with the 
Name command. See also Link. 

Text String of characters that may be used for titles in the 
worksheet. Multiplan formulas can perform operations on text 
also. 

Value The information content of a cell: its numeric value if it 
contains a number; its text if it contains text; or, if it contains a 
formula, tl1e result of calculating that formula. 

Window A rectangular portion of the display area within which 
Multiplan displays a part of the worksheet. As many as eight win
dows may be open at once; they are opened or closed with the 
Window command. Each window has a window number from 1 
through 8 shown in its upper left corner. The window number of 
the active window is highlighted; that window contains the active 
cell, which is highlighted by the cell pointer. 

Wori<Sheet A grid of cells displayed by Multiplan to store for
mulas and values. 
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Index 

0 
ABS function 247 Cell (continued) 
Absolute references 96, 170 deleting using Blank command 5 5  
Active ce11 7 dependence 159 
Addition operator ( + )  167 going to 14 
Aligning cell contents 37, 51,  74 locating 87 
Alpha command 25, 27, 186 locking 210-2 1 1  
AI.TERNATE-H key 310 names, deleting 89 
AND function 248 naming 80, 89, 2 1 4  
ATAN function 249 pointer 7, 8, 205, 206 
Autoexec macro 3 1 1  references 168 
AVERAGE function 250 unlocking 121 

value !59 
Centering cell contents 74 

BACKSPACE key 17, 28 Changing 
Bar graph, as a formatting code 39 base figures 122 
Base figures 122 column width 32 
Binary search technique 335 formulas 122 

0 Blank command 55, 188 CHARACTER LEFf key 165 
Bordering window 1 1 1  CHARACTER RIGHT key 165 
Building Clearing the screen 135 

formulas 57, 84 Closing windows 108 
supporting worksheets 136 Codes 

command 308, 3 1 3  
formatting 198 

Calculating functions 90 key 306, 308 
Calculations Colon (:) range operator 53, 174 

automatic 123 COLUMN function 2 5 1  
one-time 124 Columns 

CANCEL key 17, 19, 3 1 1 ,  323 deleting 194 
Canceling headings 25 

cell entries 55, 89 inserting 209 
commands 19 moving 212,  2 1 3  
macros 3 1 1  number of 7 

Carrying out commands 19 width 32, 202, 203 
Cell Comma (,) union operator 175, 202 

active 7 Command 

0 
alignment 37, 5 1 ,  74· codes 308, 3 1 3  
calculation order 159 fields 14 
centering contents of 74 key sequence 307,310 
contents 37, 51,  64, 74 line 18 
copying 75 names. See Commands 
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Commands 
Alpha 25, 27, !86 
Blank 55,  188 
canceling 19 
carrying out 19 
Copy 188 
Copy Down 189 
Copy Fcom 100, 190 
Copy Right 75, 1 16, 192 
Delete 193 
Delete Column 194 
Delete Row 195 
DIR 342 
Edit 195 
entering 161 
eXternal 237 
eXternal Copy !41,  238, 307 
eXternal List 1 53, 240 
eXternal Total 241 
eXternal Use 243 
Format 36, 74, 196 
Format Cells 197 
Format Default 201 
Format Delault Cells 36, 20 I 
Format Default Width 202 
Format Options 202 
Format Width 32, 203 
formatting 196 
Goto 14, 87, 204 
Goto Maceo 205, 310, 3 1 1  
Goto Name 87, 205, 3 1 1  
Goto Row-col 206 
Goto Window 206 
Help 20, 207 
Insert 47, 208 
Insert Column 209 
Insert Row 2 1 0  
Lock 2 1 0  
Lock Cells 2 1 1  
Lock Formulas 1 19, 2 1 2  
Move 2 1 2  
Move Column 2 1 3  
Move Row 2 1 4  
Name 80, 83, 214, 3 1 0  
Options 122, 216, 322 
Print 127, 2 1 7  
Print File 130, 2 1 7  
Print Margins 130, 218 
Print Options 131,  218 
Print Printer 128, 219 

Commands (continued) 
Quit 21 ,  42, 220 
selecting 17, 162 
Sort 184, 221 
subcommands 14, 17, 161, !62 
Transfer 222 
Transfer Clear 135, 223 
Transfer Delete 223 
Transfer Load 45, 69, 224 
Transfer Options xxv, 225 
Transfer Rename 226 
Transfer Save 4 1 ,  67, 227 
Value 228 
Window 229 
Window Border 1 1 1, 230 
Window Close 230 
Window Link 1 10, 231 
Window Paint 232 
Window Split 106, 108, 234 
Window Split Horizontal 234 
Window Split Titles 235 
Window Split Vertical 236 

Comments in macros 309 
Completion test 322 
Computer requirements xv 
Concatenation operator ( & ) 168 
Connections between worksheets 150 
Convergence 321, 323, 324 
Copy 

command 188 
Down 189 
From 100, 190 
Right 75, 1 16, 192 

Copying 
cells 75 
formulas 100 
from a supporting worksheet 141 
messages 149 
unchanging data 150 
vectors 190 

Correcting 
See also Deleting 
typing errors 28 

COS function 252 
COUNT function 253 
Creating menus 3 1 4  
Cursor 1 5 ,  !65 

Data, entering 29 
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Debugging 323 
Default 197 
Defining 

names 139 
macros 306 

Delete 
Column 194 
command 193 
Row 195 

Deleting 193 
cell names 89 
cells using Blank command 55 
columns 194 
defined names 152 
new text 165 
proposed responses 165 
rows 195 
text 28, !65 

DELTA function 323 
Dependent 

cells 159 
worksheets 135, 182 

DJR command 342 
Direction keys 7, 8, 29 
Directory xxiii 
Division operator (/) 167 
DOLLAR function 254 
Dollars, displaying numbers as 36 
Drawing lines 65 

Edit command 195 
Edit cursor 1 5 ,  165 
EDIT MACRO key 309 
Editing 

formulas 165 
keys !64 
macros 3 1 1  
text 165 

Either-or decisions 1 78 
Entering 

commands 1 6 1  
data 29 
numbers 34 
text 25, 49, 186 

Equal operator ( = ) 1 77 
Erasing. See Correcting, Deleting 
Error messages 293 
Error values 94, 166, 178 
Errors, correcting 28 

EXP function 255 
Expanding worksheets 4 7 
Exponentiation operator (") 167 
eXternal 

command 237 
Copy 141,  238, 307 
List 1 53, 240 
Total 241 
Use 243 

, ,  .... ........ .... --.-... 1 

External relationships between worksheets 181 

FALSE function 256 
False, logical value 166, 177 
Field delimiters 345 
Fields, command 14· 
Figures, base 1 2 2  
File modes xxvi, 225 
Files 

accessing, problems in 180 
handling 179 
listing xxiv 
loading 45 
naming xxi 

Filling in the command line 1 8  
FIXED function 257 
Fixing titles in place 106 
Format 

Cells 197 
command 36, 74, 196 
Default 201 
Default Cells 36, 20 I 
Default Width 202 
Options 202 
Width 32, 203 

Formatting 
cells 38, 197 
commands 39, 198 
entire row or column 74 

Formulas 
absolute or relative references 97 
building with names 84 
changing 122 
copying 100 
editing !65 
entering 57, SO 
locking 1 19, 2 10, 2 1 2  
numbers in 167 

Functions 
ABS 247 



Functions (continued) 
AND 248 
ATAN 249 
AVERAGE 250 
calculating 90 
COLUMN 2 5 I  
cos 252 
COUNT 253 
DELTA 323 
DOLLAR 254 
EXP 255 
FALSE 256 
FIXED 257 
FV 279 
IF 258 
INDEX 259 
!NT 260 
IRR 332 
ISERROR 262 
ISNA 263 
ITERCNT 326, 327 
LEN 264 
LN 265 
LOGIO 266 
LOOKUP 267 
MAX 269 
MID 270 
MIN 271 
MIRR 272 
MOD 273 
NA 274 
NOT 275 
NPER 279 
NPV 276 
OR 277 
PI 278 
PMT 279 
PV 279 
RATE 279 
REPT 282 
ROUND 283 
ROW 284 
SIGN 285 
SIN 286 
SQRT 287 
SIDEV 288 
SUM 90, 289 
TAN 290 
TRUE 29I, 323 
using 92 

Functions (continued) 
VALUE 292 

FV function 279 

Go to 
command I4, 87, 204 
Macro 205, 3IO, 3 1 1  
Name 87, 205, 3 1 1  
Row-col 14, 206 
Window 206 

Graph, bar 39 
Greater than operator ( > )  177 
Greater than or equal operator ( > = ) 1 77 
Grid number 24 

Hard disk, installing Multiplan on xvi 
Headings, row and column 2 5 
Help 20, 207 
Help command 20, 207 
HELP (?) key 20 
Highlight I5 
I-lOME key 13 

IF function 258 
Illegal parameter message 191 
INDEX function 259 
Insert 

Column 209 
command 47, 208 
Row 210 

Inserting 
columns 209 
new text 165 
rows 210 

Installing Multiplan xvi 
INT function 260 
Interactive macros 3 1 2  
Intersection (space) operator 173 
IRR function 332 
ISERROR function 262 
ISNA function 263 
Iteration 

binary search 335 
creating models with 338 
examples of 328 
results, table of 327 
starting 320 
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ITERCNT function 326, 327 

Key codes 306, 308 
Keyboard xvii, 21 
Keys 

AI.Tl:ltNATE-1-J 310 
BACKSPACE 27, 28 
CANCEL 17, 19, 3 1 1, 323 
CHARACTER LEIT 165 
CHARACTER RIGHT 165 
direction 7, 8, 29 
EDIT MACRO 309 
editing 164 
HELP (?) 20 
HOME 13 
NEXT UNI.OCKED CELL 1 19 
NEXT WINDOW 1 1 2  
NUMLOCK 353 
PREVIOUS UNLOCKED CELL 1 2 1  
RECALC (!)  216 
REFERENCE (@) 1 16 
RETURN 19 
SINGLE-STEP 3 1 1  
Standard xvii-xix 
TAB 16, 18, 163 
WORD LEl;"f 1.65 
WORD RIGHT 165 

Leaving Multiplan 21,  42 
LEN function 264 
Less than operator ( <) 177 
Less than or equal operator ( < = ) 177 
lines, drawing 65 
linking 

windows 109 
worksheets 143 

Listing ftles xxiv 
LN function 265 
Loading 

files 45, J84A 
worksheets xxiii, 69 

Locating named cells 87 
Lock Cells command 2 1 1  
Lock command 210 
Lock Formulas command 1 19, 2 1 2  
Locking 

cells 210-2 1 1  
formulas 1 19, 210, 2 1 2  

LOG I 0 function 266 
Logical values 166, 177 
LOOKUP function 267 
Lotus files 

loading 184A 
saving 184·C 

Macros 305 
autoexec 3 1 1  
canceling 3 1 1  
command codes 308, 3 1 3  
comments 309 
defining 306 
editing 3 1 1  
enumerating lists of 310 
interactive 3 1 2  
key codes 306, 308 
naming 307, 309 
running 310 
spaces in 308 
writing 307 

Margins 
preset 127 
printing 218 
setting 130 

Mathematical operators. See Operators 
MAX function 269 
Memory xxii, 10 
Menus 

creating 314 
selecting from 1 7  

Message 
copying 1 49 
direct01y 293 
illegal parameters 191 
line 161,  163 

Messages, directory of 29 3 
MID function 270 
MIN function 271 
MIRR function 272 
MOD function 273 
Modes, tile xxvi, 22 5 
Move 

Column 2!3 
command 2 1 2  
Row 2 1 4  

Moving 
cell pointer 8, 205, 206 
columns 212-213 
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Moving (continued) 
rows 2 1 2, 214 

msinstall program xvi 
Multiplan Program, installing xvi 
Multiplication operator ( * )  1 14, 167 
Mute option 216 

NA function 274 
Name command 80, 83, 214, 310 
Names 

cell 80, 89, 172, 214 
defined, deleting 152 
defining 139 
displaying 2 1 5  
spelling rules for 172 
using to build formula 84 

Naming 
cells 80, 89, 172, 214 
conventions 172 
macros 307, 309 
related worksheets 140 
worksheet 41 

NEXT UNLOCKED CELL key 1 19 
NEXT WINDOW key 1 1 2  
Normal file mode xxvi, 225 
Not equal operator ( <>) 177 
NOT function 275 
NPER function 279 
NPV function 276 
Number 

column 7 
grid 24 
row 7 
signs ( #) 93-94 

Numbers 
as dollars 36 
entering 34 
forms of, in formulas 167 
value 166 

NUMLOCK key 353 

One�time calculation 124 
Opening windows 108 
Operator precedence 168 
Operators 

Addition ( + )  167 
Concatenation ( & ) 168 
Division (!) 167 

Operators (continued) 
Equal ( = )  177 
Exponentiation (") 167 
Greater than ( > )  I 77 
Greater than or equal(> = ) I 77 
Intersection (space) 173 
Less than ( <) 177 
Less than or equal ( < = ) 177 
Multiplication ( • )  1 14, 167 
Not equal ( < > )  177 
Percent ( % )  167 
Range 0 53, 1 74 
Subtraction ( - ) 167 
Union (,) 175, 202 

Options 216 
comma 202 
command 122, 216, 322 
formulas 202 
iteration 319 
mute 216 
recalc 216 

OR function 277 
Other file mode 225 

Pathname xxiii, xxv 
Percent operator ( %  ) 167 
PI function 278 
PMT function 279 
Pointer, cell 7 
Preset margins 127 
PREVIOUS UNLOCKED CELL key 121 
Print command 127, 2 1 7  
Print File command 130, 2 1 7  
Print Margins command 130, 218 
Print Options command 131,  218 
Print Printer command 128, 219 
Printing XXV ,  127, 2 1 7  
Proposed responses 14, 18, 163-165 
Protecting the worksheet xxiii, I 19 
PV function 279 

Quitting Multiplan 2 1 ,  42 
Quit command 21,  42, 220 

Range operator 0 53, I 7 4 
RATE function 279 
Refld protection xxiii 
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RECALC ( ! ) key 216 Spelling rules for names 172 
Recalc option 216 Splitting windows 106 
Recalculation 122-124 SQRT function 287 
Receipts 183 Starting Multiplan xvii 
Redrawing active window 206 Status line, cell contents in 64 

0 REFERENCE (@) key 1 16 STDEV function 288 
References Storing worksheet 130 

absolute 96, 170 Subcommands 14, 17, 161, 162 
cell 168 Subtraction operator ( - ) 167 
relative 96, 170 SUM function 90, 289 

Relating worksheets 135 Supporting worksheets 
Relative references 96, 170 building 136 
Replacing copying from 141 

proposed responses 164 revising 148 
text 165 Symbolic file mode xxvi, 225 

REPT function 282 Symbols. See end of index 
Responses, proposed 14, 18, 163-165 Symphony. See Lotus files 
RETURN key 19 System requirements xv 
Revising supporting worksheet 148 
ROUND function 283 
ROW function 284 TAB key 16, 18, 163 
Rows TAN function 290 

deleting 195 termcap file xxvii 
headings 25 Terminal capabilities :xxvii 
inserting 210 Text 

0 moving 212, 214 deleting 28, 165 
number of 7 editing 165 

Running macros 310 entering 25, 49, 186 
replacing 165 
values 168 

Saving Titles 70, 106 
print output 217 Transfer 
worksheets 41, 67, 184C Clear 135, 223 

Screen 5, 135 command 222 
Scrolling 12 Delete 223 
Selecting Load 45, 69, 224 

commands 17, 162 Options xxv, 225 
from menus 17 Rename 226 
subcommands 162 Save 41, 67, 227 

Setting Transforming worksheets 183 
column widtb 202, 203 TRUE function 291, 323 
margins 130 True, logical value 166, 177 

SIGN function 285 Typing errors, correcting 28 
SIN function 286 
SINGLE-STEP key 3 1 1  

0 Sort command 184, 221 Union operator (,) 175, 202 
Sorting 221 Unlocking cells 121 
Space bar 17 
Space (intersection operator) 173 
Spaces in macros 308 Value command 29 
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VALUE function 292 
Values 

cell 159 
error 94, ! 66, 178 
logical 166, I 77 

Vectors, copying 190 
VisiCalc files, loading 184A 

Width, column 32, 202, 203 
Window 

Border 1 1 1,  2 30 
Close 230 
command 229 
Link 1 10, 2 3 1  
Paint 232 
Split 106, 108, 2 34 
Split Horizontal 234 
Split Titles 235 
Split Vertical 236 

Windows 
bordering I l l  
closing 108 
going to 204 
linking 109 
opening 108 
redrawing active 206 
splitting 106 

WORD LEFT key 165 
WORD RIGHT key 165 
Working memory 1 0  
Worksheets 

connections between 150 
dependent 135, 182 
description 159 
expanding relationships 181 
linking 143 
loading xxiii, 45,  69, I84A 
naming 4 1 ,  140 
number grid 24 
other program's, loading I84A 
protecting I I9 
related 1 35, 140 
saving 4 1 ,  67, 184C 
scrolling 1 2  
storing 130 
temporary I I  
transforming I83 

Write protection xxiii 
Writing macros 307 

XENIX system, installing Multiplan on xvi 
Xternal. See eXternal 

+ (Addition operator) 167 
- (Subtraction operator) I67 
* (Multiplication operator) 167 
I (Division operator) 167 
> (Greater than) 177 
> = (Greater than or equal) I77 
< (Less than) 177 
< = (Less than or equal) 177 
= (Equal) 177 
<> (Not equal) 177 
& (Concatenation operator) I68 
A (Exponentiation operator) 167 
% (Percent operator) I67 
, (Range operator) 17 4 
, (Union operator) 175 
? HELP key 20 
# (number sign) 9 3-94 
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MICRe:=SOFT® 
16011 NE 36th Way, Box 97017, Redmond, WA 98073·97"17 

Software 
Problem Report 

Name 

Street 

City State Zip 

Phone Date 

Instructions 

I '  
Use this form to report software bugs, documentation errors, or  suggested 
enhancements. Mail the form to Microsoft. 

Category 

__ Software Problem 

__ Software Enhancement 

Software Description 

__ Documentation Problem 
(Document # ____ _ 

__ Other 

Microsoft Product ___________________ _ 

Rev. _____ Registration # ____________ _ 

Operating System __________________ _ 

Rev. _____ Supplier ______________ _ 

Other Software Used __________________ _ 

Rev. _____ Supplier _______________ _ 

Hardware Description 
Manufacturer _______ CPU _____ Memory ___ KB 

Disk Size ___ " Density; Sides: 

Single __ Single __ 

Double __ Double __ 

Peripherals ______________________ _ 



Problem Description 

Describe the problem. (Also describe how to reproduce it, and your 
diagnosis and suggested correction.) Attach a listing if available. 
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